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Improvised Explosive Device (IED) explodes in Garmsir district of Helmand Province on 
July 13, 2009.  A foot patrol was advancing painstakingly with metal detectors and bare 
hands to defuse bombs planted on a rough track when an explosion shot a cloud of dust 
and rocks into the sky in southern Afghanistan's Helmand province at dusk, killing two 
US Marines and injuring others. Reproduced with permission Manpreet 
Romana/AFP/Getty Images.	  
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ABSTRACT 

The proliferation of Improvised Explosive Devices during the War in 

Afghanistan (2001 – 2014) caused many casualties and deaths on all sides of the 

conflict. Casualty data from the UK field hospital in Afghanistan identified 155 

casualties with fractures in 108 femoral long bone segments in 93 femora, and 131 

tibial long bone segments in 114 tibiae. The diaphysis was the commonest site of 

fracture in the tibia (53%) and femur (44%). The head and face (30%) and upper limbs 

(36%) were the commonest sites of associated injuries.  

A mechanism of injury analysis of these casualties found that only 3% had 

tympanic membrane ruptures and 1% had primary blast lung injury, which suggests a 

low likelihood of primary musculoskeletal blast injuries. There were only eight 

casualties with fractures caused by metallic fragments alone.  Of the remaining 

casualties, 57 had an axial loading pattern of injuries, 46 had bending and torsional 

fractures, 15 had a mixed pattern and 29 could not be classified.  

Twenty-eight casualties with knee ligament injuries were identified, including 

17 with tibio-femoral dislocations. These injuries were further characterised in a 

porcine stifle joint uniaxial tension model through strain rates in the range 0.01 to 

100/s. Across the range of strain rates, tensile modulus increased from 288 to 905 MPa 

and tensile failure stress increased from 39.9 to 77.3 MPa. The strain rate sensitivity of 

the material properties decreased as deformation rates increased, and reached a limit at 

approximately 1/s, beyond which there was no further significant change. 

The effect of knee position on lower limb injury severity was investigated 

using a traumatic impact simulator capable of reproducing the axial impulse 

experienced by casualties mounted in vehicles during an IED attack. Cadaveric tests 

found that the severity of lower limb injuries was less severe when the knee was flexed 

at ~20° in a standing position.  
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CHAPTER   1    

INTRODUCTION 

1.1   Scope of Thesis 

This dissertation is concerned with high strain rate lower limb injuries caused 

by Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs).  It sets out to analyse clinical data from the 

War in Afghanistan, such that the failure mechanisms of the tissues can be 

characterised in a laboratory. An anti-vehicle underbelly blast injury simulator is used 

to investigate the effects of knee position on the loading response of the lower limb at 

very high strain rates. 

1.2   Background 

The World geopolitical environment, particularly in the Middle East, at the 

beginning of the 21st century has directly contributed to the proliferation of IED 

attacks.  This section sets out the historical, religious and political background to the 

present situation. The human cost of IED attacks during and following the War in 

Afghanistan is described to support the importance of research into this problem at this 
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time.  The history of conflict on human injury is explored to develop a strategy on how 

engineering may be used to mitigate the current threat from IEDs. 

1.2.1   The War in Afghanistan (2001-2014) 

The United States’ (US) and United Kingdom’s (UK) military launched a 

campaign in Afghanistan during 2001, in response to the 9/11 attack on the US 

mainland by the Islamist inspired Al-Qaeda terrorist network (Kean & Hamilton, 

2004).  The 9/11 attacks were a series of co-ordinated attacks on 9th Sept 2011 by 

terror cells, who hijacked four US aircraft and deliberately targeted strategic buildings 

in Washington DC and New York.  One flight that targeted Washington DC 

successfully struck the Headquarters of the US Defense Department at the Pentagon, 

and another was flown into a field in Pennsylvania after the passengers overwhelmed 

the terrorists. The attacks on New York targeted two aircraft into the North and South 

Towers of the World Trade Centre, raising each of them to the ground. The four 

attacks killed close to 3000 people and caused property and infrastructure damage in 

excess of $21 billion (Bram et al., 2002).  Iconic images of the Twin Towers were 

beamed around the World by digital media and have been viewed as a direct affront to 

Western democracy and freedom (Nacos, 2011).  The President of the United States of 

the time, George W. Bush, responded eleven days after the attacks by declaring a 

“Global War on Terror” (Bush, 2001).  The US congress, as part of the Global War on 

Terror, declared its intent to defeat terrorists and demolish their organisations (Bush, 

2003). The 2001 US administration also decreed to deny sponsorship, support or 

sanctuary to any terror organisations (Bush, 2001).  

Al-Qaeda (AQ) is a militant Islamist organisation established by, among 

others, Osama Bin Laden during the late 1980s (Hoffman, 2010).  It has been 

designated as a terrorist organisation by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), 

European Union (EU) and North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) (UNSC 

Sanctions List 1267/1989, 2015). The AQ leadership, based in Afghanistan during 

2001, affirmed responsibility for 9/11 soon after the attacks (Nacos, 2011). This led to 

the launch of the US Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan in 2001, with the 

aim of dismantling the AQ organisation and denying it a secure base to co-ordinate 

further attacks against the US (Freedom, 2001).  The early operations were supported 
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by the UK military, with directed air attacks against AQ bases. Defeat of AQ was 

further promoted by direct attacks against the Taliban Islamic fundamentalist 

government, which was believed to provide the logistical and political space for AQ to 

operate (Johnson & Mason, 2007). Special forces operations with headquarters control 

from Bagram and Kabul were sufficient to cause the Taliban government to fall and 

retreat to their tribal homes in the provinces surrounding Kandahar (Freedom, 2001). 

During 2002 – 2003, the military operations were predominantly confined to 

security operations supporting the Afghan Government and the newly elected 

President Hamid Karzai. In 2004, Afghan security and the government were failing in 

the face of an emboldened Taliban insurgency. An International Security Assistance 

Force (ISAF) was established by NATO during this period to expand security 

operations and prevent the Taliban retaking control of the country. Security returned to 

the government strongholds in the Northern provinces around Kabul and Bagram 

(House of Commons International Development Committee, 2012). The Southern 

provinces of Helmand and Kandahar, on the border with Pakistan, were beyond the 

reach of President Karzai’s government and were in danger of providing a new space 

where Islamist terror organisations could train and co-ordinate attacks against their 

enemies. In 2006, ISAF responded by deploying large numbers of troops to the heart 

of Helmand and Kandahar (King, 2010). The UK military provided a 5000 strong 

detachment, headquartered in Camp Bastion, to support provincial reconstruction of 

the economy and democracy. The UK Defence Secretary of the day, the Right 

Honourable Dr. John Reid MP, is reported to refer to the 2006 deployment to Helmand 

by saying, “..we would be perfectly happy to leave in three years’ time without firing 

one shot.” (Neville, 2015). 

The 2006 deployment of the UK military brought soldiers into direct conflict 

with Taliban fighters as they tried to establish security and control within the 

provincial centres.  There were significant casualties on all sides with an estimated 

1000 deaths of Taliban soldiers and 32 UK soldiers during the summer of 2006 

(Smith, 2008).  By contrast, during the period February 2002 – March 2006, the UK 

military had sustained only five fatalities, indicating a significant shift in hostilities in 

the summer of 2006 (iCasualties, 2014).  During the period 2006 – 2011, ISAF and 

Taliban casualties and fatalities increased year on year, peaking in 2010 when there 
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were 711 ISAF coalition fatalities (iCasualties, 2014) (Figure 1.1). The surge in 

casualties and fatalities was exacerbated by the difficulties on either side to control the 

huge areas of land in the Southern Provinces of Afghanistan. The weaponry of the 

Taliban changed during this period with the aim to deny control of the land and towns 

to the ISAF coalition forces. The IED was used in an ever greater number of attacks 

and became the weapon of choice of the Taliban fighter after 2007 (iCasualties, 2014).  

The experience of the Taliban, the skill of the IED bomb maker and their success 

meant that the number of attacks using IEDs increased from less than 1000 in 2006, to 

greater than 16000 by 2011 (iCasualties, 2014).  This change in tactic is believed to be 

the major reason for the increase in overall fatalities and deaths caused by IEDs in 

Afghanistan between 2006 and 2011 (Figure 1.2). 

	  

	  
 

Figure 1.1 – ISAF coalition military fatalities by year (iCasualties, 2014). 

The high casualty rate during 2006 – 2011 was a significant concern for both 

those at risk, and for their military and political leaders.  Domestic and political 

support for the counterinsurgency campaigns in Afghanistan was openly questioned in 

the UK media and Parliament (King, 2010).  The casualty rate was likely to be the 

main reason behind the majority of US public opinion changing from this being a ‘war 

worth fighting for’, to a ‘war not worth fighting for’ during this period 

(Pollingreport.com, 2015). By 2010, 72% of the UK public believed that the Armed 

Forces should be brought home from Afghanistan (Yougov, 2012). 
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Figure 1.2 – The annual incidence of IED attacks and IED fatalities during the War in 
Afghanistan (2006 – 2011) (iCasualties, 2014). 

The resilience of public opinion in the UK and US to withstand a growing 

number of casualties was seen by military commanders as a major risk to success in 

Afghanistan. In 2009, the UK newspapers argued that the morale of UK soldiers in 

Afghanistan may be undermined by the lack of support at home for the war (Scotto, 

Reifler, Clarke, et al., 2011). The repatriation of 345 soldiers, killed in action, through 

the streets of Wotton Bassett created a media focus during this period which further 

risked undermining the mission. The former UK Army’s Chief of the General Staff, 

General Sir Richard Dannatt broadcast in 2010 that “The Wotton Bassatt factor runs 

the risk of undermining morale of the population” (Payne & Dannatt, 2010).  There 

was also a risk that the military and politicians needed to find a victory in order to 

vindicate the deaths of UK soldiers to public opinion (Dixon, 2012). The UK Minister 

for the Armed Forces, the Right Honourable Bill Rammell MP summarised these 

concerns in 2010 by “My great fear is that we as a nation will become so risk-averse, 

so cynical and so introverted that we will find ourselves in inglorious and impotent 

isolation by default.” (Rammell, 2010). The question over the public support for the 

War in Afghanistan after 2006, was in marked contrast to the support for the soldiers, 

sailors and airmen of the UK Armed Forces during the same period. In 2011, over 

80% of the public had a favourable opinion of the UK Armed Forces and believed that 

they were among the best in the World (Defence, 2011). The support to those serving 
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in the Armed Forces, in contrast to the campaign in Afghanistan, was strengthened by 

the growing number of seriously injured casualties.  

The high intensity combat operations after 2006 and use of the IED contributed 

towards the number of deaths on all sides during the War in Afghanistan.  The UK 

military data shows that 70% of casualties injured in hostile action were caused by 

explosive munitions, the IED being the most common (Penn-Barwell, Bennett, Kay, et 

al., 2014).  Advances in battlefield medical care during the period 2003 – 2012 

produced a parallel improvement in survivorship of the most seriously injured 

casualties (Penn-Barwell, Roberts, Midwinter, et al., 2015). The net result from this 

war, lasting over a decade, and the advances in medical care, has been a growing 

population of young active servicemen and women who have sustained life changing 

injuries.  Reports from this period show that there were 265 UK casualties who 

sustained at least one major limb amputation, the most common a trans-femoral 

amputation (Edwards, Lustik, Eichelberger, et al., 2012; Bennett, Sargeant, Midwinter, 

et al., 2013). Whilst limb amputation is a very visible result of the War in Afghanistan, 

there are reports of many other injuries. During a 5 years’ period of the War in 

Afghanistan, 448 UK servicemen sustained injuries to their head, face or neck (Breeze, 

Gibbons, Shieff, et al., 2011).  A third of the casualties with head injuries died, and 

many of the remainder are living in the UK with the result of a traumatic brain injury.  

Other significant life changing injuries to the eyes, ears, chest, bowels, pelvis and 

genitalia have also been described (Blanch, Bindra, Jacks, et al., 2011; Lucas, Page, 

Phillip, et al., 2014; Walker, Eardley & Clasper, 2014; Breeze, Cooper, Pearson, et al., 

2011). 

The legacy of the War in Afghanistan to Western countries has been debated 

within only months of the end of ISAF combat operations, by politicians, the media 

and academics (Biddle, 2014).  Historians will be the final arbiters of this legacy and 

how the war has shaped the future World.  Whilst ISAF operations in Afghanistan 

ended in 2014, the War in Afghanistan between the Afghan National Security Forces 

(ANSF) and the insurgents continues. The ANSF sustained 3200 fatalities during 

2014, with the figures for 2015 predicted to exceed these numbers (Allen, 2014).  One 

legacy of the War in Afghanistan that is certain, is the future of the IED as the weapon 

of choice for terrorists and insurgents around the World.  The number of IED attacks 
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around the World, excluding Afghanistan or Iraq, doubled in the period 2009 – 2011 

(Singer, 2012). The US Defence Department estimates that there were 608 IED attacks 

per month in 99 counties during 2011 (Singer, 2012).  The threat from the IED has not 

disappeared with the end of the War in Afghanistan; rather it is proliferating.  

1.2.2   Weaponry and Patterns of Human Injury 

Mankind has sought to produce and use weapons since the earliest periods of 

history. As early as 71,000 years ago early humans on the south-east coast of South 

Africa had the skills and cognitive ability to manufacture small stone bladelets for use 

as projectile weapons (Brown, Marean, Jacobs, et al., 2012). Weapons have changed 

through history as mankind has evolved, technology advanced and the socio-cultural 

circumstances of the time have demanded. As the weapons used by mankind have 

changed through history, so too have the human injuries that result.  

Many examples of different weapons, injury patterns and protective measures 

exist from the earliest records of human history through to the present day. Carvings 

from ancient Mesopotamia dating from around 2500 B.C. have shown that the mace, a 

wooden club with a stone or iron head was used extensively between the Akkadian 

and Sumerian armies (Vidale, 2011). Archaeological evidence from the Royal tombs 

of Ur, close to modern day Basra in Iraq, found that soldiers of the period were also 

using primitive helmets made from copper and leather to protect themselves from the 

mace (Figure 1.3) (Vidale, 2011). Whilst it is interesting that the mace was likely to 

have been most effective when used against the head, it is perhaps more significant to 

this dissertation, that this is the first evidence of the technology of the day being used 

to mitigate against a specific threat.  
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Figure 1.3 – Sumerian soldier with a battle axe as an offensive weapon, and a helmet to 
protect against injury. 2500BC. Image from the Standard of Ur. This is one of the 
earliest depictions of protective equipment used to prevent injury from the weapons of 
the period. Image used with permission of the British Museum (2015) under a Creative 
Commons Licence. ©Trustees of the British Museum. 

Battlefield eye injuries are a good example of how weapons can create a 

specific threat that can be mitigated by a modern engineering solution. The risk to the 

eyes from penetrating weapons in warfare has been described in a number of recent 

reports from the United States and United Kingdom (Owens, Kragh, Macaitis, et al., 

2007; Breeze, Horsfall, Hepper, et al., 2011).  However, eye injuries on the battlefield 

have been a significant problem well before the recent conflicts in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. In ancient Greece (∼354 B.C.), Alexander the Great’s father, King Philip 

II survived a penetrating injury to the eye from an arrow (Karger, Sudhues & 

Brinkmann, 2001). Interestingly, he also survived the surgery to remove the arrow 

using the “Spoon of Diocles” (Salazar, 2000). Fifteen centuries later, the English King 

Harold II was not as fortunate when he was hit by an arrow to the eye at the Battle of 

Hastings, resulting in fatal consequences. The vulnerability of the eyes to penetrating 

trauma has continued into 20th century warfare with an incidence described between 

0.5% and 13% of battlefield injuries (Blanch, Bindra, Jacks, et al., 2011).  It is perhaps 

surprising, therefore, that it has taken until the 21st century before the United 

Kingdom’s Armed Forces have routinely issued protective glasses to protect against 

this threat (Breeze, Allanson-Bailey, Hunt, et al., 2012). It is estimated that the routine 

use of these simple protective glasses is able to reduce the incidence of penetrating eye 

injury from 6% to 0.5% of all injuries over only a few years (Gondusky & Reiter, 
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2005). This advance in protective technology has been achieved using a combined 

epidemiological, engineering and cultural solution. Epidemiological data was needed 

to describe and highlight the threat and justify investment in a solution. Modern 

engineering techniques were used to develop suitable protective transparent materials 

and design ergonomically acceptable goggles and protective glasses. Finally, a cultural 

and leadership change within the Armed Forces was needed to encourage and order 

soldiers to use the new protective glasses (Breeze, Allanson-Bailey, Hepper, et al., 

2015). This success illustrates an approach to a problem, which is demonstrably useful 

to develop protective technologies against other modern battlefield weapon; and is a 

useful template to aid the development of future mitigation equipment. 

Recent conflicts around the World have shown that human deaths due to war 

and its weapons remain prevalent (Human Security Project, 2012).  However, the 2012 

Human Security Project reports that battle deaths from State-Based Conflict have 

reduced markedly since the end of World War II, except for significant peaks related 

to the Korean, Vietnam, Iran-Iraq and Afghanistan Wars (Human Security Project, 

2012). This trend has mirrored the reduction in high-intensity conventional conflicts 

around the World over the same period. The exception to this trend is in the conflicts 

across the Middle East where the battle deaths on all sides have quintupled between 

2005 and 2009 (Security Council Report, 2012).  The United Nations has estimated 

that there were 4507 civilian injuries and 3021 civilian deaths during 2011 alone 

(Security Council Report, 2012). Civilian women and children have been especially 

vulnerable during this conflict, which is believed to be due to the use of indiscriminate 

weapons, such as IEDs.  

The IED is a new and specific threat on the modern battlefield, just as the mace 

was a specific threat in ancient Mesopotamia. Furthermore, the IED is interesting 

because its use is not confined to the conventional battlefield, but has become an 

effective weapon used by many terrorist groups. The Provisional Irish Republican 

Army (IRA), Hezbollah in Israel, the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, White Supremacist 

groups in North America and militant Islamist groups around the World have all made 

use of IEDs to further their political goals (Onay & Kyriakidis, 2008). These acts of 

terror have a significant social and emotional effect on the targeted society, not only 
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due to the direct consequences of the acts, but also because the perceived risk of 

terrorism is over-estimated by individuals  (Lerner, Gonzalez, Small, et al., 2003).  

1.2.3   Summary 

The proliferation of IED attacks in conventional and asymmetrical warfare 

threaten to cause further human injury and to deny freedom to democratic countries.  

Whilst political solutions have the opportunity to reduce this risk, the threat remains. 

Engineering and scientific endeavour to understand the effects of these weapons on 

human injury may help mitigate this threat. 
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1.3   Improvised Explosive Devices  

1.3.1   Introduction to IEDs as Weapons 

The IED is a familiar term in UK society, mainly due to its use by the media 

following casualties in Iraq and Afghanistan during the last two decades. Whilst in 

everyday use, there is no common and agreed definition of an IED in the academic 

literature. Gill et al. (2011) have reported that there are over 29 different definitions of 

an IED within different academic communities. Definitions tend to vary according to 

the perspective of the author; the military community often focuses on the ingredients 

of an IED, whilst others focus more on their purpose and objective. The following 

definition of an IED has been proposed by the International Center for the Study of 

Terrorism at Pennsylvania State University:  

“An explosive device is considered an IED when any or all of the following— 

explosive ingredient, initiation, triggering or detonation mechanism, delivery system—

is modified in any respect from its original expressed or intended function. An IED’s 

components may incorporate any or all of military grade munitions, commercial 

explosives or homemade explosives. The components and device design may vary in 

sophistication from simple to complex and IEDs can be used by a variety of both state 

and non-state actors. Non-state actors can include (but not be limited to) terrorists, 

insurgents, drug traffickers, criminals and nuisance pranksters” (Gill, Horgan & 

Lovelace, 2011). 

This definition is deliberately vague so that it can be used to include a broad 

spectrum of devices used by many different groups. However, it includes a number of 

key concepts and will be used as a point of reference in this dissertation. The 

following sections describe some of the key features of an IED in sufficient detail to 

understand how they can cause human injury. 

1.3.2   “Improvised” 

The first use of the term “improvised” in connection to explosives is reported to 

have been coined by the British military investigating attacks by the Irish Republican 
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Army (IRA) in the early 1970s. Court trials of IRA bombers make reference to the use 

of improvised timing systems and improvised mortar bombs (Gill, Horgan & 

Lovelace, 2011). The improvisation of an IED involves the production or fabrication 

of objects for a use that is not their usual purpose. For example, a combination of 

fertilizer and fuel oil was used by Timothy McVeigh’s attack in Oklahoma City in 

2001 (Larabee, 2003). In this example, the explosive ingredients were improvised, but 

the term may also apply to any part of the device, such as the detonator or delivery 

system. 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 1.4 – Seized IEDs by ISAF troops in Helmand Province, Afghanistan. Note the 
improvised nature of the devices using household goods. Ministry of Defence. Crown 
Copyright (2013). Reproduced under the terms of the Open Government Licence. 

1.3.3   “Explosive” Ingredients 

The explosives are a key element of an effective IED. There are many 

examples of true “home made” IEDs, using explosives that have been manufactured 

by the bomb maker. For example, the IRA’s 1993 Bishopsgate bombing in London 

was reported to have used a large quantity of ammonium nitrate fertilizer mixed with 

fuel oil (Coaffee, 2003). The consequence of this simple IED, when hidden in a van, 

was greater than £350 million of damage to property and infrastructure (Coaffee, 

2003). 
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Figure 1.5 – Improvised explosive device discovered in 2005 in eastern Baghdad. It was 
disarmed before it could be detonated in an attack. The IED comprises 4 large artillery 
shells plus an anti-tank mine, all connected together via detonating cord. This would 
cause the 5 devices to detonate simultaneously. US Department for Defense (2005). 
Reproduced under the terms of the US Open Licence. 

In the recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, insurgents had easy access to 

military grade high explosives and munitions (Figure 1.5). There are many examples 

from Iraq where the insurgents have used unexploded artillery shells, land mines or 

aerial bombs as the basis for an IED (Kopp, 2008). Around the World, conventional 

explosives used in an improvised manner are amongst the most common IEDs. For 

instance, RDX (1,3,5-hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitrotriazine e.g. Semtex and C4), TNT 

(2,4,6-trinitrotoluene), Composition A (RDX plus wax), Composition B / Cyclotol 

(63% RDX and 36% TNT, plus wax), HMX (Octogen or Octahydro- 1,3,5,7-

tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine), and HBX-1 / HBX-3 / H-6 Compositions (RDX, TNT, 

aluminium powder, calcium chloride and wax) have all been used as explosive fillers 

in IEDs (Kopp, 2008). The choice of explosive around the World varies by region 

according to the security of military sites, availability of stockpiles of old munitions, 

supply chain and financial constraints.  

1.3.4   The IED Detonator 

Most explosives used in IEDs are stable until they are triggered by a detonator. 

A simple detonator could be a small anti-personnel mine attached to a larger device 

filled with explosives, which is triggered when a person or vehicle activates the mine 

(Figure 1.5). Suicide bombers are reported to have used hand held grenades to initiate 
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larger high explosive devices (Hassan, 2008). Other common detonators in IEDs are 

blasting caps and fuse igniters. There are many different types of electric blast caps, 

but many use an electric current to heat a high resistance wire to cause detonation of a 

small amount of primary explosive. Common primary explosives include mercury 

fulminate, lead azide or pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) (Varesh, 1996). The 

detonation of the primary explosive causes detonation of the more stable secondary 

high explosive ingredients. 

1.3.5   IED Power Sources and Switches 

The use of electric blast caps as detonators requires a power source and a 

switch to control the timing of detonation. The power source may be a simple battery, 

such as found in a car or domestic products (Kopp, 2008). Bomb makers have used 

many different types of switches to detonate IEDs (Barker, 2011). Two metal strips 

can be used as a switch to complete an electric circuit when pressed together. This 

technique can be easily used to produce a pressure plate, which can be buried beneath 

the ground and activated by unsuspecting pedestrians or vehicles (Figure 1.6). This 

method of Victim Operated IED (VO-IED) has been favoured by the Taliban during 

the War in Afghanistan (Barker, 2011). However, other types of switches have been 

used in Afghanistan and around the World, and the choice of switch often reflects the 

tactics of the bomber. Command Wire operated IEDs (CW-IEDs) use an electrical 

firing cable to allow the bombers to distance themselves from the main charge. This 

allows precise control of the timing of IED detonation, such as when a vehicle drives 

over the main device. Radio Controlled IEDs (RC-IEDs) use radio waves from simple 

devices such as car alarms, garage door controls or mobile phones to activate a simple 

firing circuit (Pesci, 2012). Infra-red switches were used on many occasions by the 

Provisional Irish Republican Army as part of a VO-IED “booby trap” device (Kopp, 

2008). 
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Figure 1.6 – Pressure plates recovered during the operation to disrupt insurgent activity 
in the Zumbalay area of Helmand province. Pressure on the switch completes an electric 
circuit between 2 metal plates. Ministry of Defence. © Crown Copyright (2013). 
Reproduced under the terms of the Open Government Licence. 

1.3.6   Delivery Systems 

The size, type and sophistication of an IED are important factors that will 

determine how the device can be delivered to a target. Vehicle-borne IEDs (VB-IEDs), 

or “car bombs”, are often large devices that can be delivered to a target to cause 

damage to people or infrastructure. The Omagh Bombing carried out by the Real IRA 

in 1998 during “The Troubles” is a typical example of a VB-IED (Dingley, 2001). The 

bomb used a large amount of commercial fertilizer with the aid of semtex, which was 

loaded into a red Vauxhall Cavalier (Dingley, 2001). The explosion resulted in 29 

deaths and over 200 other injuries. 

Person-borne IEDs (PB-IED) are delivered by either the bomber, or another 

person who has been coerced into carrying the IED, or the person is oblivious to it. 

There has been a marked rise in PB-IED attacks over the last two decades, particularly 

with the use of “suicide bombers” in Iraq, Israel, Sri-Lanka and Afghanistan (Hassan, 

2008). Furthermore, Islamist inspired terrorists operating in Western Europe have 

often favoured the use of suicide bombs in recent years, as typified by the Madrid train 

bombings in 2004 and the London 7/7 bombings in 2005 (Turégano-Fuentes, Caba-

Doussoux, Jover-Navalón, et al., 2008; Lockey, Mackenzie, Redhead, et al., 2005). 
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Placed-IEDs are delivered to a target, but the bombers do not sacrifice 

themselves during the attack. The “Boston Marathon bombing” during 2013 is an 

example of a placed-IED, where the bombers are accused of delivering an IED to the 

target in rucksacks, and then leaving the scene before the attack took place (King, 

Larentzakis, Ramly, et al., 2015).  

Directional-IEDs include projected devices, such as improvised mortars 

bombs, grenades or rockets. Improvised rockets have been a particular feature of the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict, where over 2000 “Kassam” rockets are reported to have 

been fired from the Gaza strip into Israel (Schwartz, Ostfeld & Bar-Dayan, 2009). The 

devices can be fired over 10 km and carry over 10 kg of explosives to their target. 

Improvised mortar devices have also been used in Iraq following the 2003 invasion, 

and by the Provisional IRA during “the Troubles”. These devices are distinct from 

conventional weapons, such as rocket propelled devices, which are used in a 

conventional war without any modification. 
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1.4   Blast Physics 

Explosions occur when energetic materials transform from a solid form into 

hot gases almost instantaneously (Proud, 2013). This is an exothermic reaction 

between a fuel and an oxidizer, leading to the release of a large amount of energy. 

High explosives are materials that combine the fuel and oxidising element within one 

molecule. Nitroglycerin, for example, contains a hydrocarbon ‘fuel’ element and three 

nitrate ‘oxidizer’ elements (Figure 1.7). Once initiated, energy is transported through 

the material by compressive shock heating. The acceleration of the compressive shock 

from one molecule to the next creates a detonation wave within the material. The 

exothermic reaction trails behind the detonation wave, which causes the 

decomposition of the explosive material into a gaseous form. Explosives in their solid 

or liquid phases have a high energy density and increase in volume rapidly as large 

explosive molecules decompose into smaller gas molecules in the reaction zone (Bdzil 

& Stewart, 2007). Each mole of nitroglycerin has the potential to release ∼1.5 MJ of 

energy, reach temperatures in excess of 5000°C, and will expand to greater than 1000 

times its original volume after detonation (Johansson, 1958). 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 1.7 – Nitroglycerin structure. Three nitrate groups available as the oxidizer of the 
hydrocarbon fuel. 
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1.4.1   The Blast Wave 

Following detonation, hot gases expand violently away from the epicentre of 

the explosion. A thin layer of the surrounding air is highly compressed by the 

detonation wave to a very high density, pressure and temperature (Cullis, 2001).  This 

thin layer forms into a shock wave that propagates at supersonic speed radially, in all 

directions. This shock wave is much slower than the detonation wave, but still travels 

at over 1000 km/h. The magnitude of the shock wave gradually falls, initially by the 

inverse cube of the distance from the epicentre. The front of the shock wave is 

followed by a high speed blast wind, due to the expanding explosive gases. A release 

wave follows this over-pressure, causing sub-atmospheric pressure and drawing the 

surrounding air back in. The classic Friedlander Curve describes the atmospheric 

pressure changes that occur at a fixed point away from an idealised explosion in open 

conditions (Cullis, 2001) (Figure 1.8).  

	  
	  

Figure 1.8 – The Freidlander ‘Blast’ Curve. The figure illustrates pressure-time histories around 
an explosion. The blue curve represents a site next to the explosion. The red curve represents a 
site away from the epicentre (e.g. 1 m). An explosion causes a near instantaneous expansion of 
gases that compress the surrounding air into a shock wave (A), followed by the sustained over-
pressure of detonation gases called the blast wind (positive phase) (B). This is followed by sub-
atmospheric release wave (negative phase) (C). As the distance from the epicentre increases, the 
shock wave accelerates away from the detonation gases but rapidly decreases in pressure (D). The 
blast wind and detonation gases have a much greater pressure and a longer duration than the 
shock wave at this point (E) (Friedlander, 1946; Cullis, 2001). 

The combination of a high-pressure shock wave followed by a high-speed blast 

wind is called a blast wave (Cullis, 2001). The shock wave separates from the blast 
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wind once their velocity is sub-sonic.  The differences that occur in the profile of the 

blast wave as the distance from the epicentre increases are illustrated in Figure 1.8. 

1.4.2   Explosive Outputs 

The damaging effects of the blast wave can be caused by either the initial 

shock wave or the rapidly expanding gases that follow. The transmitted shock wave 

may cause fragmentation of solid materials, termed brisance. The degree of brisance is 

dependent upon the detonation pressure of the explosive. Greater brisance is 

associated with increased capacity for fragmentation of a material. This is an important 

effect to create the fragmentation of a grenade or metallic shell casing, possibly 

affecting a weapon’s damage potential. 

The pressure built up by the expanding gases after detonation generates energy 

capable of doing work, termed heave. Whilst the brisance effect may cause shattering, 

the heave can move the material away from the epicentre. The distance between a 

casualty and the epicentre of an explosion is a key determinant in the amount of blast 

energy that is available to cause injury. An increase in the radial distance away from 

the epicentre decreases the surface area of the blast wave that is available to impart 

energy to a casualty. As distance from the epicentre increases, the brisance effect 

becomes negligible and the energy imparted is from the heave energy.  The balance 

between brisance and heave is also affected by the transfer medium. For example, an 

IED buried beneath the ground may require significant heave energy to move the 

overlying rock, soil and grit. Previous work has shown that the consistency and 

hydration of the soil affects the balance between brisance and heave, and subsequent 

potential energy available (Vovk, Luchko, Lyakhov, et al., 1987; Yankelevsky, 

Feldgun & Karinski, 2008). 
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1.5   Blast Related Injury Processes 

The mechanisms of human battlefield injury have been extensively studied 

around the World since the start of World War II.  Heavy bombing campaigns of both 

military and civilian populations during this conflict were a great stimulus to 

understand how explosives could cause death and injury. Classic animal research by 

Zuckerman (1940) and directed by the Ministry of Home Security in the United 

Kingdom, demonstrated a clear relationship between the risk of mortality and the 

distance from an explosion (Zuckerman, 1940). He also found that the cause of death 

was not by any external injuries, but from bilateral traumatic haemorrhage in both 

lungs. During the same period, German researchers described similar findings, but 

their results were not described in the open literature until after 1950 (Schardin, 1950). 

An engineering approach by the German group proposed three different mechanisms 

of human blast injury by the shock wave: 

Spallation – This is a process when a blast wave pass from  dense tissues into 

a less dense media, in such a way that the dense tissue fragments and releases debris 

into the less dense media (Wolf, Bebarta, Bonnett, et al., 2009). 

Implosion – This is damage due to the rapid compression and expansion of 

gases within the tissues. When these gases re-expand they suddenly transfer a large 

amount of energy to the surrounding structures (Schardin, 1950; Phillips & Richmond, 

1991). 

Inertial effects – This is due to the presence of tissues of different densities. 

Objects of varying densities move at different speeds as the overpressure travels 

through an organ, which leads to differential acceleration of different tissues causing 

damage by shearing forces (Schardin, 1950). 

This basic understanding has been developed since the end of World War II, 

but has stood the test of time and still informs our current understanding. Animal 

research in the 1950s and 1960s further informed our understanding of the 

pathoanatomy and pathophysiology of blast injuries, and what factors may be 

protective from blast mediated injury (Bowen, Fletcher, Richmond, et al., 1968). The 
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following sections describe a commonly accepted classification of human blast injury 

(Zuckerman, 1952).  

1.5.1   Primary Blast Injury 

Primary blast injuries are caused by the shock wave after an explosion, when 

the rapid changes in atmospheric pressure transfer loads to the human body. Tissues 

that contain abrupt differences in tissue-density interfaces, such as air-fluid interfaces, 

are particularly vulnerable to these pressure changes. The blast wave can cause 

displacement and fragmentation of dense tissue into less dense tissue. Alternatively, 

barotrauma can also cause tissue damage due to the push-pull effect of the positive 

overpressure followed by the release wave (DePalma, Burris, Champion, et al., 2005). 

The blast wave causes obvious macroscopic damage, such as perforated tympanic 

membranes, pulmonary contusions and bowel perforation (Leibovici, Gofrit, Stein, et 

al., 1996; Yang, Wang, Tang, et al., 1996; Zuckerman, 1940). Furthermore, recent 

evidence has also demonstrated the primary effects of blast waves at the cellular and 

sub-cellular level, leading to early and late pathophysiology effects (Abdul-Muneer, 

Schuetz, Wang, et al., 2013; Brown, Bo, Masouros, et al., 2012). Skeletal fractures 

may also be caused by primary blast mechanisms and are discussed later in this thesis. 

Primary Blast Lung Injury (PBLI) is a specific injury caused by explosions and 

is associated with a high mortality risk (Mackenzie & Tunnicliffe, 2011). Damage is 

caused by the blast wave by the immediate rupture of alveolar capillaries, influx of 

blood, and extravasation of oedema into lung tissue giving rise to substantial 

haemorrhagic foci (Kirkman & Watts, 2011).  These changes can be identified on 

radiographs or cross-sectional CT scans in many casualties (Mackenzie & Tunnicliffe, 

2011). It is reported to occur in 3.6% of casualties who are injured by explosions in 

current military operations (Ritenour, Blackbourne, Kelly, et al., 2010).  The minimum 

pressure reported to cause PBLI is between 206 – 551 kPa, and a 50% chance of death 

from PBLI occurring between 896 – 1200 kPa (Richmond, Damon, Fletcher, et al., 

1968; 1966). In contrast, tympanic membrane rupture is reported to occur in cadavers 

at a minimum pressure of 35 kPa when inflated with a bicycle pump (Peters, 2011).  

Larger cadaveric studies have shown that 50% of tympanic membranes will have 

ruptured at 104 – 120 kPa (Stapczynski, 1982; Jensen & Bonding, 1993). 
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1.5.2   Secondary Blast Injury 

Secondary blast injuries are caused by the soil, debris and metallic fragments 

that are displaced by the heave energy and carried by the blast wind (Wolf, Bebarta, 

Bonnett, et al., 2009). Many IEDs are designed purposefully to cause a high number of 

secondary blast injuries. For example, nail bombs were used often in the Northern 

Ireland “Troubles” and more recently in the 1999 London Soho bombing (Ellis, 1983; 

Ng, James, Philp, et al., 2001). These devices use metallic objects packed around the 

explosives, including nails, to maximise human injury following detonation. Spent 

ammunition casings were favoured by IED bomb makers during the early part of the 

War in Afghanistan to maximise their injurious effect (Kopp, 2008; Barker, 2011). 

The IED was a particular threat during the War in Afghanistan and caused 

great harm (Hoencamp, Huizinga, van Dongen, et al., 2014). Ramasamy et al. (2011) 

in a forensic analysis of blast victims from Afghanistan, found that very different 

injury patterns were determined by the degree of protection from secondary blast 

injuries, either in an open exposed environment or an enclosed vehicle environment. 

Furthermore, soil can cause contamination of wounds following blast injuries, 

potentially increasing the risk of death from sepsis or problems with surgical 

reconstruction (Brown, Murray & Clasper, 2010). Secondary musculoskeletal blast 

injuries are discussed further in the next chapter. 

1.5.3   Tertiary Blast Injury 

Tertiary blast injuries are caused when the victim is thrown away from the 

explosion causing rapid acceleration and deceleration. This can lead to significant 

injuries to soft tissues that are normally constrained by strong tethers or skeletal 

structures.  Such injuries include thoracic aortic transection, closed brain injury and 

damage to solid viscera (Arnold, Halpern, Tsai, et al., 2004).  Limb injuries are also 

common, either caused by flailing during flight, or energy transfer to skeletal 

structures after impact (Covey & Born, 2010). These are discussed further in the next 

chapter. 
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Crush injuries due to collapse of buildings or other structures are also included 

as tertiary blast injuries. This can greatly increase human injuries and fatalities 

following relatively small explosions. The 9/11 Twin Towers attack in New York 

demonstrates how a terrorist attack can produce a large number of fatalities as a result 

of building collapse (Cushman, Pachter & Beaton, 2003).  

1.5.4   Quaternary Blast Injuries 

Quaternary blast injuries are caused by the aftermath of the explosion but not 

directly from the explosion itself. This may include thermal injuries, toxic inhalation, 

asphyxiation, poisoning or drowning (Martí, Parrón, Baudraxler, et al., 2006; Williams 

& O'Malley, 2010). For example, during the 1982 Falklands War, the bombing of the 

Royal Fleet Auxiliary ships the Sir Galahad and Sir Tristram did not cause significant 

immediate injuries at the time of the attack, but a large number of casualties occurred 

due to subsequent fires that ensued on board the vessels (Ryan, 1984). Drowning has 

been a specific IED threat to UK and US service personnel during the War in 

Afghanistan, because it is believed insurgents were placing IEDs in such a way to 

cause vehicles to rollover into a nearby river (Jennings, 2009). Quaternary blast 

injuries may also include late injuries due to the sequelae of a blast incident, such as 

breathing problems following the exposure to noxious gases and dust (Wolf, Bebarta, 

Bonnett, et al., 2009). 

1.6   Blast Injuries During the War in Afghanistan 

The pattern of injuries after IED attacks have been reported in a number of 

papers over the last two decades.  A review of 199 Dutch military casualties during the 

War in Afghanistan between 2006 and 2010 showed that 84% of injuries were caused 

by explosions (Hoencamp, Huizinga, van Dongen, et al., 2014). The case fatality rate 

was 9.5%, with 16.5% killed in action, and 1.1% died of their wounds.  The 

percentage of casualties sustaining injuries to different anatomical regions was 

reported as: head and neck (32.2%), thorax (7.8%), abdomen (12.7%), upper extremity 

(17.6%), lower extremity (29.7%).  A US study of all military service members injured 

in both Iraq and Afghanistan between 2005 and 2009 showed that 75% of casualties 
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were injured by explosives. The distribution of wounds was head and neck (28.1%), 

thorax (9.9%), abdomen (10.1%); and extremities (51.9%) (Belmont, McCriskin, Sieg, 

et al., 2012).  

The reports of combat injuries are predominantly written from the perspective 

of western soldiers injured in Iraq or Afghanistan over the last two decades.  This is 

important because the degree of protection from vehicles, body armour, helmets and 

other equipment is likely to create a different profile compared to injured civilians or 

unprotected fighters. However, an important report from the US military describes the 

patterns of injury sustained by nearly 5000 children after explosions in Iraq and 

Afghanistan between 2002 and 2010 (Edwards, Lustik, Eichelberger, et al., 2012). The 

study reported that 28% sustained head or neck injuries, 23% abdomen or pelvis 

injuries, 51% limb injuries and 22% chest injuries.  This indicates a much greater risk 

of injuries to the torso and head in the unprotected population, compared to adult 

combatants where limb injuries predominate (Owens, Kragh, Macaitis, et al., 2007; 

Belmont, Schoenfeld & Goodman, 2010).  

A UK study has shown that blast lung was evident in 113/1678 (6.7%) 

casualties injured in Iraq and Afghanistan between 2003 and 2009 (Smith, 2011). Over 

half of these casualties required ventilator support in a medical facility. Head injuries 

after explosions have been extensively investigated by teams from the US.  In one 

epidemiological study, traumatic brain injuries were found to occur in 1,255 casualties 

(Orman, Geyer, Jones, et al., 2012).  They reported that 774 were caused by 

penetrating mechanisms, but a further 481 had sustained a closed injury related to the 

explosion. A UK study of 441 casualties reported that injuries to the head, face and 

neck caused by battle injuries had an overall mortality of 45% (Breeze, Gibbons, 

Shieff, et al., 2011). A US study found that tympanic membrane rupture occurred in 

15% of casualties injured by explosives in Iraq and Afghanistan (Ritenour, Wickley, 

Ritenour, et al., 2008). 

Eardley et al. (2012) reported the high incidence of thoraco-lumbar spine 

injuries in UK servicemen, with 86% of unstable injuries caused by IED strikes. 

Clinical studies from the UK and the USA have shown that under-vehicle blasts are 

associated with a high incidence of wedge compression fractures (Spurrier, Gibb, 
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Masouros, et al., 2015; Ragel, Allred, Brevard, et al., 2009). Vertebral burst fractures 

were common after IED attacks, many associated with bilateral lower limb fractures. 

The distribution and pattern of injuries indicated that the mechanism of injury was due 

to high-energy axial compression forces to the skeleton (Tran, Watson, Tencer, et al., 

1995; Eardley, Bonner, Gibb, et al., 2012). 

The incidence of pelvic fractures has increased over the duration of the war and 

are associated with traumatic amputations, vascular injuries, and high mortality rates 

(Walker, Eardley & Clasper, 2014). These injuries often include open wounds around 

the pelvis and significant injuries to the perineum and external genitalia (Ramasamy, 

Evans, Kendrew, et al., 2012).  The UK military responded to these life changing 

injuries by the development and introduction of a Tiered Pelvic Protection System 

(TPPS) to service personnel after 2011. The garment consists of three layers, each 

additional layer offering an enhanced level of protection to the pelvis and perineum. 

Tier 1 is constructed from a jersey-type material with two layers of high performance 

knitted silk. Tier 2 covers the buttocks and genitalia and is commensurate with the 

textile armour component of the standard Osprey combat body armour. Tier 3 is made 

from the same materials as the tier 2 protection, but also extends to the upper legs, 

lower abdomen and femoral triangle (Lewis, Pigott, Randall, et al., 2013). Early 

reports suggest that these devices have decreased the morbidity burden caused by the 

soil damage to the soft tissues injuries around the pelvis and perineum (Lewis, Pigott, 

Randall, et al., 2013).  It is too early to assess whether the TPPS has decreased or 

altered the patterns of pelvic fractures. 

Owens et al. (2007) characterised extremity wounds of all US servicemen 

injured in Iraq and Afghanistan between 2001 and 2005. Overall, 36% of injuries were 

caused by IEDs, which reflects the period before the upsurge in IED attacks after 

2006.  The report of 1281 soldiers indicates that 53% of casualties had soft tissue 

injuries, 28% had fractures, of which 82% were open fractures, with a distribution of 

50% in the lower limb and 50% in the upper limb. The distribution of fractures in the 

lower limb indicated 14% were femoral fractures, 23% tibial fractures, and 11% foot 

and ankle fractures. These are discussed further in the next chapter. 
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In summary, injuries caused by IEDs during the War in Afghanistan have the 

potential to cause injuries to all body regions.  A notable observation from these 

studies, however, is the high incidence of limb injuries caused by explosions.  Whilst, 

helmets, combat body armour and eye protection may have reduced the number of 

injuries to vital organs, the limbs remain relatively unprotected from the effects of 

explosions on the modern battlefield.  
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1.7   Aims of Thesis 

As the ideology and tactics of warfare have evolved, so too have the weapons 

systems and the wounding patterns observed. The proliferation of the IED during the 

War in Afghanistan is the principal contributor to an emerging pattern of human injury 

not seen before.  The end of ISAF operations in the War in Afghanistan is not the end, 

but rather a mark in history from where the spread of IEDs across the World is 

gathering pace. Clinical research during the War in Afghanistan has focused 

successfully on timely medical evacuation, advanced resuscitation, reconstruction and 

rehabilitation. Despite this time and the incidence of blast injuries, very little is known 

about the patterns and mechanisms of injuries in the lower limbs during this conflict. 

This thesis aims to analyse clinical data from the War in Afghanistan, such that these 

lower limb injuries can be investigated further in a laboratory.  The order of work is 

set out in the following paragraphs. 

1.7.1   Thesis Organisation 

Chapter 2: The Epidemiology of Lower Limb Injuries Caused by IEDs 

In Chapter 2, an epidemiological study reports the frequency and distribution 

of musculoskeletal injuries in the lower limb between 2008 and 2010; a period with 

the greatest number of IED attacks and fatalities during this conflict 

Chapter 3: A Forensic Analysis of Blast Mediated Lower Limb Injuries 

In Chapter 3, a forensic approach is utilised to assess the mechanisms that may 

cause blast mediated lower limb injuries. Primary blast injuries within the lungs and 

ears are used as markers for skeletal injuries that may have been caused by a brisance 

effect of a shock wave after an explosion.  The types of long bone fractures and 

associated injuries in other anatomical regions are carefully examined and interpreted 

to group casualties together into different patterns of injuries. 
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Chapter 4: Blast Mediated Knee Ligament Injuries 

In Chapter 4, a study is performed to analyse an unexpected number of knee 

ligaments injuries and dislocations identified in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The patterns 

of their associated skeletal fractures and other injuries are described. 

Chapter 5: Establishing Injury Thresholds for Ligaments 

In Chapter 5, an animal experiment is performed to investigate the material 

properties of ligaments at different strain rates across five orders of magnitude. Tensile 

tests are performed using quasi-static and dynamic testing apparatus at different strain 

rates. The objective is to measure tensile modulus and failure stress at loading rates 

that may be expected during an IED blast.  Studying ligament properties over a such a 

large range of strain rates provides an insight into how they may transfer forces 

through the limbs during blast loading. 

Chapter 6: The Effect of Knee Posture on Blast Mediated Lower Limb Injuries  

In Chapter 6, a laboratory simulation of an anti-vehicle IED blast is used to 

recreate the clinical injury patterns observed in the clinical Chapter.  The effect of 

knee position in a standing vehicle-borne casualty, on the resultant injuries and loading 

characteristics of the femur, tibia and hindfoot is investigated. 

Chapter 7: Discussion 

Chapter 7 summarises and discusses the outcome of these studies and sets out 

how this work can be continued and explored in the future.  
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CHAPTER   2   THE EPIDEMIOLOGY OF 

LOWER LIMB INJURIES CAUSED BY IEDS 

2.1   Introduction 

Chapter 1 has documented the damaging effects of IEDs across all anatomical 

regions.  There are, however, only a small number of reports about lower limb injuries 

caused by these weapons.  The following chapter presents a literature review, followed 

by an epidemiological study of the patterns of lower limb musculoskeletal injuries 

during a two years’ period, at the height of the War in Afghanistan. 

2.1.1   Historical Perspective 

The discovery of nitroglycerin in the late part of the 19th century changed the 

shape of the modern warfare. Whilst explosive charges had been used as early as the 

Crimean War, it was not until The Great War (1914-18) that explosive munitions were 

used on a massive scale in conflict (Helling & Daon, 1998). Surgeons working during 
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the Great War described dealing with many small wounds caused by fragments, often 

with small apertures, but penetrating deep into the body (Bowlby, 1915). This was 

very different to previous wars at the end of the 19th Century, where surgeons would 

operate to remove only a small number of musket rounds. Skeletal fractures extended 

up and down the limb, and surgeons were adept at wound debridement and irrigation 

to prevent the risk of infection, particularly gas gangrene (Bowlby, 1915). 

The prevalence of limb injuries in combat increased throughout the 20th 

century.  In World War II, 67% of all US battle casualties had sustained at least one 

limb injury (Lada & Reister, 1975). Later, the Vietnam conflict demonstrated 

improved survival due to better personal protective equipment, but the burden of limb 

injuries increased. The US Defence Department and Department of Veterans affairs 

reported that during the Vietnam War there were over 5000 soldiers with at least one 

major limb amputation, and many more with other severe limb injuries (Reiber, 

McFarland, Hubbard, et al., 2010).  During the 1991 Gulf War, British surgeons 

reported that over 80% of casualties injured by explosive munitions had sustained at 

least one limb injury (Spalding, Stewart, Tulloch, et al., 1991). This compares to 14% 

for chest injuries and 10% for abdominal injuries. Ramasamy et al. (2008) reported 

that more than 90% of survivors of IED attacks during the 2003 Iraq conflict sustained 

lower limb injuries (Ramasamy, Harrisson, Lasrado, et al., 2009).   

2.1.2   Lower Limb Blast Injuries during the War in Afghanistan 

The increase in IED attacks during the War in Afghanistan caused significant 

human suffering amongst civilians and soldiers on all sides.  Hoencamp et al. (2014) 

reported that during a Dutch deployment between 2006-2010, 84% of limb injuries 

were caused by explosions.  Owens et al. (2007) highlight that in 1281 United States’ 

soldiers injured between 2001-2005, there were 915 fractures in 26% of the casualties. 

Extremity wounds were distributed between the upper limbs (51%) and lower 

extremities (49%). Fractures were also evenly distributed between the upper limbs 

(50%) and lower limbs (50%).  A report on British soldiers between 2008-2010 

documented that the severity of injuries from IEDs substantially increased during that 

period, such that casualties routinely presented with bilateral trans-femoral traumatic 

amputations and associated pelvic, perineal, upper limb and facial wounds (Jacobs, 
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Jacobs, Taylor, et al., 2012). During the same period another British study documented 

that in 77 consecutive patients with traumatic lower limb amputations, 22% had an 

associated pelvic fracture (Cross, Davis, Penn-Barwell, et al., 2014). Amongst 

casualties with bilateral trans-femoral traumatic amputations, the rate of pelvic 

fractures rose to nearly 40%.  

Despite the greater survivorship brought about by improvements in protective 

equipment, medical evacuation and medical care, the morbidity burden of limb injuries 

has increased as the War in Afghanistan has progressed (Edwards, Phillip, Bosanquet, 

et al., 2015; Penn-Barwell, Roberts, Midwinter, et al., 2015; Stansbury, Lalliss, 

Branstetter, et al., 2008). Bilateral trans-femoral traumatic amputations caused by 

IEDs have been described as the “signature injury” pattern in the latter years of this 

war (Jacobs, Rourke, Rutherford, et al., 2014).  Between 2003 and 2014, Edwards et 

al. (2015) reported that 265 British soldiers sustained 416 limb amputations.  The 

average number of limbs lost per soldier was 1.6, with 143 sustaining trans-tibial 

amputations and 153 trans-femoral amputations. They estimate that the combined 40 

year economic cost of trauma care, rehabilitation, and prosthetics could amount to 

more than £288 million.  

Blast mediated injuries to the foot and ankle have been a significant problem 

during this conflict, frequently associated with fractures to multiple bones and 

destruction of the soft tissues. A British study of 63 casualties who had sustained 

lower leg injuries following an under-vehicle explosion between 2006 and 2008, 

reported that 51% had sustained multi-segmental injuries to the foot and ankle 

(Ramasamy, Hill, Masouros, et al., 2013).  Nearly 30% of these casualties required 

amputation, with six of them delayed amputations due to chronic pain at a mean of 18 

months following injury.  Hindfoot injuries, open fractures, and vascular injuries were 

independent predictors of a poor prognosis.  In a separate study, the calcaneus was 

reported to be particularly vulnerable to injury following under-vehicle explosions 

(Ramasamy, Hill, Phillip, et al., 2011).  These injuries have been referred to as "deck-

slap" injuries, to reflect the rapid deformation of the vehicle floor, similar to the 

mechanism of injury to the hindfoot that occurs after a ship is hit by a missile (Barr, 

Draeger & Sager, 1946; Ramasamy, Hill, Phillip, et al., 2011).  This report is one of 

very few clinical studies that has attempted to understand the nature of forces causing 
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blast mediated injuries, rather than one of the numerous reports describing the 

epidemiology or clinical outcomes in small case series. 

Two studies describe the incidence, clinical management, and outcomes of 

long bone fractures in UK soldiers serving during the War in Afghanistan. IEDs were 

the cause of nearly half of open femoral fractures in a review of 34 patients, with the 

remainder caused by gun shot wounds (Bennett, Sargeant, Myatt, et al., 2015). The 

study demonstrated that these fractures have a high complication rate of non-union and 

infection, with two patients needing trans-femoral amputations.  Similar results were 

shown in a separate cohort of 49 British soldiers with open tibial diaphysis fractures 

sustained in combat between 2006 and 2010 (Penn-Barwell, Myatt, Bennett, et al., 

2015). The mental and physical well being of the soldiers with open tibial fractures 

appeared similar to the outcomes reported in casualties sustaining trans-tibial 

amputations.  These reports have good clinical application to military surgery, but 

provide little evidence about the forces causing these injuries. 

Whilst the mainstream media focus has moved away from the War in 

Afghanistan to Syria and Islamic State, the soldiers and civilians who were injured 

continue to bear the scars and feel the pain of war. It is imperative that lessons about 

wounding during this war are not lost, otherwise these injuries will remain prevalent in 

future conflicts and urban terrorist attacks. 
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2.2   Aim 

Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) have changed the characteristics of 

wounding during the War in Afghanistan (Edwards, Phillip, Bosanquet, et al., 2015; 

Jacobs, Rourke, Rutherford, et al., 2014). A number of important reports from this 

conflict have documented the changes that have occurred in survival rates, head 

injuries, blast lung, pelvic fractures, traumatic amputations and hindfoot injuries. 

There are, however, no reports that document the pattern of leg injuries caused by 

IEDs after the increased frequency and magnitude of attacks after 2007.  

As part of this thesis there is a need to document accurately the potential 

burden of lower limb IED injuries. The following study reports the distribution and 

morphology of musculoskeletal injuries in the lower limb between 2008 and 2010; a 

period with the greatest number of IED attacks and fatalities during this conflict 

(iCasualties, 2014).  

2.3   Methods 

This study was registered and approved by the Royal Centre for Defence 

Medicine as the responsible body for clinical research on combat casualties for the 

UK’s Ministry of Defence (MoD).  Casualties with lower limb injuries caused by IED 

attacks during the War in Afghanistan were identified using searches to the UK’s Joint 

Theatre Trauma Registry (JTTR).  This is a database of prospective data that records 

information about service personnel injured overseas, and non–British nationals 

treated by British military medical facilities. Data are prospectively gathered from 

clinical notes, trauma charts, radiology reports, and post-mortem findings. The 

database holds continuous data on operational casualties since it was established in 

2003 (Smith, Hodgetts, Mahoney, et al., 2007). The database is administered by UK 

Defence Statistics (MoD, Whitehall, London) and established to comply with clinical 

governance guidelines.  

The JTTR was searched using codes to identify injuries to the hip, femur, leg, 

knee, tibia, ankle, and any lower limb amputation sustained in the War in Afghanistan 
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during a two years’ period between August 2008 and July 2010.  The initial search 

included all casualties who survived to reach a UK medical facility.  All radiographs, 

cross sectional imaging, x-ray request forms, and data gathered on the JTTR were 

reviewed by the author and a military radiology consultant. Data were gathered on the 

casualties’ demographics, details of the mechanism of injury, and medical treatment 

provided. Casualties were excluded if there was insufficient imaging, no skeletal 

fracture or knee ligament injury, the mechanism of injury was found to be from 

another cause (e.g. GSW) or the skeletal injury was very minor (e.g. grit causing a 

minor cortical dent). 

Long bone fractures were initially classified by the Müller AO 

(Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen) classification of long bone fractures 

(Müller, Nazarian, Koch, et al., 1990).  This classification has been evaluated in 

previous research as the most useful system to codify the anatomy of lower limb 

fractures in combat trauma (Rosell & Clasper, 2005). A full morphological description 

of all fractures, ligament injuries and dislocations was also recorded. Full descriptions 

of injuries in other organ systems were recorded by the author, including the head, 

neck, chest, upper limbs, pelvis and hindfoot.  

Data analysis.  Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 18.0 

software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Comparison of categorical data was performed 

using chi-squared or Fisher’s exact test.  Statistical significance was set at p<0.05. 
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2.4   Results 

During the two years’ period of the study, the JTTR search revealed 408 

potential casualties for inclusion in the study. A summary of the reasons casualties 

were included or excluded from the study is shown in Figure 2.1.  Insufficient imaging 

of the lower limb injuries was a problem in the study, particularly for casualties 

sustaining traumatic amputations. Eighty-five casualties were excluded from the 

analysis because there was no evidence of musculoskeletal injury on imaging. For 

example, this included many casualties with evidence of soil debris or fragmentation 

in the soft tissues of the lower limb, but no significant musculoskeletal injury. This left 

a study population of 155 casualties for further analysis. 

	  
Figure 2.1 – Flowchart of casualties in this epidemiological study.  

In the study population, there were 114 tibial fractures in 87/155 casualties, of 

which 27 were bilateral. There were 93 femoral fractures in 87/155 casualties, of 

which 6 had had bilateral femoral fractures. A knee ligament injury was identified in 

28 casualties using the available imaging and clinical records on JTTR. The 

distribution of skeletal fractures is illustrated in Figure 2.2.  
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MSK injury
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Minor fracture
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No MSK injury
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Insufficient imaging of limb
151 (37%)

(148 Traumatic amputations)
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Figure 2.2 – Long bone fractures. The bar chart demonstrates the distribution of 
fractures by long bone segment according to the AO/OTA classification (Müller, 
Nazarian, Koch, et al., 1990). 

There were fractures in 108 femoral segments, in 93 femora, in 87 casualties. 

The distribution of femoral fractures by the AO/OTA classification is illustrated in 

Figure 2.3. 

	  
Figure 2.3 – Femoral fractures according to the AO/OTA classification. A type fractures 
represent simple fractures, C type represent complex fractures. Prox – proximal, Dist – 
distal (Müller, Nazarian, Koch, et al., 1990). 
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There were fractures in 131 tibial segments, in 114 tibiae, in 87 casualties. The 

distribution of tibial fractures by the AO/OTA classification is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

	  
Figure 2.4 – Tibial fractures according to the AO/OTA classification.  

There was no statistical difference between the segment of long bone fractured 

(prox, mid, dist) between the tibia and the femur. There was, however, a statistical 

difference between the mid-tibia and mid-femur, in the distribution of A, B & C 

fractures (p=0.01, χ2=9.84). C-type (complex) fractures accounted for 42/68 (62%) of 

mid-tibial fractures, but only 16/48 (33%) of mid-femoral fractures (Figure 2.5). 

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5 – Case example of right tibial and femoral fractures in the same casualty caused by an 
IED. (a) Radiograph showing a comminuted fracture of the right mid and distal tibia and a 
fracture in the distal fibula. (b) Radiograph of the right mid-femoral fracture.  
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Concurrent injuries in other anatomical regions are reported in Table 2.1.  

Anatomical site Number Percentage 
   

Head and face 50 32% 
   

Neck 9 6% 
   

Upper limbs 56 36% 
   

Chest 12 8% 
   

Abdomen 16 10% 
   

 

Table 2.1 – Concurrent injuries in other anatomical sites. 

 

The distribution of concurrent injuries in the axial skeleton is illustrated in 

Figure 2.6. 

	  
Figure 2.6 – Concurrent injuries in casualties with a long bone lower limb fracture.  
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The hindfoot was the most common site of a concurrent skeletal injury 37/155 

(25%) (Figure 2.7). Long bone AO/OTA Type-C fractures were present in 57% of 

casualties with hindfoot injuries. 

	  
Figure 2.7 – Percentage of fractures in each long bone segment with a concurrent 
hindfoot injury. Long bone fractures grouped according to the AO/OTA classification 
(Müller, Nazarian, Koch, et al., 1990). 

The association between femoral and tibial fractures with calcaneal fractures is 

illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.8 – Case example of calcaneal, tibial and femoral fractures in the same casualty 
caused by an IED. (a) Radiograph showing complex and comminuted foot fractures with 
a tibial diaphysis fracture above. (b) Radiograph of the left femur showing a fracture in 
the proximal femoral diaphysis.  

2.5   Discussion 

This study demonstrates that the diaphysis of the tibia and femur is more 

vulnerable to injury from IEDs than other segments of the respective bones (Figure 

2.1).  Mid-tibial fractures are often C-type fractures (62%), indicating a complex 

fracture configuration. The reverse was observed in femoral fractures, where 32/48 

(67%)  fractures were simple configurations of either A or B-type fractures (Figure 2.3 

& Figure 2.4). This finding is consistent with a previous report about traumatic 

amputations in soldiers injured by explosive devices sustained during the “Troubles in 

Northern Ireland” (Hull, 1992).  The report documented that 14/18 (78%) of trans-

tibial traumatic amputations occurred through the upper third of the tibia, typically at 

the meta-diaphyseal junction. The tibia may be more vulnerable to fracture than the 

femur for a number of possible reasons.  Firstly, the tibia is closer to the ground than 

the femur, which increases the proximity to the epicentre of a below ground explosion. 

Secondly, the soft tissue envelope around the femur is larger than the tibia, which may 

offer some protection to the femur from the detonation products, fragmentation and 

soil.  Thirdly, an explosive that impacts into the tibia may cause a complex fracture, 
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and this may cause indirect bending and rotational forces on the femur leading to less 

complex fracture configurations.  

In contrast, the metaphysis and epiphysis of the femur and tibia were less 

vulnerable to injury than the diaphysis.  This may be explained, partly, by their small 

size relative to the length and surface area of the diaphysis. Furthermore, the 

cancellous bone of the metaphysis and epiphysis is less tough and dense than the 

cortical bone in the diaphysis. The kinetic energy required for skeletal fracture, 

therefore, is greater in the diaphysis than the other two segments. This should protect 

the diaphysis from fracture in favour of failure through the other segments, rather than 

the high prevalence observed in the results.  This requires further investigation, but a 

hypothesis may be that one part of a limb acts on the detonation products to either 

focus them towards, or shield them away from another part of the limb. Interestingly, 

the distal tibia had the lowest incidence of fractures of any of the long bone segments. 

It may be predicted that it would be particularly vulnerable to fracture because of its 

proximity to an underground explosion, and the reported association with high impulse 

axial loading, such as a fall from height (Teeny & Wiss, 1993; Bailey, Bailey, 

Christopher, et al., 2015; Bourne, Rorabeck & Macnab, 1983; Scalea, Goldstein, 

Phillips, et al., 1986). Possible explanations are that these fractures were absent from 

the study population because they were associated with a traumatic amputation above 

this level, or the hindfoot may have shielded the distal tibia from the detonation 

products.  Further research, however, is needed to investigate if this segment is less 

vulnerable to injury due to factors related to the explosion e.g. position, fragmentation 

patterns, bone composition, bone strength or the use of protective equipment used (e.g. 

combat boots).  

The results demonstrate that lower limbs injuries caused by IEDs are 

associated with a high incidence of injuries in other anatomical sites, demonstrating 

the likelihood of polytrauma after this injury mechanism. The upper limbs, head and 

face were most susceptible to blast mediated injuries in this cohort. These sites may be 

susceptible because UK soldiers during the period of the study did not routinely wear 

protective equipment on the upper limbs and lower face.  This is consistent with the 

previous distribution of injuries that have been reported in War in Afghanistan and 
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Iraq during the previous decade (Hoencamp, Huizinga, van Dongen, et al., 2014; 

Owens, Kragh, Macaitis, et al., 2007). 

In addition to the lower limb injuries, the axial skeleton was often injured.  

Hindfoot fractures occurred in 25% of casualties with long bones, and were commonly 

associated with C-type fractures (Figure 2.7). This is a similar pattern to reports of 

injuries caused by anti-personnel mines or anti-vehicle mines (Ramasamy, Hill, 

Phillip, et al., 2011; Khan, Husain & Ahmed, 2002; Wertheimer, Lovrić, Candrlic, et 

al., 1995). Anti-personnel mines are also associated with extensive soft tissue stripping 

and a high risk of traumatic or surgical amputation (Trimble & Clasper, 2001). The 

mechanism of injury is reported to be caused by high impulse axial forces acting on 

the hindfoot (Ramasamy, Masouros, Newell, et al., 2011). This corresponds to the 

concurrent injuries that occurred in the acetabulum, pelvis and spinal vertebra in this 

study.  

In contrast, Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 also show that over half of the casualties 

in this cohort do not have another injury that is associated with high impulse axial 

loading.  There is, therefore, an unanswered question about the mechanism of 

musculoskeletal injuries in this second group of casualties.  Coupland & Korver  

(1991) reported the experience of the International Committee of the Red Cross 

working with victims of anti-personnel land mines in two hospitals in war zones.  

They observed two patterns of lower limb injuries in 757 patients, the first was 

consistent with the high impulse axial loading described previously.  The second 

occurred when a land mine detonated to the side of the casualty.  The mines were often 

grenades at the side of a track, which could be triggered by a trip wire.  The victim 

who detonated the mine would often die, but those around would often have multiple 

and random fragmentation injuries to the limbs.  These fragmentation injuries in the 

second pattern were not as severe as the first pattern. This indicates that the patterns of 

injuries observed were dependent upon the direction and magnitude of the mine blast.  

This may be relevant to the injuries caused by IEDs that occur in Afghanistan, but 

further research is needed in this area. This will be explored further in the next chapter. 

A third pattern was also described when mines detonated when handled, often leading 

to a traumatic amputation of part of the upper limb, but this is not relevant to this 

study.  
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An unexpected finding was that knee ligament injuries occurred in 28 (18%) of 

casualties in this study.  The only previous studies of knee ligament injuries in combat 

report that the mechanism is either by penetrating projectiles or explosions on board 

ships.  This finding will be explored further in Chapter 5. 

There were 155 cases where there was insufficient imaging of the lower limbs.  

Whilst this is a potential weakness in the study, the majority (n=148) of these 

casualties were known to have traumatic amputations. The absence of imaging is the 

result of surgical management of these casualties during this period, who were often 

transferred to the operating theatre for haemorrhage control and wound debridement 

before radiographs were performed. Furthermore, radiographs were rarely possible 

because the amputated limb was seldom brought to the UK hospital in Afghanistan. 

The validity of the AO classification of long bone fractures has been assessed 

in ballistic combat injuries in previous research (Rossel & Clasper, 2005).  Whilst it 

has been assessed as the most useful system to codify fracture anatomy after ballistic 

trauma, it has a number of significant drawbacks.  Firstly, the system may 

underestimate the severity of some fractures because it does not take into account the 

soft tissue wounds overlying these injuries.  The system may also lack the sensitivity 

to assess the severity of proximal femoral fractures, which are primarily assessed by 

their location.  Some caution is also needed because this classification is reported to 

demonstrate both intra-observer and inter-observer errors in relation to combat femoral 

fractures, particularly as the energy of the trauma increases (Shepherd, Zalavras, Jaki, 

et al., 2003). A number of single site fracture classifications were trialled during the 

study, but many proved unhelpful because they did not reflect the morphology of the 

fractures or continuity with adjacent bone segments. These systems tended to polarise 

the fractures to the severe end of a spectrum of injuries.  

2.6   Conclusion 

The high incidence of complex lower limb injuries in this study is consistent 

with previous conflicts where explosive munitions have been used heavily. These 

fractures were associated with a high risk of injuries to unprotected areas such as the 
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face and upper limbs.  Many of the injuries followed a pattern consistent with high 

impulse axial loading as described in previous conflicts. 

IEDs used during the War in Afghanistan were usually home made, as 

described in Chapter 1, rather than military grade fragmentation mines that were 

prevalent in previous conflicts (Barker, 2011; Coupland & Korver, 1991). However, 

the reports from previous conflicts of different wounding patterns relative to the 

magnitude and direction of a land mine to a victim, may be relevant to the casualties of 

IEDs in this study. In the next chapter, a forensic approach is adopted to analyse the 

wounding mechanisms that have been observed in this study. Evidence from 

radiographs, clinical reports and incident reports are drawn together to further the 

understanding of the injury patterns described above.                           
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CHAPTER   3    

A FORENSIC ANALYSIS OF BLAST 

MEDIATED LOWER LIMB FRACTURES   

3.1   Introduction 

The War in Afghanistan may have drawn to an end for the British military, but 

the worldwide threat of injury from IEDs is proliferating (Singer, 2012).  Furthermore, 

it may only be a question of time before a terrorist attack using IEDs returns to the UK 

mainland (UK security service threat levels, 2015). The epidemiological data in 

Chapter 2 has identified that many casualties with limb injuries caused by IEDs have 

multiple complex fractures, and concurrent injuries in other anatomical regions.  It is, 

therefore, imperative to investigate and understand the mechanisms of blast mediated 

musculoskeletal injury now, in order to aid development of mitigation strategies 

against this threat. The following sections outline how the patterns of injuries caused 

by explosions may be used in a forensic analysis to further understand the mechanisms 

of musculoskeletal structural failure. 
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3.1.1   Primary Musculoskeletal Blast Injury   

Primary blast injuries have been described in Chapter 1, and has been defined 

by the US Defense Department as :  

“Blast overpressure injury resulting in direct tissue damage from the shock 

wave coupling into the body” (Medical Research for Prevention, Mitigation, and 

Treatment of Blast Injuries, 2008) 

Until recently, there has been some agreement in the literature that traumatic 

limb amputations caused by explosions are associated with primary blast injury (Wolf, 

Bebarta, Bonnett, et al., 2009; Born, 2005). This mechanism was established by a 

series of forensic reports on IED victims during the Troubles in Northern Ireland 

(Mellor & Cooper, 1989; Hull, Bowyer, Cooper, et al., 1994; Hull & Cooper, 1996). 

The reports recognised that limb amputations were common through long bones, but 

rare through the ankle, knee or hip joints (Hull & Cooper, 1996). The authors 

contrasted their findings with the significant number of joint disruptions that occurred 

after pilots ejected from aircraft, suggesting that limb flail was an unlikely cause of 

amputation in blast loading.  Furthermore, experiments on six goat limbs found that 

skeletal fractures were possible after an explosion, even when the bone was shielded 

from the detonation products by encasement in sealed Kevlar containers (Figure 3.1) 

(Hull & Cooper, 1996). They concluded that skeletal fractures in traumatic amputation 

are caused by the shock wave, which creates a high pressure stress wave within the 

bone leading to structural failure.  
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Figure 3.1 – Plain radiographs of six goat limbs exposed to explosions at a distance of 
0.5 metres. The limbs were shielded from the detonation products be encasement in 
gelatin and wrapped in Kevlar sheeting. The femora of all limbs were fractured in the 
upper and middle thirds, and there was marked fracture comminution. The study 
concluded that structural failure occurred when the shock wave coupled with the bone to 
form a high intensity stress wave capable of causing skeletal fractures. Reproduced and 
modified with permission. (Hull & Cooper, 1996).  
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The reports related to the Northern Ireland Troubles documented that the 

morphology of fractures in traumatic amputations was either a transverse or a short 

oblique pattern (Hull & Cooper, 1996). This was particularly evident when the 

epicentre of the explosion was in the same horizontal plane as the casualty.  

Ramasamy et al. (2011) illustrated this in a forensic analysis of blast related fractures 

in soldiers injured in the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan over the last two decades. 

They reported that primary blast was a major contributor of skeletal failure of the 

lower limb in at least 32% (11/34) of fractures sustained in an open field environment 

after an IED strike.  

More recent reports, however, have questioned the link between skeletal 

fractures and primary blast mechanisms. Singleton et al. (2014) reported that there was 

no relationship between blast mediated traumatic amputation and primary blast lung 

injury (PBLI) in an investigation of UK military fatalities from the War in 

Afghanistan.  In effect, the report used the presence of PBLI on cross-sectional 

imaging as a measure of the blast overpressure experienced by the victim.  The 

absence of PBLI was taken to infer that skeletal fractures did not occur by primary 

injury.   This inference, however, makes a number of assumptions about the explosion 

and the casualty. Firstly, an assumption is made by Singleton et al. (2014) that the 

magnitude of a shock wave necessary to cause injury to solid structures, such as bone, 

is likely to exceed those reported for tympanic membrane rupture and PBLI.  There 

are, however, very few reports of investigations that attempt to measure the pressures 

needed for cortical bone fracture.  Hull & Cooper (1996) conducted a blast tube 

experiment using one goat limb to estimate that the minimum blast overpressure 

needed to fracture a long bone was in excess of 1 MPa. This value is greater than the 

reported blast overpressure reported for PBLI in previous studies (Richmond, Damon, 

Fletcher, et al.,1968; 1966). Secondly, it assumes that the blast overpressure is the 

same in different anatomical regions. This may not be true if the distance and shielding 

from an explosion varies across different anatomical regions. 

3.1.2   Secondary Musculoskeletal Blast Injury  

Secondary musculoskeletal blast injuries are produced by fragments 

originating from the exploding device (preformed and unformed), and projectiles from 
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the environment (localised debris, vehicular metal, etc.) (Medical Research for 

Prevention, Mitigation, and Treatment of Blast Injuries., 2008; de Candole, 1967). The 

energy imparted to these materials after an explosion can be enormous, and capable of 

causing limb amputation by this mechanism alone (Guermazi, Hayashi, Smith, et al., 

2013). Measurements of military explosives have shown that the detonation products, 

fragments, and soil ejecta may reach initial velocities of 1800 m/s, but it is estimated 

that casualties who survive have most commonly been struck by fragments travelling 

at less than 600 m/s (Bowyer, Cooper & Rice, 1996). The detonation products 

decelerate rapidly as the distance from the site of the blast increases due to 

aerodynamic drag. The distance between the casualty and the epicentre of the 

explosion, therefore, has a significant effect on survivorship and pattern of 

musculoskeletal injuries (Covey & Born, 2010).  Furthermore, the limb may be struck 

by multiple particles capable of transferring different amounts of energy due to their 

variation in shape, mass, and velocity (Bowyer, Cooper & Rice, 1996).  The inertial 

effect of the impacted tissue also has a significant effect on the injuries created. Large 

amounts of kinetic energy are transferred to bone when struck by fragments because it 

is dense and tough (Figure 3.2) (Bowyer, Cooper & Rice, 1996). In contrast, fragments 

may cause minimal injury if they pass through soft tissues, such as muscle or fat, 

because they are less dense and the resulting energy dump is relatively small. 

Characteristic patterns caused by direct impact of high velocity fragments are multi-

fragmentary fractures, which extend well beyond the site of impact (Ramasamy, Hill, 

Masouros, et al., 2011).  

Fractures may also occur with secondary blast even if the fragments do not 

impact directly with bone.  This is possible because the projectiles travelling at high 

velocity cause a pressure wave and cavitation within the soft tissues (Barach, 

Tomlanovich & Nowak, 1986).  The leading edge of this wave may have sufficient 

energy to cause an indirect skeletal fracture (Clasper, 2001; Covey & Born, 2010). 

Bomb makers creating IEDs during the War in Afghanistan were reported to 

pack their explosives with spent cartridge cases and the debris of war (Barker, 2011).  

Often, IEDs were buried beneath the ground or were hidden inside buildings, hence 

they were able to impart significant kinetic energy to the soil above or surrounding 

walls. This adds to the surgical complexity of treating secondary blast fractures 
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because they are often heavily contaminated by the soil injected along fascial planes 

(Figure 3.2b) (Hospenthal, Green, Crouch, et al., 2011). This complicates surgical 

management and substantially increases the risk of late infection (Eardley, Brown, 

Bonner, et al., 2011). 

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2 – Secondary musculoskeletal blast injury. (a) Radiograph showing a 
comminuted tibial diaphysis fracture caused by the direct impact of metallic fragments. 
(b) Clinical photograph of a left trans-femoral amputation caused by an IED. The white 
triangles illustrate areas of heavy contamination with soil around the wound and on the 
bone.  Reproduced with permission. (Jacobs, Rourke, Rutherford, et al., 2014). 

3.1.3   Tertiary Musculoskeletal Blast Injury  

Tertiary blast injuries have been defined as: 

“Displacement of the body or part of body by the blast overpressure causing 

acceleration/deceleration to the body or its parts, which may subsequently strike hard 

objects causing typical blunt injury (translational injury), avulsion (separation) of 

limbs, stripping of soft tissues, skin speckling with explosive product residue and 

building structural collapse with crush and blunt injuries, and crush syndrome 

development.” (Medical Research for Prevention, Mitigation, and Treatment of Blast 

Injuries, 2008). 
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Damage to the musculoskeletal system by tertiary blast may occur by an 

number of mechanisms. For example, vehicle occupants are at risk of substantial 

injury, despite their apparent protection from either primary or secondary blast effects 

(Ramasamy, Harrisson, Clasper, et al., 2008). Injuries are reported to occur due to 

rapid floor pan deformation and vehicle seat displacement, resulting in direct blunt 

trauma to victims (Ramasamy, Masouros, Newell, et al., 2011).  Further injuries may 

occur as global displacement of the vehicle occurs in reaction to the explosion.  

Injuries caused by this mechanism are often similar to high energy axial loading 

injuries, such as those sustained after falls from significant heights (Scalea, Goldstein, 

Phillips, et al., 1986).  Vehicle occupants may be at risk of primary and secondary 

blast effects if the outer skin of the vehicle is breached.  

In the open environment, explosions may cause tertiary injuries if casualties 

are thrown away from the epicentre of a blast.  Rapid propulsion may cause the limbs 

to flail rapidly and lead to skeletal fracture or joint avulsion injuries. “Flail injuries” 

have been described in wind tunnel experiments on ejected fighter pilots as:  

“An injury after a limb is flung outwards and backwards, to be arrested by 

some part of the seat structure or by limb joint travelling beyond its normal limit.” 

(Payne, Hawker & Euler, 1975).  

Tertiary injuries also occur as the casualty impacts into the surrounding 

environment.  For example, a casualty is at risk of sustaining a cervical spine fracture 

if he is projected away from the blast and the head impacts into the surrounding 

environment (Eardley, Bonner, Gibb, et al., 2012). 

3.1.4   Quaternary Musculoskeletal Blast Injury 

Quaternary blast musculoskeletal blast injuries are caused by the effects of 

heat, radiation and other explosive products. (Martí, Parrón, Baudraxler, et al., 2006; 

Williams & O'Malley, 2010). Late complications of musculoskeletal blast injuries are 

also common.  For example, infections and non-union of skeletal fractures of long 

bones cause significant morbidity (Eardley, Brown, Bonner, et al., 2011; Penn-

Barwell, Myatt, Bennett, et al., 2015; Nikolić, Jovanović, Turković, et al., 2002).  
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These infections may have been exacerbated by the injection of contaminated soil into 

the wounds (Murray, Hsu, Solomkin, et al., 2008). Furthermore, suicide bombers 

present a specific threat of transmissible diseases if the victim is exposed to infected 

tissues (Eshkol & Katz, 2005).  

3.1.5   Mixed Blast Injury  

An IED in an open environment may cause primary, secondary and tertiary 

injuries to the musculoskeletal system, subject to the distance from the device and 

protective equipment employed.  This is very similar to anti-personnel mine victims 

who may sustain a hindfoot fracture caused by the initial shock wave, followed by 

fractures and soft tissue damage caused by the following detonation products, 

projected material and fragments. The magnitude and relative balance between the 

energy imparted by the shock wave, heave of the following products, and subsequent 

tertiary flail is believed to explain, in part, some of the different injury patterns 

observed after IED attacks (Ramasamy, Hill, Masouros, et al., 2011).  

3.1.6   Forensic Identification of Skeletal Fracture Types 

Forensic pathologists try to associate skeletal fracture morphology with 

mechanisms of injuries, particularly during criminal investigations in civilian medical 

practice (Pierce, Bertocci, Vogeley, et al., 2004).  The approach uses laboratory 

reports about the failure properties of bone under different loading conditions to make 

an assessment about the forces that have caused a particular fracture type.  The 

mechanism of injury is established by applying this assessment and all other available 

evidence to the wounding profile of the casualty or fatality. This approach has proven 

useful in reconstructing the events in road traffic accidents, and recently has been used 

in combat trauma (Ramasamy, Hill, Masouros, et al., 2011; Teresiński & Madro, 

2001). 

Fracture patterns may vary according to intrinsic factors, such as the 

mechanical properties of the bone, geometry and the capacity of the bone to absorb 

and dissipate energy (Moraitis & Spiliopoulou, 2006). However, patterns are also 

determined by extrinsic factors, such as the direction, magnitude, displacement rate 
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and impulse of the forces applied to the bone (Smith, Pope & Symes, 2003). Skeletal 

fractures are produced by direct or indirect forces applied to a bone, which fails when 

the torsional, compressive, tensile, bending or shear forces exceed its ultimate failure 

stress (Smith, Pope & Symes, 2003). Fractures caused by direct application of force 

are divided into tapping, crushing and penetrating fractures, subject to the magnitude 

of the force and the surface area of the impact site (Moraitis & Spiliopoulou, 2006).  

For example, metallic fragments produced by explosive munitions may cause complex 

penetrating fractures, due to their high velocity despite their small size (Clasper, 

2001). 

Indirect fractures are caused when the site of structural failure is at a point 

away from the area of impact (Pierce, Bertocci, Vogeley, et al., 2004). The following 

paragraphs outline how the mechanism of injury can be related to the fracture patterns 

observed in long bones. The findings are summarised in Figure 3.3. 

Spiral fractures. Laboratory tests of human cadaveric femora found that spiral 

fractures were only produced by torsional forces (Porta, Frick, Kress, et al., 1997). 

Torsion generates tensile and shear stress within a long bone, which are greatest at an 

angle of 450 to the long axis of a long bone, leading to a spiral configuration (Turner 

& Burr, 1993). 

Transverse fractures. A transverse fracture is perpendicular to the long axis 

of a tubular bone.  Direct trauma may cause transverse fractures, and these become 

increasingly complex with progressively greater forces. Indirect tensile and bending 

forces may also cause transverse fractures.  Pure tensile forces cause failure at the 

same site on either side of a cortical bone leading to a straight fracture configuration 

(Reilly & Burstein, 1974).  Bending forces, however, will apply compressive stresses 

to one side of the bone and tensile stresses to the opposite side. This causes a 

transverse pattern on the tension side, but an oblique pattern on the compression side 

(Ebacher, Tang, McKay, et al., 2007). A combination of compression and bending 

causes a transverse pattern on the tensile side, and a butterfly fragment on the 

compression side, called a tensile-wedge fracture (Pierce, Bertocci, Vogeley, et al., 

2004). Compression-wedge fractures have also been described, where a large butterfly 
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fragment occurs on the compression surface, but these are rare in long bones (Porta, 

Kress, Fuller, et al., 1997). 

Oblique fractures. Pure compression of a long bone can lead to an oblique 

fracture pattern (Porta, Kress, Fuller, et al., 1997). However, the obliquity of the 

fracture is also affected by other forces acting on the bone. Long oblique fractures 

occur with longitudinal compression and some torsion, progressively becoming more 

like a spiral fracture as torsional force increases. Short oblique fractures occur with 

longitudinal compression combined with some bending force, progressively becoming 

more like a tension wedge fracture as bending forces increase (Pierce, Bertocci, 

Vogeley, et al., 2004). 

	  

	   	  
	  

 Compression  Tension High energy 
compression 

  Compression 
and bending 

Bending Torsion 

(a) Axial (b) Off -Axial 

Figure 3.3 – Forces causing different long bone fractures. The direction and size of 
the black arrows denotes the type of loading. (a) Compression and tension forces are 
examples of co-axial forces that may cause fractures (‘Axial’). (b) Bending and 
torsion are examples of forces that may cause fractures, but are not coincident with 
the long axis of the bone (‘Off-axial’). 
 

The magnitude of force causing skeletal fractures is also reported to affect the 

morphology of the fracture produced.  Highly comminuted fractures indicate a large 

amount of energy dissipation in conjunction with a rapid loading rate (Pierce, 

Bertocci, Vogeley, et al., 2004).  Segmental comminuted fractures may occur with 

high velocity axial compression (Porta, Kress, Fuller, et al., 1997). However, the 
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direction and magnitude of loading in comminuted fractures can be difficult to 

determine and requires some caution in forensic analysis. 

It is, therefore, possible to use a forensic approach to assess the forces causing 

musculoskeletal injuries by careful evaluation of the morphology of skeletal fractures 

(Hayes, Erickson & Power, 2007). The validity of the assessment may be improved by 

additional information related to injuries in other bones and anatomical sites.  For 

example, Beale et al. (2000) investigated 341 casualties who has fallen from height 

and presented to a UK hospital.  They reported that vertebral injuries were common in 

this group, with 15 cervical spine, 59 thoracic spine and 78 lumbar spine injuries.  

There were 91 casualties with ankle and foot fractures, and a further 21 with femoral 

fractures and 42 with tibial fractures. Head injuries, base of skull fractures, rib 

fractures, pulmonary contusions and pneumothoraces were also common.  Therefore, 

whilst a long bone fracture that is consistent with compression loading in isolation is 

not pathognomonic of an axial mechanism of injury, the addition of injuries commonly 

found after a fall from height would add to the validity of this assessment. This 

approach will be utilised in the next section, to facilitate a forensic analysis of the 

injuries described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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3.2   Aims 

The mechanism of limb injuries caused by IEDs may be affected by the energy 

of the explosion, distance from the detonation; the type, size and amount of shrapnel; 

location of the victim and the nature of surrounding structures (Christensen & Smith, 

2013; Cullis, 2001).  The hypothesis of this study is that the mechanism of lower limb 

injuries caused by IEDs can be assessed using a forensic approach.  Primary blast 

injuries within the lungs and ears are used as markers for a shock wave after an 

explosion that is capable of causing skeletal injury.  The types of long bone fractures 

and associated injuries away from the limbs are carefully examined and interpreted to 

group casualties together according to the direction that the force is applied to the 

limb. 

3.3   Methods 

The study population identified in Chapter 2, included 155 casualties with 

lower limb injuries caused by IEDs, which are further analysed in this study.  

Radiographs, cross sectional imaging, x-ray request forms, and data gathered on the 

JTTR were reviewed by the author of this thesis. All radiographs and cross-sectional 

imaging were also reviewed by Col Iain Gibb L/RAMC, a World authority on 

radiology of blast injuries. Data were gathered on the casualties’ demographics, details 

of the mechanism of injury, and medical treatment provided. Casualties with isolated 

long bone fractures caused by a direct impact of metallic fragments or projectiles were 

excluded from this analysis because their mechanism of injury is already established 

(Clasper, 2001). Following initial assessment of the radiographs, it became apparent 

that there was a group of casualties with compression fractures and other injuries 

associated with axial loading, and a second group with bending and torsional fractures. 

Therefore, a forensic approach was used to evaluate all fractures and injuries to 

determine if it was possible to classify casualties into an ‘axial’ and ‘off-axial’ group. 

The criteria for classifying fractures into either group is summarised in Table 3.1. A 

third ‘mixed’ group included casualties where there was conflicting evidence of an 

axial injury on one limb, but an off-axial injury on the opposite limb. Casualties were 

excluded if they could not be assigned to any of the three groups, despite careful 
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assessment of the fractures and associated injuries. A series of example cases were 

selected to illustrate the differences between the groups.  These are described and 

radiographs presented at the end of the results. 

Descriptor Axial Off-axial 
  

Reference 

Foot injuries 
 

Comminuted  
hindfoot fractures 

No hindfoot injury  
(Ramasamy, 2011; 

Kuppa,1998) 
(Barr, 1946) 

     

Ankle Injuries 
 

Axial pattern pilon fracture 
of distal tibia 

n/a  (Quenneville, 2011) 

     

Diaphyseal bone 
failure characteristics 

Oblique, pure transverse, or 
segmental comminuted 

fracture 

Spiral, bending or 
tensile wedge fracture  (Athanasiou, 2000) 

     

Peri-articular knee 
fracture 

Bi-condylar distal femoral  
or bi-condylar tibial plateau  

Single condyle 
fracture of distal femur 

or tibial plateau 
 (Bhalla, 2003) 

     
Knee joint ligament 

injury n/a Knee collateral 
ligament injury   (Bose, 2008) 

     

Pelvis and acetabular 
injuries§ 

Vertical shear fracture of 
pelvis or axial pattern 

acetabular fracture 
n/a  (Judet, 1964) 

(Burgess, 1990) 

     

Spinal injuries Burst or chance fracture of 
lumbar vertebra n/a  (Ragel, 2009;  

Spurrier, 2015) 
     

Location at the time 
of injury 

Standing in a vehicle during 
an under-vehicle explosion n/a  (Essex-Lopresti, 1946) 

(Masouros, 2012) 
     

 

Table 3.1 – Forensic assessment criteria for grouping into axial and off-axial groups.  

 PBLI and tympanic membrane (TM) rupture in the ears were used as markers 

for potential injury from a shock wave after an explosion.  The diagnosis was made 

using all available radiographs, cross-sectional imaging and clinical data. The absence 

of either PBLI or TM rupture was assessed as a low likelihood of primary 

musculoskeletal blast injuries.  Full descriptions of injuries in other organ systems 

were recorded by the author, including the upper limbs, pelvis, spine, abdomen, chest, 

neck, face and head.  The location of each casualty in either an ‘open’ free field 

environment or ‘mounted’ in a vehicle was also recorded. 

Long bone fractures were classified by the AO/OTA classification of long bone 

fractures (Müller, Nazarian, Koch, et al., 1990).  A full description of all fractures was 

recorded. Knee dislocations were classified according to the displacement of the tibia 
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relative to the femur on radiographs or cross sectional imaging.  Ligament injuries 

were assessed on radiographs, CT imaging, JTTR records and, if available, Magnetic 

Resonance (MR) imaging.  

Data analysis.  Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 18.0 

software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Comparison of categorical data was performed 

using chi-squared tests. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.  
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3.4   Results 

During the two years’ period of the study, there were 155 casualties with 

musculoskeletal injuries caused by IEDs. These casualties were broken down into a 

number of groups according to their mechanism of injury.  The break down of groups 

is summarised in (Figure 3.4). 

	  
Figure 3.4 – Flowchart of the casualties in this forensic study. 

3.4.1   Primary Blast Injuries  

In the study population of 155 casualties, there were only 4 (3%) casualties 

who had sustained a TM rupture in the ear. Radiographs, cross sectional imaging and 

clinical data only identified 2 (1.4%) casualties with PBLI in this population. These 

fractures, therefore, were not associated with markers of primary blast injuries in other 

parts of the body. 

3.4.2   Secondary Blast Injuries 

Eight casualties sustained isolated fractures that were clearly caused by a 

metallic fragment (Figure 3.5).  These injuries are not considered further in this thesis 

because they have been studied extensively in previous work (Clasper, 2001). 

IED Musculoskeletal injury
155 (100%)

No significant metallic 
fragmentation 

147 (95%)

Forensic study 
population 
118 (76%)

Axial
57 (37%)

Off-Axial
46 (30%)

Mixed
15 (10%)

Conflicting data
29 (19%)

Fractures caused by metallic 
fragmentation or projectile

8 (5%)
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Figure 3.5 – Radiograph of an isolated femoral fracture caused by a metallic fragment. 
These fractures were identified in this study, but not evaluated any further. 

3.4.3   Forensic Assessment of Injury Patterns 

In this study, 29 casualties could not be assigned to any group due to 

conflicting or insufficient data (Figure 3.4). This left 118 casualties (76%) that were 

assigned to either the axial, off-axial or mixed group. The key patterns of injuries in 

each group are described in the following paragraphs and summarised in Table 3.2. 

Axial pattern. The forensic approach identified 57 casualties with a 

predominantly axial loading pattern. The frequency of injuries is summarised in Table 

3.2. Eighteen (32%) of these casualties were mounted in vehicles, and a further 39 

(68%) were injured in the open field environment (Figure 3.8). The number of long 

bone segment fractures decreased progressively from one segment to the next from the 

tibial diaphysis up to the proximal femur (Figure 3.6).  Twenty-four (42%) had 

sustained AO 42-C tibial fractures, indicating a complex diaphyseal fracture 

configuration (Figure 3.7).  There were 13 (23%) casualties with complex tibial 

plateau fractures (AO 41-C) and 27 casualties with femoral fractures, of which 8/27 

were complex fractures of the distal femur (AO 43-C) (Figure 3.7). Vertical shear 

fracture configurations across the femoral neck occurred in 3/4 (75%) of proximal 

femoral fractures in this group. Pelvic fractures occurred in 8/46 (17%) of casualties. 

Twenty-nine (51%) had a significant hindfoot injury, and a further 14 (30%) had 

sustained a knee ligament injury (Figure 3.9).  
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Off-axial pattern. There were 46 casualties with predominantly off-axial 

injury patterns.  The frequency of injuries is summarised in Table 3.2. Forty-one 

(89%) of casualties in this group were injured in the open field environment (Figure 

3.8). Diaphyseal fractures of the femur or tibia occurred in 24/46 (52%) of the 

casualties. There were 10 (21%) AO 42-B tibial fractures, and 6 (13%) AO 42-C, 

which were all associated with open wounds and contaminated with soil and grit. 

There were 14 femoral diaphysis fractures, of which 13/14 were simple configurations 

(AO 42-A, AO 42-B). Diaphyseal tensile-wedge fractures were the commonest 

configuration in this group. There were 8/14 tensile wedge fractures, and 5 spiral 

femoral fractures. There were 5 proximal femoral fractures, of which 4/5 (80%) were 

sub-trochanteric configurations.  There were 14/46 (30%) casualties with knee 

ligament injuries in this group. 

Descriptor Axial  Off-axial 
 

Mounted in vehicle 18 (32%) 5 (11%)  
    

Hindfoot fracture 29 (51%) 1 (2%)  
    

Mid-tibia fracture (Simple) 8 (14%) 15 (33%)  
    

Mid-tibia fracture (Complex) 24 (42%) 6 (13%)  
    

Tibial plateau fracture 15 (26%) § 10 (21%) §  
    

Knee ligament injury 12 (21%) 14 (30%)  
    

Distal femur fracture (intra-articular) 8 (14%) § 2 (4%) §  
    

Mid femur fracture (Simple) 7 (12%) 13 (28%)  
    

Mid femur fracture (Complex) 5 (9%) 1 (2%)  
    

Acetabulum fracture 4 (7%) 0  
    

Pelvis fracture 8 (14%) 5 (10%)  

    

Vertebra fracture 6 (11%) 0  

    
 

Table 3.2 – Summary of injury patterns in each group. § Tibial plateau and distal 
femoral fractures – bi-condylar in the axial group, uni-condylar in the off-axial group. 
Simple fractures include femoral AO/OTA 32-A & 32-B, and tibial 42-A & 42-B, 
complex fractures include AO/OTA 32-C & 42-C. 
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Figure 3.6 – Location of fractures by long bone segment in the lower limbs. The number 
of long bone segment fractures decreased progressively from the tibial diaphysis, up to 
the proximal femur. There are fewer distal femoral and proximal tibial fractures in the 
off-axial groups.  

There were significantly less peri-articular fractures of either the distal femur 

or proximal tibia in the off-axial group compared to the axial group (p<0.001, 

χ2=14.03). The peri-articular fractures in the axial group were more likely to have a 

complex configuration (68%), compared to the off-axial group (29%) (Figure 3.7). 

	  

	  

	  

Figure 3.7 – AO/OTA classification of fractures by group.  Each bar represents 100% of 
the fractures in that segment.  The proportion of A, B and C type fractures at each level 
is demonstrated in the axial and off-axial group.  
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3.4.4   Location at the Time of Injury  

 Axial pattern injuries were more common in mounted casualties following an 

under-vehicle explosion, compared to off-axial patterns (p=0.01, χ2=6.29) (Figure 

3.8). 

 
Figure 3.8 – Location of casualties. Environment in which the casualties were located at 
the time of injury.  ‘Mounted’ refers to casualties in a vehicle, and ‘Open’ refers to 
casualties in an open field environment (e.g. foot patrol).  

 

3.4.5   Concurrent Injuries 

All casualties had sustained at least one injury in one other anatomical site.  

The upper limbs, head, and face were the commonest sites of other injuries in both the 

axial and off-axial groups (Figure 3.9). There were 22 hand fractures, 10 forearm 

fractures, and 5 humeral fractures across all groups. There were more upper limb 

injuries in the off-axial group, but the difference did not reach statistical significance 

(p=0.08)(Chi-squared test). 
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Figure 3.9 – Concurrent injuries by anatomical region in the axial and off-axial groups.  
There was no statistical difference between the groups for injuries at any other site.  

3.4.6   Open fractures 

All casualties in the open free field environment had at least one wound 

associated with a fracture.    

3.4.7   Knee Ligament Injuries 

There were 28 casualties who had sustained at least one disruption of either the 

cruciate or collateral ligaments of the knee. These are discussed further in the 

following chapter. 

3.4.8   Excluded Casualties 

Twenty-nine casualties could not be classified into either the axial, off-axial or 

mixed group in the forensic analysis. 28/29 of these casualties sustained their injuries 

in the open field environment. Ten casualties could not be classified because the 

fractures occurred above a traumatic amputation. Eight limbs sustained very complex 

fracture patterns, such that an assessment of injury pattern was not possible. Five 

casualties had a single radiograph of a tibial or femoral fracture, but with no 
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supporting evidence to classify into either group. The remainder had conflicting 

evidence about an axial or off-axial mechanism within the same limb. 
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3.5   Case Studies 

The following section illustrates the differences between injury patterns that 

have been observed with different loading mechanisms.  

Blast Mediated Axial Loading – Case 1. IED injury to a mounted casualty 

after an under-vehicle explosion. Radiographs demonstrated a comminuted calcaneal 

fracture and a diaphyseal segmental fracture of the ipsilateral femur (Figure 3.10).  

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.10 – Blast mediated axial loading in a mounted casualty – Case 1. (a) 
Radiograph of an open complex hindfoot fracture. (b) Radiograph of a closed 
comminuted mid-shaft femoral fracture.  

Previous work by Ramasamy et al. (2011) has described this injury as ‘deck 

slap’ blast pattern (Ramasamy, Hill, Phillip, et al., 2011). The mechanism of injury is 

reported to be an explosive blast causing a rapid deformation of the vehicle’s floor 

pan. The subcutaneous gas seen on the hindfoot radiograph suggests that this was an 

open fracture, but without the gross contamination with soil found in the open 

environment. 
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Blast Mediated Axial Loading – Case 2. IED casualty from an open field 

environment. There was extensive soft tissue destruction and gross contamination with 

soil and grit.  There were corresponding soft tissue injuries in the upper limb and face. 

There was no TM rupture or PBLI. Radiographs show extensive fractures, but no 

evidence of injury by direct impact of metallic fragments from the IED (Figure 3.11). 

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.11 – Blast mediated axial loading in an open environment – Case 2. (a) The 
radiograph shows a highly comminuted tibial fracture of the left fibula and tibial 
diaphysis, which extends into the proximal tibia. The white triangles indicate areas of 
soft tissue destruction and contamination with soil. (b) Clinical picture of the lower limbs 
of a victim of an IED blast in an open environment. (The picture is of a different casualty 
to the radiograph in 2.11a), but illustrates the soft tissue destruction and contamination 
with soil (white triangles), which is typical of the IED blast victim in an open 
environment during the War in Afghanistan. Picture reproduced with permission 
(Jacobs, Rourke, Rutherford, et al., 2014). 

The forensic analysis demonstrated a contra-lateral calcaneal fracture and an 

ipsilateral vertical shear fracture through the proximal femoral neck (Figure 3.12). 

These injuries are consistent with axial loading (Collinge, Mir & Reddix, 2014; 

Richter, Hahn, Ostermann, et al., 1996). This pattern of injuries is similar to those 

reported after a victim stands on an anti-personnel mine (Coupland & Korver, 1991). 

This suggests that the victim was in the immediate vicinity of the IED.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.12 – Blast mediated axial loading in an open environment – Case 2. (a) 
Radiograph of a comminuted fracture of the right calcaneus.  This fracture is on the 
contralateral limb to the severe injury illustrated in figure 3.11a.  (b) An axial CT image 
showing a vertical shear fracture of the left femoral neck.  This injury is on the 
ipsilateral side to the highly comminuted tibial fracture illustrated in figure 3.11a.  
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Blast Mediated Off-axial Loading – Case 3. IED victim in an open field 

environment. Injuries included a left knee dislocation and fractures in the left fibula 

and tibial diaphysis (Figure 3.13).  There was a corresponding fracture of the right 

tibia at the proximal meta-diaphyseal junction.  There were no findings of an axial 

pattern of injury, such as hindfoot injury, acetabular fracture or spinal vertebra burst 

fracture. The casualty had not sustained any primary blast injury to the lungs, ears or 

gastrointestinal system.   

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.13 – Blast Mediated Off-axial Loading – Case 3. (a) A radiograph of the left leg 
showing a fracture through the diaphysis of the tibia and fibula. The transverse fracture 
and butterfly fragment in the cortical bone is indicative of skeletal failure with bending 
forces. (b) A radiograph of the left knee showing a significant tibio-femoral knee 
dislocation, with likely injury to all knee ligaments. The white triangle indicates the 
heavy soil that is likely embedded into the casualty’s clothing.   
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Blast Mediated Off-axial Loading – Case 4. IED victim in an open field 

environment.  There was no evidence of PBLI or TM rupture.  The casualty sustained 

a fracture of the left proximal tibial diaphysis, with some comminution around the 

knee joint on the lateral side (Figure 3.14).  The fracture of the tibia is associated with 

a significant soft tissue injury and there is gross contamination with soil and grit on the 

radiograph. The left femoral fracture is a simple transverse pattern with a butterfly 

fragment. There is no soft tissue injury around the femur. There was no hindfoot 

injury. 

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.14 – Blast Mediated Off-axial Loading – Case 4. (a) A radiograph shows a 
fracture through the left proximal tibial diaphysis and some comminution around the 
knee joint on the lateral side. The white triangle indicates the heavy contamination with 
soil. (b) A radiograph shows a left femoral fracture with a simple transverse pattern and 
a butterfly fragment, with no soft tissue injury. The injury is on the ipsilateral side to the 
complex tibial fracture shown in 3.14a. 
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Blast Mediated Off-axial Loading – Case 5. IED blast in an open field 

environment. Injuries included a trans-tibial amputation through the mid-diaphysis and 

associated with extensive soft tissue destruction and contamination with soil (Figure 

3.15).  There were no other characteristic features of an axial pattern of injury in either 

limbs or at any other anatomical site, although images of the amputated hindfoot were 

not available.  

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.15 – Blast Mediated Off-axial Loading – Case 5. (a) Radiograph of a right 
traumatic trans-tibial amputation and ipsilateral fracture of a single femoral condyle.  
There is heavy contamination with mud and grit (white triangles). (b) Radiograph of the 
left tibial diaphyseal fracture. 

 There is a fracture of the left tibia and fibula, on the contralateral limb to the 

right trans-tibial amputation. The left side does not demonstrate the same degree of 

soft tissue destruction, possibly due to shielding by the right leg. 
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Blast Mediated Mixed Mechanism Injury – Case 6. There were a number of 

casualties that had an axial pattern in one limb, but an off-axial pattern in the opposite 

limb. This case illustrates a comminuted right calcaneus indicating axial loading,  and 

a left femoral fracture with a tensile-wedge configuration indicating bending forces 

higher up in the opposite limb (Figure 3.16).  

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.16 – Blast Mediated Mixed Mechanism Injury – Case 6. (a) Radiograph of the 
right femur showing a transverse diaphyseal fracture with a small butterfly fragment. 
(b) Radiograph of an open left calcaneal fracture. 
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3.6   Discussion 

3.6.1   Primary Blast Musculoskeletal Injuries 

This clinical study has used a forensic approach to correlate patterns of lower 

limb injuries caused by IEDs to the environment in which they occur and the forces 

applied to them. It found that the incidence of TM rupture and PBLI was negligible in 

this study of lower limb injuries caused by IEDs. This indicates that the magnitude of 

the shock wave experienced by these casualties was below the threshold for TM 

rupture and PBLI, and therefore, also likely to be below the threshold for skeletal 

fractures (Hull & Cooper, 1996). This suggests that the lower limb injuries in this 

study were caused by either secondary or tertiary blast mechanisms.  This contrasts 

with previous reports of CT-post mortem data of UK military fatalities in Afghanistan, 

which found that 79% of fatalities mounted in vehicles had PBLI (Singleton, Gibb, 

Bull, et al., 2013). The high mortality risk associated with PBLI is the most likely 

reason for the difference between the two studies (Mackenzie & Tunnicliffe, 2011).  

However, a second report on the same group of fatalities demonstrated that there was 

no relationship between traumatic amputation of the limbs and PBLI (Singleton, Gibb, 

Bull, et al., 2014). These two reports of UK fatalities support the finding from this 

study that primary musculoskeletal blast injury is markedly less prevalent during this 

conflict than has previously been reported (Mellor & Cooper, 1989; Ramasamy, Hill, 

Masouros, et al., 2011). However, these studies from Afghanistan need to be 

considered in the wider context of blast injuries caused by IEDs in other conflicts.   

Arnold et al. (2004) examined the injury profiles sustained by over 8000 

casualties during 29 separate terrorist bomb attacks between 1972 and 2004 (Arnold, 

Halpern, Tsai, et al., 2004). The study separated the attacks into three groups, 

described as a structural collapse, open air environment or confined space 

environment. The highest mortality was shown to occur during attacks where 

structural collapse of a building caused crushing of victims. However, the risk of both 

immediate mortality and primary PBLI was significantly greater in the confined group 

compared to the open group. They also reported that PBLI occurred in over 50% of the 

hospitalised casualties from the confined space, but less than 10% in the open air 
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environment.  These substantial differences are likely to occur because the magnitude 

of the shock wave and blast overpressure is far greater in an enclosed environment  

due to reflection off contained walls and other surfaces creating complex waves of 

longer duration (Cullis, 2001). It is, therefore, interesting to find that in this large 

combined series, the overall risk of limb fracture is 29% in a confined environment 

and 20% in an open air environment.  It may be predicted that there would be a larger 

difference in the rates of these fractures if the magnitude of the shock wave was an 

important factor in musculoskeletal injury.  

The 7/7 London Transportation Bombings in 2005 – The bombings on 7th 

July 2005 (London 7/7) are a further example of explosions, using IEDs within a 

confined space.  Four IEDs were detonated on three London underground trains, close 

to the Edgware Road, Aldgate and King’s Cross tube stations, and a fourth device on a 

double decker bus in Tavistock Square. Fifty-six people died, including the four 

suicide bombers. The mean mortality on the three underground trains was 26%, of 

which 77% are reported to have sustained a traumatic limb amputation (Patel, Dryden, 

Gupta, et al., 2012). The authors conclude that the high incidence of traumatic 

amputations in this terrorist attack was attributable to the magnitude of the shock wave 

within the train. Their conclusion appears to be referenced and extrapolated from the 

reports of traumatic amputations in soldiers from the Northern Ireland Troubles, which 

has already been described above (Hull & Cooper, 1996).   

There are, however, a number of inconsistencies that do not appear to justify 

the conclusion that traumatic amputations are the result of primary blast mechanisms. 

Firstly, there was a seven and a half-fold difference between the number of lower limb 

traumatic amputations and upper limb amputations (Patel, Dryden, Gupta, et al., 

2012).  The authors speculate this is because the intensity of the shock wave decreases 

as the inverse cube of the distance from the explosion site.  However, this explanation 

is not plausible because the plan of the train carriages and position of the victims is 

available from the coroner’s inquest into the incident (Coroner's Inquests into the 

London Bombings of 7 July 2005, 2011). The plan shows that there would have been 

little difference in the distance between the IEDs and either the upper or lower limbs. 

Other explanations for the mechanism of traumatic amputation may include a high 

impulse impact by the detonation products, debris and fragments, with relative 
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shielding of the upper limbs by torsos in a tightly packed carriage. The heat of the 

from the explosion may also affect the mechanism of amputation, particularly in those 

victims with burns (Horner, Crighton & Dziewulski, 2012). 

The report also shows that through-knee or trans-femoral traumatic 

amputations occurred in 42% of the fatalities at King’s Cross, but only 8% of the 

combined fatalities at Aldgate and Edgware Road (Coroner's Inquests into the London 

Bombings of 7 July 2005, 2011). Interestingly, the carriage plans show that all of the 

fatalities were standing passengers at the time of the blast. This is pertinent because it 

may indicate that the weight bearing status of the victim affects the risk of mortality, 

and also the risk of traumatic amputation when the direction of the blast is 

perpendicular to the long axis of the limb. Further investigation is required to 

understand the nature, magnitude and direction of forces responsible for blast 

mediated injuries, and how the reaction of the body and its boundary conditions 

influences the damaged caused.  

The Madrid Train Bombings in 2004 – On 11 March 2004, a terrorist attack 

caused 192 fatalities and over 2000 casualties when a number of IEDs exploded on 

four separate commuter trains (Martí, Parrón, Baudraxler, et al., 2006). A greater 

number of fatalities was reported in carriages where the doors were closed at the time 

of detonation, most likely due to the reflected shock wave off the carriage walls 

(Figure 3.17) (Cullis, 2001). PBLI occurred in 41%, and tympanic membrane (TM) 

rupture occurred in 7% of victims of this terrorist attack (Martí, Parrón, Baudraxler, et 

al., 2006). These figures are remarkably similar to London7/7, reported as 48% for 

PBLI and 8% for TM rupture (Radford, Patel, Hamilton, et al., 2011). There was, 

however, only one reported case of traumatic limb amputation during the Madrid 

attack, compared to 69 amputations after London 7/7.  
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Figure 3.17 – Madrid train after the bombing attacks on March 11, 2004. This picture 
shows one of the trains minutes after the bomb explosion. Note the destruction of the 
train casing. Images reproduced with permission (Martí, Parrón, Baudraxler, et al., 
2006). 

Some observations about Madrid and London 7/7 may help to explain the 

difference in injury patterns. The train tunnel in London 7/7 may have increased the 

magnitude of the reflected shock wave, increasing the risk of limb injuries.  The 

explosives were reported to have been at ground level in London 7/7, but were placed 

on luggage racks in Madrid (Coroner's Inquests into the London Bombings of 7 July 

2005, 2011).  The ground level detonation in London 7/7 may have increased the 

exposure of the lower limbs to the shock wave and detonation products. There were, 

interestingly, many more standing passengers on the London 7/7 trains than on the 

commuter trains in Madrid (Turégano-Fuentes, Caba-Doussoux, Jover-Navalón, et al., 

2008).  The large IEDs (>10 kg high explosive) and the high number of immediate 

fatalities in the Madrid attack indicates that the magnitude of the shock wave in the 

Madrid bombings was at least as great as that generated in the London bombings.  The 

low incidence of traumatic amputations in this incident suggests that the magnitude of 

the shock wave alone is not the principal mechanism responsible for limb injuries. 

Therefore, the nature of the forces acting on the limbs during an explosion needs 

further research.  

The Boston Marathon Bombing in 2013 – This terrorist attack occurred on 

15 April 2013 close to the race’s finishing line. Two pressure cooker IEDs exploded 

approximately 12 seconds apart and separated by approximately 200m (Guermazi, 

Hayashi, Smith, et al., 2013). Three victims were killed and an estimated 264 others 

were injured (Guermazi, Hayashi, Smith, et al., 2013).  The significance of this attack, 
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compared to London or Madrid, was that the casualties were in an open environment; 

the majority were either roadside spectators on the street or marathon runners.  Many 

of the major injuries were reported to be caused by shrapnel, including nails, ball 

bearings, screws, and pressure cooker fragments (Singh, Goralnick, Velmahos, et al., 

2014).  The shrapnel fragments were identified most often in the leg (36.5%), thigh 

(31.2%), and pelvic soft tissues (13.2%), with the remaining 19.0% located above the 

pelvis or in the foot. All fractures were categorised as secondary blast injuries, apart 

from one tertiary injury.  There were no cases of PBLI in the survivors from this 

incident. There were, however, 17 lower extremity traumatic amputations in 15 

casualties, all of which have been attributed to secondary blast mechanisms (Singh, 

Goralnick, Velmahos, et al., 2014) (King, Larentzakis, Ramly, et al., 2015). This 

conclusion was based upon the extent of metallic fragmentation on radiographs and 

because there were were no cases of PBLI. Singh et al. (2015), however, identified 6 

cases of tympanic membrane rupture in the casualties who had a traumatic amputation. 

Overall, this provides further evidence that fractures and traumatic limb amputations 

caused by explosions occur readily without any primary musculoskeletal blast injury. 

A through knee amputation and a tibial fracture from the Boston marathon incident is 

reproduced in Figure 3.18. This is illustrative of a traumatic amputation and severe 

skeletal fracture with no apparent primary blast injuries away from the limbs.  The 

cause of these injuries, therefore, is more likely to be from secondary blast 

mechanisms such as impact from the detonation gases, debris and fragments.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.18 – Radiographs of two separate victims from the Boston Marathon Bombings in 2013. 
(a) The radiograph shows a through knee traumatic disarticulation. The black arrows indicates a 
metallic fragment, the white arrow is a surgical staple, the black arrow head shows a distal 
femoral fracture (Guermazi, Hayashi, Smith, et al., 2013). (b) Radiograph of a comminuted 
fracture of the proximal tibia.  Note the small white circles on the radiograph, which were found 
to be ball bearings that had been packed around the IED (Singh, Goralnick, Velmahos, et al., 
2014). Images reproduced with permission.  

3.6.2   Axial and Off-axial Loading 

The results show that survivors of IED attacks during this conflict 

demonstrated lower limb injury patterns that could be classified by their fracture 

morphology and associated injuries. It was possible to categorise over 80% of 

casualties in this study into one of three principal patterns of injuries. The results and 

case studies indicate that the axial group may be characterised by a pattern of injuries 

including: hindfoot injuries, complex tibial diaphyseal fractures, complex fractures of 

the tibial plateau and distal femur, vertical shear fractures in the femoral neck and 

vertebral burst fractures in the thoraco-lumbar spine (Figure 3.10 & Figure 3.12).  In 

contrast, the off-axial group is characterised by proximal third tibial fractures, tensile-

wedge or spiral fractures of the femur, few complex peri-articular knee fractures, but a 

significant number of knee ligament ruptures or dislocations, and the absence of 

hindfoot injuries (Figure 3.13, Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15). A third mixed group 

demonstrate an axial pattern in one limb, but an off-axial pattern in the opposite limb.  

The differences between the groups indicates that the forces acting upon the limbs, or 
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the reaction of the limbs to those forces, affects the types of injuries observed. It is 

likely that many of the fractures in this study represent one part of a spectrum of 

injuries, with traumatic amputations at the severe end of this spectrum.  Whilst many 

traumatic amputations were excluded from this study because of insufficient imaging, 

the mechanism of injury and forces applied to the limbs may be similar to observations 

in this series. It is, therefore, worth considering why these different loading 

mechanisms may occur.  Three broad factors that may contribute to these differences 

are: IED factors, position of the victim, and victim factors.  These are considered in 

the following sections. 

IED factors. The direction of movement of detonation products, soil and 

fragments are affected by the position of the device at detonation. Underground 

explosions cause the movement of gases and soil to move predominantly in a vertical 

direction relative to the epicentre of the detonation (Ambrosini, Luccioni, Danesi, et 

al., 2002). However, ground level explosions travel radially from the epicentre, 

creating the horizontal movement of gases and soil along the terrain around the device 

(Figure 3.19). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.19 – Blast test using gelatinous explosive. (a) Underground explosion. Note the 
vertical projection of soil ejecta (b) Ground level explosion. Note the vertical and 
horizontal projection of soil ejecta. A soldier located at the white star may be struck by 
gases and soil ejecta travelling almost parallel to the ground. Reproduced with 
permission (Ambrosini, Luccioni, Danesi, et al., 2002). 

Consider a victim located at the position of the white star in Figure 3.19b at the 

time of IED detonation. It is apparent that the victim will be subject to different 

loading forces compared to if he had stood upon a buried IED. It is likely that the 

shock wave, blast wind and soil will hit the casualty from the side or front. This leads 

to the hypothesis that the off-axial injury patterns are more likely to occur with ground 

level explosions.  Whilst the data from Afghanistan is important, injury patterns from 

ground level explosions are pertinent at this time because of the rise in attacks in 

metropolitan districts, particularly with the growing threat of suicide bombers (Hassan, 

2008). 

Position of the victim. The position of a victim relative to the radial 

movement of the shock wave and detonation products from the epicentre will affect 

the injuries sustained.  An explosion beneath a victim will cause axial loading, and an 

explosion to the side of a victim will lead to loading almost perpendicular to the 

standing axis, possibly causing patterns similar to the off-axial group described above 

(Coupland & Korver, 1991). 

Victim factors. The failure of a material depends not only on external forces 

but also upon its structure and reaction to those forces.  For example, a force applied to 
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the middle of a steel bar will result in different stresses within the bar if both ends are 

fixed, compared to if one end is free (Richmond, Bowen & White, 1961).  A similar 

effect may be found in the lower limbs when subjected to the horizontal forces from 

detonation products and soil.  One hypothesis is that the weight bearing status of the 

limb will affect the stresses within cortical bone when the explosion is to the side of a 

victim. A weight bearing limb may fracture due to bending forces applied to the limb. 

However, a non-weight bearing limb may flail away from the applied forces, causing 

tensile forces across the limb leading to knee ligament rupture.  The hypothesis needs 

further research, but may offer some explanation into the difference in traumatic 

amputations observed in the London 7/7 and Madrid train bombings.  

Personal protective equipment is also reported to affect the pattern of injuries 

after an explosion. Combat body armour (Wood, Panzer, Shridharani, et al., 2013; 

Breeze, Allanson-Bailey, Hepper, et al., 2015), helmets (Elder & Cristian, 2009), 

protective glasses (Breeze, Allanson-Bailey, Hunt, et al., 2012) and pelvic protection 

systems (Lewis, Pigott, Randall, et al., 2013) are all reported to mitigate against the 

effects of explosions. This type of equipment may also deliberately or inadvertently 

alter the magnitude and direction of forces acting on the limbs.  

3.6.3   Knee Injuries 

There were 28 casualties with at least one major knee ligament injuries.  Many 

of these included tibio-femoral knee dislocations, and they were observed in both the 

axial and off-axial group. This was an unexpected finding because knee ligament 

ruptures have not been widely reported in blast mediated injuries until now. This 

requires further analysis and will be discussed in the following chapter. 

3.6.4   Limitations 

The validity of using PBLI and TM rupture as a marker for primary 

musculoskeletal blast injuries needs some caution. Whilst this has been used in 

previous reports (Singleton, Gibb, Bull, et al., 2014), there is insufficient basic science 

research to confirm the relative magnitude of a shock wave that will cause PBLI, TM 

rupture or skeletal fracture in the same casualty. Furthermore, the effect of protective 
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equipment, such as body armour and ear plugs, on the risk of primary blast injuries 

needs further research. 

The forensic approach adopted in this study has a number of weaknesses that 

must be considered before further study can be justified.  Grouping casualties into two 

principal groups may over simplify the heterogeneity of the injuries and the 

complexity of the forces in a blast situation. Whilst the methodology attempts to group 

the casualties based upon objective criteria, the final judgement comes down to 

subjective individuals who may misinterpret the information available, and this could 

lead to error and bias. This is confounded by the retrospective nature of the study, 

which leads to the inevitable loss of important data and information. Furthermore, the 

study does not account for variations between subjects that occur due to age, size, 

fitness, and protective equipment employed.  

This study concludes that there are different patterns of limbs fractures that 

appear to cluster together into at least two different groups. The nomenclature adopted 

in this investigation to describe these groups uses the descriptors ‘axial’ and ‘off-

axial’. Whilst these two groups were observed in the study, there was insufficient 

incident data from the scene of the explosion to corroborate the direction of the 

loading force for each limb. Therefore, whilst there is good evidence of different 

groups of injuries, further research is needed to investigate whether the the direction of 

loading is the true cause of these different patterns. The descriptors axial and off-axial 

infer different loading environments and, therefore, should be used sparingly until this 

future work is completed.  

The AO/OTA classification of long bones fractures is used in this investigation 

to describe the pattern and distribution of fractures. This classification is designed and 

validated for describing the morphology of fractures, unlike some other classification 

systems that attempt to correlate fracture patterns with the mechanism of injury 

(Müller, Nazarian, Koch, et al., 1990). Some caution, therefore, is needed in the 

conclusions of this investigation because the AO/OTA classification is not a validated 

method to aid the forensic analysis of the mechanism of injury to each limb.  However, 

this potential weakness is mitigated by describing the fractures and making an 

independent forensic assessment of the mechanism based upon previous knowledge of 
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how bones fail in different loading environments, as described in section 3.1.6.. Future 

work is needed to evaluate the validity of classification systems for lower limb blast 

injuries in order to predict the mechanism of injury, optimal treatment or future 

prognosis.  

There were 29 casualties who could not be classified into any of the groups in 

this study.  Therefore, there may be important mechanisms of injury that have not been 

assessed in this study.  Furthermore, the absence of these casualties who often had 

complex fractures or traumatic amputations, means that the severity of the injuries 

classified into any of the groups may have been underestimated. 

3.7   Conclusions 

This forensic analysis of survivors of IED attacks has demonstrated that 

primary blast skeletal fractures are rare. Therefore, decreasing the morbidity of blast 

mediated musculoskeletal injuries in survivors should focus on mitigation strategies 

against secondary and tertiary blast. 

The study has established that lower limb injury patterns caused by IED strikes 

during the War in Afghanistan can be related to the environment in which they occur 

and the forces acting upon the limbs. In particular, there are distinct groups of 

casualties with axial compression injury patterns, and others with bending and 

torsional injury patterns. The study has also highlighted that knee ligament injuries are 

prevalent in some victims of IEDs. This injury pattern has not been widely reported in 

the literature before. Therefore, the types and patterns of these injuries will be 

analysed further and the results are presented in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER   4   BLAST MEDIATED KNEE 

LIGAMENT INJURIES 

4.1   Introduction 

Knee ligament injuries were identified in 28 casualties who had sustained 

lower limb blast injuries during the study reported in Chapter 2 and 3. Whilst these 

injuries may be very common after sporting accidents and road traffic collisions, there 

are very few reports about this type of injury after explosions.  In this chapter, the 

types of ligament injuries identified are analysed to assess whether there are any 

common injury patterns and through this identify any evidence regarding how these 

injuries occur. 

4.1.1   Historical Perspective of Battlefield Knee Injuries 

Injuries to the knee are not unique to the War in Afghanistan, rather they have 

been a common feature of war over the last two centuries. The skeletal remains of a 

British solider injured at the Battle of Toulouse (1814) during the Napoleonic Wars are 
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held in the London Pathology Museum at Charing Cross Hospital, Imperial College, 

London (Malhan, Greenslade & Mitchell, 2009). The specimen was donated by British 

military surgeon George Guthrie, who conducted one of the earliest clinical trials 

investigating the treatment of battlefield open femoral fractures. The remains 

demonstrate one of the earliest examples of a battlefield skeletal injury around the 

knee, most likely caused by a musket round to the distal femur.  This case illustrates 

that projectiles were the principal method of wounding around the knee during the 19th 

Century. 

 

	  
 

Figure 4.1 – Skeletal remains of a British soldier injured at the Battle of Toulouse (1814) 
in the Napoleonic Wars. The photograph shows the antero-medial view of the knee. The 
defect in the distal femoral shaft (white arrow) is reported to be from a musket round. 
Note the knee fused in flexion. Reproduced with permission (Malhan, Greenslade & 
Mitchell, 2009). 

Further descriptions of battlefield injuries around the knee were published 

throughout the 20th century.  The reports almost exclusively discuss the surgical 

management and prevention of infection of penetrating injuries to the joint, rather than 

tertiary ligament ruptures. The rapid growth in explosive fragmentation munitions 

during the Great War lead to an increased incidence of limb injuries, including those 

around the knee (Bowlby, 1915). Surgeons of the time described knee injuries as their 

‘bête noire’ because they recognised their heightened risk of sepsis, amputation and 

mortality (Emerson, 1918). The key factors reported to guide management and 

prognosis in this period included, identifying the difference between shrapnel and 

bullet wounds, the presence of a fracture and an assessment of the depth of penetration 

into the joint (Metcalf, 1919). 
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In the Mediterranean campaigns of World War II, American surgeons reported 

on 244 cases of battlefield knee wounds sustained in high intensity war fighting 

(Parker & Modlin, 1947). They identified 168 with underlying fractures, of which 44 

had severe comminuted fractures of one or more condyles. Surgical management was 

focused on wound debridement, wide arthrotomy, irrigation, closure of the synovial 

membrane, injection of antibiotics and Tobruk splinting (Robinson & O’Meara, 2009).  

The report does not describe or report any injuries to the knee ligaments, other than in 

respect of condyle fractures by penetrating shell fragments. Other reports from the 

time described similar injuries and principles of wound management around the knee 

(Thompson, 1947).  Interestingly, the only descriptions of “knee sprains” or “crucial 

ligament” injuries in soldiers during this period are associated with cadet training or 

parachute landings (Essex-Lopresti, 1946; Luck & Smith, 1948). 

American surgeons during the Vietnam conflict (1965 – 1973) reported on 52 

cases of penetrating knee joint injuries (Davis, 1970). They reported that the size of 

the metal fragments was associated with the severity of the underlying joint 

destruction. Treatment was similar to the principles described in the Great War and 

World War II, although injection and aspiration of antibiotics had been added to the 

regime with mixed results (Davis, 1970). Knee ligament injuries or dislocations were 

not identified in the study. 

During the Gulf War (1990 – 1991), surgeons on board the United States Naval 

Ship Mercy performed 73 knee arthroscopies on Armed Forces’ personnel (Buckley, 

Alexander, Jones, et al., 1992). They identified 16 patients with cruciate ligament 

injuries, 2 with medial instability and 2 with lateral instability.  Although many of 

these injuries were identified or treated in a combat area, none of the knee injuries 

were caused by blast mechanisms. 

A report from the Croatian War of Independence (1991 – 1995) described 16 

knee injuries, 14 caused by explosive devices and a further 2 caused by rifle bullets.  

Once again, the authors described removing metal fragments from the knee and 

irrigation of the wounds, but they do not identify any knee ligament injuries or 

dislocations. A further report form the same conflict reported on 167 war injuries 

around the knee joint (Nikolić, Jovanović, Popović, et al., 1999). Over 50% of the 
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wounds were caused by metallic fragments from explosive devices, and a further 37% 

caused by bullet wounds. The authors described 4 popliteal artery reconstructions, 27 

nerve injuries and 14 amputations around the knee joint.  A later report, from the same 

author (Nikolić, Drasković, Vulović, et al., 2000) documented that 14/162 patients 

with missile injuries to the knee had problems with instability after at least 3 years.  

The instability in all of the cases was caused by bone defects rather than ligament 

injury. 

A number of recent reports from the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan have 

described patterns of injuries caused by explosions to all anatomical regions, including 

the lower limb injuries. There are no apparent descriptions of knee ligament injuries or 

dislocations in these series  (Owens, Kragh, Macaitis, et al., 2007; Champion, 

Holcomb, Lawnick, et al., 2010; Ramasamy, Harrisson, Lasrado, et al., 2009). One 

recent report, however, from the War in Afghanistan investigated casualties with 

traumatic though knee amputations (Singleton, Walker, Gibb, et al., 2014). The study 

identified 271 traumatic amputations, of which 34 were through knee amputations 

caused by explosions. Whilst a knee ligament injury has occurred by definition in this 

series, it is sometimes difficult to assess whether the mechanism of traumatic 

amputation occurred by ligament failure or destruction of the bone in the proximal 

tibia. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 – Radiograph of a traumatic amputation from the study described in Chapter 
2. It is difficult to conclude from radiographs alone if this traumatic amputation has 
occurred through the skeletal tissue in the proximal tibia, or partly by knee ligament 
failure. 

4.1.2   Blast Mediated Knee Ligament Injuries 

A literature review of lower limb and knee injuries caused by explosions 

identified only two papers that reported evidence of blast mediated knee ligament 

injuries.  The first report, also mentioned in Chapter 2, describes the injuries sustained 

by the sailors on board the USS Cole when it was attacked by terrorists using an IED 

during refuelling in Yemen during 2000 (Lambert, Simpson, Marzouk, et al., 2003). 

The explosion occurred close to the water line, with many of the sailors injured on the 

other side of the hull or on one of the decks above. Fifty-six sailors sustained injuries, 

including 17 who died soon after the explosion. Of the remaining 39 casualties, 32 had 

sustained musculoskeletal injuries. Casualties with lower limb injuries included 1 LCL 

injury, 1 PCL injury, 2 MCL injuries, 1 combined ACL/MCL injury and 2 tibio-

femoral knee dislocations. 

The second report, also from the maritime environment, describes 25 knee 

dislocations that occurred on board a French warship in 1952 (Translation from 

French) (Vittori, Suquet, Ducourneau, et al., 1955). The study reports that anterior 

knee dislocations were common amongst those sailors standing on deck. The 

requirement to translate reports from foreign languages reflects the paucity of data 

regarding knee ligament injuries and dislocations in battlefield trauma. The data about 
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knee ligament injuries presented in Chapter 2 and 3, therefore, is unexpected and 

needs further study.  
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4.2   Aim 

Chapter 2 and 3 have documented patterns of skeletal fractures caused by IEDs 

during the height of the War in Afghanistan, which are quite different to previous 

conflicts. The incidence of knee ligament injuries and dislocations in this series has 

not been reported before.  As part of this thesis, therefore, it is imperative to further 

investigate blast mediated knee injuries to determine if there is a new emerging pattern 

of injury caused by IEDs in Afghanistan. 

4.3   Methods 

The casualties identified in Chapters 2 and 3 with knee ligament injuries or 

dislocations were selected for further analysis. All radiographs, cross sectional 

imaging, x-ray request forms, and data gathered on the JTTR were reviewed by the 

author and a military radiology consultant. Data were gathered on the casualties’ 

demographics, details of the mechanism of injury, and medical treatment provided. 

Full descriptions of the knee injuries were recorded. 

Knee dislocations were classified according to the displacement of the tibia 

relative to the femur.  An assessment of the knee ligaments ruptured in each knee was 

recorded if this data was available. Comparisons are made between casualties injured 

whilst ‘mounted’ in vehicles and those in the ‘open’ field environment.  Full 

descriptions of injuries in other organ systems were recorded by the author, including 

the head, neck, chest, upper limbs, pelvis and hindfoot.  
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4.4   Results 

Twenty-eight casualties who sustained at least one significant knee ligament 

injury were identified for inclusion in this analysis. There were 17 casualties with a 

tibio-femoral knee joint dislocation, of which 4 had bilateral dislocations. Eleven 

further casualties sustained a knee ligament injury, but without a frank dislocation of 

the joint.  Five casualties had multi-ligament injuries, but without evidence of a frank 

dislocation. There were 12 casualties with knee ligament injuries out of total of 27 

mounted in vehicles, and 16 from the open field environment out of a total of 128 

casualties. Key findings are summarised in Table 4.1. 

Descriptor Mounted (n = 12/27) Open (n = 16/128) 
 

Tibio-femoral dislocations 8   9   
    

Bilateral dislocation 2 2  
    

Multi-ligament injury (no dislocation)  2 3  
    

Tibial spine avulsion fracture § 5 5  
    

Proximal fibular head fracture §  5  6   
    

Isolated ligament injuries  2  4  
    

Associated vascular injury 1 3  
    

 

Table 4.1 – Frequency table of different types of knee ligament injuries. Mounted refers 
to vehicle occupants, Open refers to open field environment. The total number of 
casualties ‘mounted’ in vehicles or in an ‘open’ field environment is listed at the top of 
the column. § Tibial spine fractures and proximal fibula fractures may have occurred in 
combination with a knee dislocation. 

 Knee ligament injuries and dislocations occurred in both mounted casualties  

and in the open field environment (Table 4.1). Fibular head and tibial spine avulsion 

fractures were common in both mounted casualties and those injured in the open field 

environment. An example of this combination of fractures is illustrated in (Figure 4.3). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.3 – Example of a mounted casualty who sustained bilateral knee dislocations. (a) 
Radiograph demonstrates the knee after reduction. Note the tibial spine fracture (white 
triangle) at the insertion of the ACL, and a proximal fibula fracture (white arrow). (b) 
MRI sagittal image demonstrates injuries to both ACL and PCL. 

 Knee ligament injuries or dislocations were associated with concurrent 

fractures in the femur or tibia in 25/28 (89%) casualties. The tibia on the ipsilateral 

(same) side as the dislocation was the commonest site of fracture. Fractures of the 

ipsilateral femoral diaphysis were rare 1/28 (4%).  The distribution of concurrent 

fractures in the lower limbs is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Examples of concurrent tibial 

fractures are illustrated in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. 

	  

	  
Figure 4.4 – Concurrent fractures in the lower limbs on the same and opposite limb. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.5 – Example of a mounted casualty who sustained bilateral knee dislocations. (a) 
Radiograph of the left knee shows a tibio-femoral dislocation. (b) Radiograph of the right 
knee shows a knee after reduction of a dislocation. Note the tibial spine fracture and 
proximal fibula fractures. (c) Radiograph of the same casualty shows a right mid-tibial 
fracture.  

 

 

	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.6 – Example of a knee dislocation in an open field environment. (a) Radiograph 
of the right knee demonstrates a dislocation. (b) Lateral radiograph of the right tibia 
(ipsilateral) demonstrates the knee dislocation and a distal tibial fracture. 
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Concurrent fractures in other anatomical regions occurred in 20 casualties in 

this study. The frequency and site of other anatomical regions injured is summarised in 

Figure 4.7 and illustrated in Figure 4.8. 

	  

	  
 

Figure 4.7 – Anatomical location of concurrent injuries in casualties with knee ligament 
injuries or dislocations.  

 

	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.8 – Example of a knee tibio-femoral dislocation from the War in Afghanistan. 
This casualty had significant facial lacerations following the explosion. 
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4.5   Discussion 

This is the first study to report a series of knee ligament injuries and 

dislocations caused by IEDs. The study identified 28 casualties with knee ligament 

injuries, of which 17 were frank tibio-femoral dislocations.  This equates to 10% 

(17/172) of the musculoskeletal injuries that were identified in Chapter 2. It may be 

argued that this figure is be an overestimate, if it is assumed that the 148 casualties 

with traumatic amputations that were not analysed in Chapter 2 did not have any knee 

injury. However, previous reports have documented that the incidence of through knee 

traumatic amputation (TKA) in this population is ~17% of all traumatic amputations 

(Singleton, Walker, Gibb, et al., 2014). The incidence of 10%, therefore, may be an 

underestimate if TKA is considered to be at the severe end of a spectrum of knee 

ligament injuries.  Furthermore, the majority of these injuries were diagnosed on plain 

radiographs and CT scans, which lack the sensitivity and specificity compared to other 

imaging modalities (Mui, Engelsohn & Umans, 2007).  Whilst knee dislocations and 

avulsion fracture are simple to detect with these modalities, it is inevitable that some 

casualties with intra-substance knee ligament injuries were not identified. This 

supports the conclusion that 10% is an underestimate of knee ligament injuries in 

lower limbs damaged by IEDs in this conflict.  

The distribution of associated fractures in the limbs demonstrates a high 

incidence of mid-tibial and proximal tibial fractures in the same limb as the knee 

injury.  In contrast, only one casualty had an associated mid-femoral fracture on the 

same side. One hypothesis for this difference was that an impact into the tibia could 

cause a fracture at this site, and a corresponding deformity at the knee leading to an 

injury to one of the knee ligaments. Failure of the ligament at the knee may reduce the 

force transferred to the femur, hence decreasing the risk of fracture.  This hypothesis 

has been supported by experimental and numerical research that investigates human 

tolerance thresholds in pedestrians hit by car bumpers (Mo, Masson, Cesari, et al., 

2013; Kress, Porta, Snider, et al., 1995; Kress & Porta, 2001).  

The results also document that there were 10 tibial spine and 10 proximal 

fibular fractures.  Tibial spine fractures are commonly caused by avulsion injuries of 

the ACL, and fibular head fractures by avulsion of the LCL (White, Patel, Matcuk, et 
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al., 2013). These injuries may not be expected because one previous biomechanical 

investigation into the failure properties of knee ligaments at different displacement 

rates reported that the frequency of avulsion fractures decreases at high speeds (Noyes, 

DeLucas & Torvik, 1974). More recent clinical reports, however, show that 20% of 

ACL, 51% of PCL and 84% of LCL injuries have a re-attachable avulsion fracture 

following knee dislocations caused by road traffic accidents.  This supports the finding 

in this study that avulsion fractures can occur in high displacement rate injuries.  

Furthermore, this finding may have important significance to prognosis if these 

injuries are amenable to early repair at the site of avulsion rather than by late ligament 

reconstruction (Hsu, 2004).  

The mechanism of blast mediated knee ligament injuries needs some 

consideration.  Casualties mounted in vehicles were particularly vulnerable to ligament 

injuries around the knee when compared to casualties in the open field environment 

(Table 4.1).  It is likely that the mechanism of injury in mounted casualties occurred 

by tertiary blast mechanisms because they are protected by the vehicle’s hull from the 

shock wave, detonation products and shrapnel.  The environment and loading 

conditions causing these injuries appears similar to the incidents that occurred on 

board the USS Cole and French warship, described above in the introduction 

(Lambert, Simpson, Marzouk, et al., 2003; Vittori, Suquet, Ducourneau, et al., 1955). 

It is not known whether these ligament injuries occur at the time of impact into the 

limb, or as the limb flails away from the point of impact, or as the limb impacts into 

the surrounding environment. The authors’ hypothesis is that these injuries occur at the 

time of impact when the limb is forced to deform rapidly, leading to tensile forces 

across the knee by either hyper-extension, or valgus/varus stress beyond the failure 

limits of these structures. This hypothesis can be tested in future work using 

appropriate traumatic impact apparatus, as will be discussed in subsequent chapters.  

The knee dislocations in the open environment are also likely to be caused by 

tertiary blast mechanisms. The knee may deform as another part of the limb is 

impacted by the detonation products or after landing against the surrounding 

environment, similar to the car bumper scenario described above.  This is supported by 

the relative preservation of the soft tissues around the knee in this series, as illustrated 

in the radiographs above. Alternatively, the detonation gases may cause the limb to 
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flail away from its normal position and beyond its normal range of motion, leading to 

ligament failure.  This hypothesis is not supported by the frequency of ipsilateral tibial 

fractures in this study, which are not characteristic findings of flail injuries (Lewis, 

2006).  

The historical perspective of knee injuries, described in the introduction, offers 

a new insight into lower limb injures caused by IEDs in Afghanistan. The detailed 

descriptions of battlefield trauma throughout the 20th century demonstrate that the 

proliferation of limb injuries was produced by the introduction and growth of 

explosive fragmentation munitions.  Shrapnel wounds and the fractures beneath have 

dominated the workload of military surgeons during this period.  The results of this 

chapter demonstrate a new battlefield injury, the knee dislocation, not caused by 

shrapnel but something else. This observation is supported by the results in the 

previous chapters, which document many complex fractures around the knee, but 

without evidence of shrapnel. The nature and mechanism of these injuries, therefore, 

remains unproven. These finding will be discussed further during this thesis in later 

chapters.   

4.6   Conclusion 

This chapter reports an emerging pattern of injuries caused by IEDs during the 

War in Afghanistan. Knee ligaments injuries and dislocations have rarely been 

reported in previous conflicts, yet they appear to occur in 10% of limb injuries in this 

series. In this next chapter, a biomechanical investigation is performed to assess the 

failure characteristics of knee ligaments at displacement rates that may occur during an 

IED blast.  This should offer some explanation about why these injuries occur, rather 

than femoral or tibial fractures on either side of the joint.  
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CHAPTER   5     

THE STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY OF KNEE 

LIGAMENTS  

5.1   Introduction 

5.1.1   Background 

The incidence of knee ligament injuries reported in Chapter 4 was an 

unexpected finding in casualties following an IED attack. The mechanical properties 

of these tissues, however, have been widely ignored in blast mediated injury research. 

For example, many lower limb blast injury simulations consider knee ligaments as 

passive structures that do not transfer forces to the bones they support (Nilakantan & 

Tabiei, 2009; Bailey, Bailey, Christopher, et al., 2015). This may be a mistake because 

their failure characteristics may be critical to the site and extent of lower limb injuries. 

Ligaments are viscoelastic materials made of collagen fibres, which change in 

strength and stiffness relative to the rate of loading (Yannas & Olson, 1972; Tipton, 

Schild & Flatt, 1967).  Previous laboratory studies have found that the tensile modulus 
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and failure stress of ligaments both increase as the rate of loading increases (Danto & 

Woo, 1993; Yamamoto, Saito & Kabayama, 2003; Yamamoto & Hayashi, 1998; Ng, 

Chou, Lim, et al., 2004). However, many of the previous studies have focused on the 

failure characteristics at relatively low loading rates or used only a few different 

loading rates (Danto & Woo, 1993; Noyes, DeLucas & Torvik, 1974; Mija Lee, 2002; 

Kennedy, Hawkins, Willis, et al., 1976). Whilst work at slow rates is useful to 

understand the constraints needed for normal joint function and to choose replacement 

grafts, the application of these results to understanding what happens to the limb after 

an IED blast is unlikely to be valid. In particular, significant errors are likely to occur 

if the material properties measured at low deformation rates are applied to high 

deformation rate traumatic injury simulations. The limitations of previous work is 

likely to be caused by the real technical difficulties of measuring force and 

deformation at rates that simulate very high speed injuries, such as those occurring 

during an IED blast (Nagasaka, Mizuno, Tanaka, et al., 2003; Ramasamy, Masouros, 

Newell, et al., 2011). This chapter reports an investigation that attempts to address 

these challenges by measuring the material properties of porcine stifle joint ligaments 

at five different strain rates, each an order of magnitude apart. The following sections 

of the introduction describe the basic anatomy of the principal knee ligaments and a 

literature review of their mechanical properties. The rationale for the experimental 

design is developed in this section, with particular attention to the choice of ligament 

investigated and the principles of tensile testing at different deformation rates.  

5.1.2   Anatomy of the Knee 

The tibio-femoral joint is a modified hinge joint, which connects the femur in 

the upper leg and the tibia in the lower leg.  Normal function of the knee is important 

to human gait and allows movement whilst maintaining body weight and optical gaze 

within small margins of vertical and horizontal displacement.  The articular surfaces 

are lined by hyaline cartilage and bathed in synovial fluid, which help to produce low 

friction and, therefore, smooth movement (Hendren & Beeson, 2009).  

The distal femur is composed of two rounded condyles separated by an 

intercondylar fossa. The medial condyle is larger and projects more distally than the 

lateral femur, to create an angle between the femur and the tibia in the coronal plane. 
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The proximal tibia consists of a medial and lateral articular condyle, which both slope 

backwards from anterior to posterior.  The medial tibial condyle is deeper than the 

lateral condyle, which is relatively flat. The product of this morphology are two 

asymmetrical hemi-cylinders, the medial sitting upon a slightly concave surface and 

the lateral sitting on a flat surface.  This incongruent arrangement of bones is made to 

a congruent structure by two interposing fibrocartilaginous crescent-shaped menisci 

that increase surface contact area and help to share loading forces (Masouros, 

McDermott, Amis, et al., 2008).  The result is a joint that is able to flex and extend 

through an arc of 150°,	  and rotate by up to 30 degrees during flexion and extension 

(Karrholm, Brandsson & Freeman, 2000). 

5.1.3   Knee Stability 

A stable knee joint is required for normal function. The static and dynamic 

stability of the joint is produced by the load sharing interaction between the tibio-

femoral articulation, soft tissues, muscle forces, and external loads (Goldblatt & 

Richmond, 2003). Some stability is incurred by the morphology of the distal femur, 

proximal tibia, and interposed menisci. Nevertheless, in contrast to a ball and socket 

joint, the knee is inherently unstable without the support of surrounding soft tissues. 

Knee ligaments are the critical soft tissue passive stabilisers that limit the movement of 

one bone relative to another.  Injuries to these ligaments are common in young people 

following sporting activities, particularly football, basketball, and rugby amongst 

others. The instability caused by these injuries and the associated costs of treatment 

are illustrative of their importance to normal function. The EUROCOST reference 

group estimates the incidence of knee ligament injuries at 0.04% population/year with 

associated treatment costs alone at an average of €1,727 per injury (Polinder, 

Meerding, van Baar, et al., 2005). Further work is needed to evaluate the failure 

mechanisms of knee ligaments and future prognosis of casualties who sustain these 

injuries after an IED blast, such as those seen in Chapter 4. 

5.1.3.1   Cruciate Ligaments  

The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) 

are the two principal intra-articular ligaments in the centre of the knee. The anatomy 
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and biomechanics of the cruciate ligaments is complex, and the subject of copious 

clinical, cadaveric, and computational studies (Amis, 2012). The PCL is thicker and 

stronger than the ACL, one of the principal reasons it is less commonly injured (Amis, 

Bull, Gupte, et al., 2003).  

The cruciate ligaments are essential to the normal movement and function of 

the knee. There is sequential engagement of cruciate ligament fascicles as the knee 

flexes from full extension into flexion (Butler, Kay & Stouffer, 1986). This 

arrangement of fascicles and bundles means that it is challenging to identify an 

isometric point of either ligament or individual bundle.  Therefore, measurement of 

ligament strength or stiffness will be affected by the position of the joint and the 

number of fascicles that are under tension (Butler, Kay & Stouffer, 1986). This 

difficulty was a key reason why the ACL or PCL were not selected as test specimens 

in the series of experiments described in this chapter. 

The mechanical properties of the ACL have been the subject of several reports 

because of the need to select suitable grafts for ligament reconstruction surgery. An 

early study using six human cadaveric ACLs to measure the tensile properties of a 

bone-ligament-bone specimen, reported an average failure load of 1725 N (SD ± 269 

N), with a mean stiffness of 182 N/mm (SD ± 33N/mm) (Noyes, Butler, Grood, et al., 

1984). A later study reported that the failure load for the human ACL in a young adult 

cadaver averaged 2160 N (SD ± 157N), with a mean stiffness of 242 N/mm (SD ± 28 

N/mm) (Woo, Hollis, Adams, et al., 1991). These figures are useful as they will 

provide a comparative reference when assessing the mechanical properties of other 

structures. 

The PCL is a broader and stronger ligament than the ACL. A study by 

Kennedy et al. reported that the ultimate load supported by the PCL was 1051 N 

(Kennedy, Hawkins, Willis, et al., 1976), approximately double the strength of the 

ACL.  Marinozzi et al. (1983) reported the tensile strength of the whole human PCL to 

be 855N, and Prietto et al. reported the PCL strength as 1627N (Marinozzi, 

Pappalardo & Steindler, 1983; Prietto, Bain, Stonebrook, et al., 1988). Race et al. 

(1996) reported that there was a six fold difference in the strength between the 

stronger anterolateral bundle (1620 N) and the posteromedial bundle (258 N) of the 
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PCL (Race & Amis, 1996). This difference was explained by the variation in cross 

sectional area between the two bundles. More recently, Fox et al. (1998) reported 

similar in-situ forces in each bundle at all angles of flexion during a posterior tibial 

loading experiment (Fox, Harner, Sakane, et al., 1998). Amis et al. (2003) reported 

that the measurements in the literature may be significant underestimates because 

uniaxial tests may cause sequential tearing of fibres (Amis, Bull, Gupte, et al., 2003). 

The ACL and PCL were not tested in the experiments described in this chapter due to 

the inconsistency of the mechanical properties in the literature and their complex 

geometry. 

5.1.3.2   Medial Collateral Ligament of the Knee 

The medial collateral ligament (MCL) is comprised of a deep bundle (dMCL) 

and a superficial bundle (sMCL) (LaPrade, Engebretsen, Ly, et al., 2007). The tensile 

strength has been reported in three studies to measure between 465 and 665 N 

(Kennedy, Hawkins, Willis, et al., 1976; Marinozzi, Pappalardo & Steindler, 1983; 

Trent, Walker & Wolf, 1976). Robinson et al. (2005) investigated the mechanical 

properties of the sMCL, dMCL and posteromedial capsule and reported the strength of 

each structure as 534 N (SD ± 85 N), 194 N (SD ± 82 N) and 425 N (SD ± 151 N) 

respectively; and stiffness of 80 N/mm (SD ± 8N/mm), 42 N/mm (SD ± 14 N/mm) 

and 56 N/mm (SD ± 20 N/mm). These results highlight the importance of the stability 

incurred by the thick capsule around the knee, in addition to the principal named 

ligaments.  

5.1.3.3   The Lateral Structures of the Knee 

The lateral side of the knee has a number of soft tissue structures that help to 

resist varus stress and external rotation (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1 – Illustration demonstrating the isolated fibular collateral ligament, popliteus 
tendon, popliteo-fibular ligament, and lateral gastrocnemius tendon (lateral view, right 
knee). Reproduced with permission (LaPrade, Ly, Wentorf, et al., 2003). 

The lateral structures of the knee are described in three layers:  

Layer I includes the iliotibial tract and the biceps femoris (Seebacher, Inglis, 

Marshall, et al., 1982). These muscles provide some dynamic constraint to the knee on 

varus stress.  

Layer II of the lateral knee includes the patellar retinaculum and lateral patella-

femoral ligaments. These structures provide important restraint around the knee, and 

particularly to the patello-femoral articulation. 

Layer III is divided into two layers; a deep layer including the arcuate 

ligament, coronary ligament, popliteus tendon, popliteo-fibular ligament, and the joint 

capsule; and a superficial layer including the lateral collateral ligament (LCL) and 

fabello-fibular ligament (Figure 5.1).  The popliteus muscle complex originates from 

the posterior aspect of the tibia and becomes tendinous on the lateral side of the knee. 

The popliteus tendon inserts onto the lateral femoral condyle, after piercing the joint 

capsule to become intra-articular. The popliteus tendon has two important accessory 

bands that originate before the tendon enters the joint capsule and forms a sling, which 

inserts into the proximal fibula.  The sling is known as the arcuate ligament and the 
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two bands are referred to as the anterior and posterior popliteo-fibular ligaments 

(Goldblatt & Richmond, 2003). There are a number of smaller accessory bands, which 

insert into either the lateral meniscus or proximal tibia and provide further dynamic 

stability on the lateral side of the knee. The joint capsule on the lateral side of the knee 

is thick and similar to the dMCL on the medial side of the knee. It originates from the 

femur, has a strong attachment to the lateral meniscus, and attaches onto the proximal 

tibia (LaPrade, Ly, Wentorf, et al., 2003).  The capsule has a number of thickenings, 

which may be continuous with the lateral coronary ligament and the antero-lateral 

ligament of the knee.  

The mechanical properties of the lateral structures of the knee have been 

reported in a small number of studies. LaPrade et al. (2005) investigated the 

mechanical properties of the LCL, popliteo-fibular ligament and popliteus tendon and 

reported the strength of each structure as 295 N (SD ± 96 N), 298 N (SD ± 144 N), and 

700 N (SD ± 232 N), respectively; and stiffness of 34 N/mm (SD ± 13 N/mm), 29 

N/mm (SD ± 14 N/mm) and 84 N/mm (SD ± 24 N/mm) (LaPrade, Bollom, Wentorf, 

et al., 2005). Maynard et al. (1996) investigated the mechanical properties of the LCL 

and popliteo-fibular ligament, and reported strengths of 750 N and 425 N, 

respectively, whilst Sugita & Amis (2001) found strengths of 309 N and 189 N 

respectively (Maynard, Deng, Wickiewicz, et al., 1996; Sugita & Amis, 2001). There 

are very few studies that report the failure stress and tensile modulus of the human 

LCL. 

5.1.3.4   The Lateral Collateral Ligament 

The material properties of the LCL are investigated in this chapter. The human 

knee LCL, also known as the fibular collateral ligament is a linear ligament on the 

lateral side of the knee, which is a stabiliser to varus stress.  The LCL originates on the 

femoral epicondyle, has a mean length of 70 mm, and inserts onto the superior and 

anterior surfaces of the head of the fibula (LaPrade, Ly, Wentorf, et al., 2003).  The 

structure of the ligament is the simplest of the four principal knee ligaments, 

comprising a single bundle, oblong in cross section and consistent anatomical 

attachments.  Victor et al. (2009) have shown in a cadaveric experiment that the LCL 

acts as a near isometric ligament (<2% strain) through a 0-70° arc of knee flexion 
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(Victor, Wong, Witvrouw, et al., 2009). This makes the LCL a good choice for 

measuring the mechanical properties, because all the fascicles within the ligament can 

be loaded equally with little variation caused by the change in joint position.  

The stifle joint is the equivalent of the human knee joint in the hind-limb of 

quadruped mammals.  The porcine stifle joint is remarkably similar in size, 

morphology, and function to the human knee joint, with the exception of the 

mammalian extensor digitorum tendon originating from the extensor fossa on the 

anterior surface of the lateral femoral condyle (Allen, Houlton, Adams, et al., 1998). 

The lateral structures of the knee and porcine stifle joint have the same arrangement of 

LCL, popliteo-fibular ligament and popliteus tendon. The human LCL is 

approximately 70 mm in length, which is similar to that of the porcine LCL (LaPrade, 

Bollom, Wentorf, et al., 2005).  Therefore the dimensions, isometry, structure and 

anatomical consistency of the LCL of the porcine stifle joint make it a suitable choice 

for the investigation described later in this chapter. 
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5.1.4   Ligament Structure 

Ligaments are connective tissues that span across joints and connect one bone 

to another.  Their remarkable hierarchical structure of parallel fibres is responsible for 

achieving their main mechanical role which is to resist tension.  Type I collagen is the 

major structural element within skeletal ligaments.  Collagen molecules are triple 

helices arranged in two α1 chains and associated with a third α2 chain, with a length of 

approximately 300 nm and diameter of 1.3 nm (Puxkandl, Zizak, Paris, et al., 2002).  

	  

	  
Figure 5.2 – The hierarchical structure of ligaments. (a) Each fascicle consists of collagen 
fibrils in a proteoglycan-rich matrix. (b) When each fibril is subjected to a strain εT. (c) 
Some strain will be taken up by deformation of the proteoglycan (pg) matrix. The 
remaining strain, εF, is transmitted to the fibrils (F). (d) Triple-helical collagen molecules 
(M) are packed within fibrils in a staggered way with an axial spacing of D = 67 nm, 
when there is no load on the ligament. Reproduced with permission (Fratzl & 
Weinkamer, 2007) doi:10.1016/j.pmatsci.2007.06.001. 

Collagen is arranged into fibrils with lateral spacing similar to the diameter of 

each molecule, with longitudinal staggering between each molecule of approximately 

67 nm.  The staggering is not a whole multiple of the length of a collagen molecule, 

giving rise to the characteristic banding pattern seen on electron microscopy, with a 

succession of dense overlapping zones and lighter gap zones (Fratzl, 2003) (Figure 

5.2).  A variety of cross linking amino acids between collagen molecules have been 

identified, and the nature and number of crosslinks have a significant effect on the 
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mechanical properties of ligaments (Eyre, Paz & Gallop, 1984). Fibrils are assembled 

into fascicles and surrounded by a proteoglycan rich matrix.  Fascicles are easily 

separable and are aligned in functional units to make up the whole ligament. 

Ligaments attach to bone by one of two types of entheses, either a direct 

fibrocartilaginous insertion or an indirect fibrous insertion (Benjamin, Toumi, Ralphs, 

et al., 2006). A direct fibrocartilaginous attachment occurs when there is periosteum 

intervening between the ligament tissue and bone.  Direct fibrocartilaginous entheses 

arise through endochondral ossification and have a discontinuous cement line 

separating mineralised fibrocartilage and cortical bone.  An example of a 

fibrocartilaginous attachment is the proximal MCL origin from the distal femur. 

Cooper and Misol (1970) described four different zones (Figure 5.3) using 

morphological criteria when investigating canine ligaments with electron microscopy: 

Tendon or ligament: Parallel collagen fibres with interspersed elongated cells.  

Fibrocartilage: Collagen bundles continue into this zone, which ranges from 

150 to 400 µm in width.  Cells are arranged in pairs or in rows, become round, 

and lie in lacunae of extracellular matrix between separated collagen fibres.  

Mineralised fibrocartilage: This zone ranges from 100 to 300 µm in width 

and is separated sharply by a perpendicularly traversing line or the tidemark, 

demarcating mineralised matrix. The collagen bundles continue into this 

region, with cells retaining their structural features from the previous zone.  

Bone: Organised lamellar bone contrasts to the irregular contour of adjacent 

mineralised fibrocartilage. 
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In contrast, indirect fibrous attachments form through the process of 

intramembranous ossification and there is no fibrocartilaginous transition. In this 

attachment method, the ligament tissue blends with the tissue of the periosteum, which 

then attaches to the bone through separate collagen molecules, known as Sharpey's 

fibres. These fibres perforate approximately 1 mm into lamellar bone and are 

continuous with the osseous collagen. They usually occur where ligaments attach to 

the metaphysis or diaphysis of long bones. An example of a fibrous enthesis is the 

distal MCL insertion into the proximal tibia (Doschak & Zernicke, 2005). Therefore, 

the human knee MCL is an example of a direct attachment at its proximal origin and 

an indirect attachment at its distal insertion.  

5.1.5   Principles of Tensile Testing 

Many methods of testing the tensile properties of biological tissues have been 

used, with wide variations in the reported mechanical properties of the same tissues 

between different studies. Testing for injury thresholds for ligaments requires 

measurement of their failure characteristics, which can only be achieved using in-vitro 

experiments due to practical and ethical considerations. This is commonly achieved by 

measuring the load and displacement occurring across a ligament during a uniaxial 

tensile test.  The load applied and the displacement of the ligament under these tests 

produces a characteristic curve, from which a number of conclusions may be drawn 

about how the material is reacting (Figure 5.4) (Masouros, Parker, Hill, et al., 2009).  

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.3 – (a) A direct insertion with its four morphologic zones: tendon (T), 
uncalcified fibrocartilage (UF), calcified cartilage (CF), and bone (B). (b) An indirect 
insertion where the deep fibres of the ligament (L) connect directly with the periosteum, 
and deep layers that anchor to the bone via Sharpey’s fibres (F). The arrow represents 
the line of calcification. Reproduced with permission (Woo, Debski, Withrow, et al., 
1999). 
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The toe region is a non-linear area occurring under low loads and has been shown to 

represent the uncrimping of collagen molecules and fibrils (Fratzl & Weinkamer, 

2007).  This area is also affected by the orientation of the test specimen, particularly 

when there is asymmetrical loading of fascicles across the ligament.  This effect is 

particularly problematic in large or poly-axial ligaments, such as the ACL or PCL 

(Amis, Bull, Gupte, et al., 2003). The load-displacement curve enters a linear portion 

once the collagen fibres have uncrimped and all of the ligament fascicles transmit the 

load.  Failure of the structure begins to occur at the yield point when the gradient 

decreases, representing the breaking of cross-links between collagen molecules, or the 

sequential failure of fascicles in an anisotropic test. The ultimate strength of the 

ligament occurs at the highest point on the curve before final failure occurs and the 

load transmitted returns to the zero.  

	  

	  
Figure 5.4 – Illustration of a typical load-displacement curve. Structural properties (such 
as load at failure or stiffness) can be calculated using this curve. Material properties 
(such as modulus or stress at failure), however, are calculated using a stress-strain curve. 
The load-displacement curve can be converted into a stress-strain curve: Strain = 
displacement/original length of the specimen. Stress = load/cross-sectional area of the 
specimen. 

Different measurements of a specimen’s mechanical properties are reported in 

the literature. Structural properties of ligaments are reported using the measures of 

ultimate strength and stiffness, calculated as the gradient of the linear portion of the 

load-displacement curve.  In this chapter, the material properties of the LCL are 

calculated from the stress-strain curve; this is derived from an experimentally 

produced load-displacement curve, with strain being the displacement divided by the 

Load

Displacement

Yield Point

Ultimate Strength

Toe region Linear portion
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original length of the specimen, and stress being the division of force over cross-

sectional area of the specimen. The material properties are considered because this 

should correct for any differences in the size and length between specimens.  The 

material properties are likely to have more validity if extrapolating the findings of this 

study to other ligaments, joints, or species.   

5.1.6   Rate Dependent Properties of Ligaments 

Ligaments are anisotropic, viscoelastic, and heterogeneous biological 

materials.  The mechanical properties of these tissues vary with the direction of force 

applied, the type of force applied, and the rate of loading.  There are numerous reports 

in the literature that describe significant changes in the measured mechanical 

properties of ligaments when loaded at different rates.  A report by Noyes et al. (1976) 

showed that both the ultimate load and stiffness of the primate ACL were higher at 

faster strain rates (0.662/s) compared to a slower rate (0.00662/s) (Noyes & Grood, 

1976).  Furthermore, the study showed that the site of injury was more likely to occur 

by mid-substance ligament rupture at the faster rate and tibial avulsion fracture at the 

slower rate.  Later work has been summarised in Table 5.1.  Each of these reports has 

demonstrated a change in the mechanical properties at different loading rates.  There 

are no reports, however, that measure very high loading rates, as may occur in blast 

mediated injury.  
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Animal Ligament 
Displacement/Strain 

rate 
Ultimate 

Strength/ Stress 
Stiffness/ Tensile 

Modulus Study 
Monkey ACL 0.66 %/s 82 kgf 171 kgf/cm (Noyes,	  DeLucas	  &	  Torvik,	  1974) 

  66 %/s 101 kgf 182 kgf/cm  

Rat MCL 0.0845 %/s 57 x 10-6 N/m2  (Crowninshield	  &	  Pope,	  1976) 

  84.5 %/s 73 x 10-6 N/m2   
  19000 %/s 99 x 10-6 N/m2   

Human MCL 12.5 cm/min 48 kg  
(Kennedy,	  Hawkins,	  Willis,	  et	  al.,	  

1976) 

  50 cm/min 68 kg   

Human PCL 12.5 cm/min 94 kg  
(Kennedy,	  Hawkins,	  Willis,	  et	  al.,	  

1976) 

  50 cm/min 107 kg   

Human ACL 12.5 cm/min 48 kg  
(Kennedy,	  Hawkins,	  Willis,	  et	  al.,	  

1976) 

  50 cm/min 64 kg   

Rabbit MCL 0.011 %/s 75 MPa 700 MPa (Danto	  &	  Woo,	  1993) 

  0.15 %/s 81 MPa 840 MPa  
  1.66 %/s 86 MPa 800 MPa  
  18.6 %/s 87 MPa 910 MPa  
  222 %/s 107 MPa 710 MPa  

Rabbit MCL 0.05 %/sec 45 MPa 450 MPa (Yamamoto	  &	  Hayashi,	  1998) 

  1.2 %/s 55 MPa 600 MPa  
  27 %/s 65 MPa 600 MPa  
  673 %/s 95 MPa 110 MPa  
  1007 %/s 115 MPa 1200 MPa  

Rabbit ACL 0.115 %/s 15 MPa 1050 MPa (Yamamoto	  &	  Hayashi,	  1998) 
  2173 %/s 36 MPa 2050 MPa 

 
Rabbit PT 0.566 %/s 56.9 MPa 1340 MPa (Yamamoto	  &	  Hayashi,	  1998) 

  151 %/s 76.9 MPa 1050 MPa  
  1250 %/s 86.2 MPa 1040 MPa  

Rabbit MCL 1 %/s 320 N 113 N/mm 
(Crisco,	  Moore	  &	  McGovern,	  

2002) 

  3660 %/s 434 N 145 N/mm  
  14000 %/s 443 N 136 N/mm  

Human TA 10 %/s 73 MPa 401 MPa (Lewis	  &	  Shaw,	  1997) 

  100 %/s 81 MPa 545 MPa  

Human C-spine  50 %/s 32 MPa 50 MPa 
(Mattucci,	  Moulton,	  

Chandrashekar,	  et	  al.,	  2012) 

 ALL 2000 %/s 36 MPa 68 MPa  
  15000 %/s 46 MPa 106 MPa  

Human C-spine 50 %/s 29 MPa 63 MPa 
(Mattucci,	  Moulton,	  

Chandrashekar,	  et	  al.,	  2012) 

 PLL 2000 %/s 44 MPa 98 MPa  
  15000 %/s 36 MPa 142 MPa  

Rat FDS 0.05 %/s 50 MPa 190 MPa (Ng,	  Chou,	  Lim,	  et	  al.,	  2004) 

  0.1 %/s 47 MPa 180 MPa  
  1 %/s 56 MPa 210 MPa  
  10 %/s 59 MPa 240 MPa  
  100 %/s 70 MPa 275 MPa  
  150 %/s 60 MPa 280 MPa 

 

Cow ACL 0.1 %/s  69 MPa 
(Pioletti,	  Rakotomanana	  &	  

Leyvraz,	  1999) 

  1 %/s  67 MPa  
  10 %/s  77 MPa  

Rabbit  ACL 0.0001 m/s 116 N 62 N/mm 
(Lydon,	  Crisco,	  Panjabi,	  et	  al.,	  

1995) 

  0.92 m/s 202 N 449 N/mm  
      

 

Table 5.1 – Mechanical properties of different ligaments reported in the literature at 
various deformation rates. 
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5.1.7   Mechanical Testing across Deformation Rates  

Testing the mechanical properties of ligaments across different deformation 

rates can be challenging because a single type of testing apparatus cannot achieve this 

across several orders of magnitude. The effect of inertia becomes more significant at 

higher deformation rates, particularly those found during very rapid deformation such 

as that seen in an IED blast.  Quasi-static tests using screw driven materials testing 

machines are widely used in biomechanical experiments and have shown great value 

to investigate failure characteristics of biological tissues at low deformation rates  

These machines are not suitable for testing materials at higher deformation rates 

because materials will often fail during the acceleration phase, and well before the 

intended velocity is achieved.  Therefore, mechanical testing of ligaments across many 

orders of magnitude of deformation rates requires different types of testing apparatus. 

The types of testing apparatus utilised to investigate mechanical properties of materials 

at different strain rates are summarised in Figure 5.5. 

	  

	  

	  

 

Figure 5.5 – Testing apparatus utilised to tests materials at different strain rates. The 
scale above shows different strain rates which correspond to different impact situations.  
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5.2    Aims 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the material properties of ligaments at 

strain rates spanning across five orders of magnitude. A specific objective is to 

calculate tensile modulus and failure stress at loading rates that may be expected 

during an IED blast. Studying ligament properties over such a large range of strain 

rates may also provide an insight into the different structural explanations for their 

behaviour.  
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5.3    Methods 

5.3.1   Specimen Preparation 

Ligaments of the porcine stifle joint were selected because of their similarity in 

morphology, size, structure, material properties, and physiological loading to the 

human knee joint (Xerogeanes, Fox, Takeda, et al., 1998). Sixty porcine hind limbs 

were delivered to the laboratory on the day of slaughter from a local abattoir. Excess 

muscle bulk was removed from the limbs, which were then stored at -20°C. Previous 

research has reported that the mechanical properties of mammalian ligaments are not 

affected by freezing and thawing (Woo, Orlando, Camp, et al., 1986) All limbs were 

utilised within one month of slaughter to minimise any potential deterioration in their 

mechanical properties (Masouros, Parker, Hill, et al., 2009). All limbs were from 

healthy female large-white pigs, aged between 9 and 12 months. The demographics of 

the pigs were controlled to limit the physiological variation in material properties, 

which is known to occur between sexes, age groups, pig breeds, and in unhealthy 

subjects (Germscheid, Thornton, Hart, et al., 2011; Noyes & Grood, 1976). This 

would not be possible with a human cadaveric experiment.  Each hind limb was 

thawed at room temperature on the day of testing. The LCL of the porcine stifle joint 

was isolated by removing skin, muscle, other joint ligaments, and tibia, thus leaving 

the femur, LCL, and fibula intact. A hand saw was used to cut a 15×15×25 mm bone 

block around the femoral attachment of the LCL. A similar bone block was created 

with the fibula by removing its rounded proximal margin and dividing it transversely 

at 40 mm in length.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.6 – Photographs of porcine stifle joint bone-LCL-bone specimen. (a) Lateral 
view. (b) Antero-posterior view. The bone blocks were small to allow cement fixation 
within the aluminium pots. 

A thin longitudinal round segment of ligament was isolated along the posterior 

margin of each LCL, such that each ligament's fascicles were easily aligned, similar in 

length, and would reliably fail at the mid-substance. The remaining anterior segment 

of tissue was removed by separating the ligament via blunt dissection in line with the 

fascicles, and divided transversely both proximally and distally when the fascicles 

could no longer be easily separated; this ensured there was no structural damage 

(Figure 5.7).  

	   	  

	   	  
	  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.7 – Photographs of porcine stifle joint LCL specimen preparation. (a) Blunt 
dissection in line with the fascicles. (b) The remaining anterior segment was divided 
transversely both proximally and distally. 

This created a test specimen with a long thin middle section of a relatively 

constant cross sectional area, with a broad anchor at either end made of the bone 

blocks and fibrocartilage transition zone (Figure 5.8). Length, width and depth 

dimensions were measured and recorded using Vernier callipers (Mitutoyo – series 

500). 

LCL Femur 
Femur 

LCL 
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Figure 5.8 – Photograph of the final preparation of the bone-ligament-bone specimen.  
The dots on the LCL are used to measure strain using high speed photography. 

 

  

Fibula 
LCL 

Femur 
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5.3.2   Cross Sectional Area Measurement 

Cross-sectional area was measured using a previously validated technique for 

use in soft tissues (Goodship & Birch, 2005). Each specimen was held under 1 N of 

tension and the mid-substance of the ligament was cast in a quick setting, stiff alginate 

paste (Blueprints cremix, Dentsply DeTrey, Germany). A cheese wire was pulled 

through the paste to allow removal of the specimen once it had set. The solid alginate 

paste was then cut perpendicular to the long axis of the construct. 

	   	  

	   	  
	  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 5.9 – Photographs of specimen preparation. (a) The specimen was placed into a 
custom-made trough and sealed at each end. (b) The specimen was cast in alginate paste. 
(c) The specimen was removed from the cast with a cheese wire. (d) The alginate paste 
was cut into at least three sections, perpendicular to the long axis of the ligament. 

Digital photographs were taken of the cut sections of alginate paste at three 

different sites. Photographs were performed with the camera on a custom made gantry 

so that the the images were taken from a fixed distance, and to avoid a parallax error. 

Each photograph was converted into binary code, based on whether or not each pixel 

contained an image of the ligament cast. The number of pixels in each photograph was 

counted using a custom computer code (MatLAB, MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 

USA) (Figure 5.10). The cross-sectional area was calculated by comparing the mean 

of the three pixel counts against a calibration photograph of a shape with a known 

area. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.10 – (a) Photographs of the alginate casting of the ligament specimen. (b) The 
photograph was converted into binary code, based on whether or not each pixel 
contained an image of the ligament cast. The number of pixels was calibrated to a 
standard photograph of a shape with a known area. 

5.3.3   Specimen Mounting 

The bone blocks were placed into cylindrical aluminium pots and secured by 

alignment screws. Positioning of the ligament specimen was carefully adjusted such 

that it was coaxial with the uniaxial tension test. The bone blocks were then set in 

polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) bone cement. Petroleum jelly and saline soaked 

gauze were used to keep the ligament hydrated and particularly to protect its 

attachments from the heat generated during cement polymerisation. Multiple small 

black dots were made across both ends of the ligament with permanent black ink 

(Staedtler Ltd., UK) during set up on the tensile testing machines. The specimens were 

then sprayed with buffered saline to ensure they did not dry out before testing. The 

length of each ligament specimen was measured once with digital callipers before 

testing to provide an estimate of the deformation rates needed to achieve the required 

strain rates. All tests were performed at room temperature. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.11 – (a) Photograph of the mounting pot. The ligament was held in place with a 
series of grub screws.  Care was taken to ensure the ligament specimen was isometric. (b) 
Photograph showing the specimen set in PMMA bone cement.  The ligament was 
wrapped in saline soaked gauze to protect it from heat damage. 

5.3.4   Tensile Tests 

A screw-driven electro-mechanical (5866; Instron, Canton, MA, USA) and a 

servo-hydraulic (8872; Instron, Canton, MA, USA) materials testing machine, each 

with a 10 kN load cell, were used for tensile tests at 0.01–0.1/s and 1/s, respectively. 

Pre-conditioning of the ligaments was performed for the quasi-static tests with cyclic 

loading between 1 and 10 N at 10 mm/min, and repeated five times, then held at 0 N 

for 10 s (Masouros, Parker, Hill, et al., 2009). The specimens were loaded to failure at 

extension rates of 0.47, 4.7 and 47 mm/s to achieve strain rates in the region of 0.01, 

0.1, and 1/s, respectively. Two specimens were extended at 0.39 mm/s and 0.55 mm/s 

because the ligaments were shorter and longer, respectively, than the rest. Force and 

extension were recorded simultaneously using the built in load cell and extensometer 

at a sampling rate of 50 Hz, and utilising the machine's accompanying software 

(Bluehill v2.11, Instron, High Wycombe, UK). 

Tensile tests at strain rates in the region of 10 and 100/s were performed using 

an Instron Dynatup 9250-HV spring-assisted drop-weight rig (Instron, High 

Wycombe, UK). A custom-made impact tensile adaptor (ITA) was manufactured for 

the experiment (Figure 5.12).  
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Figure 5.12 – An illustration of the custom made impact tensile adaptor (ITA) used in the 
impact tensile materials tests. 
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The upper aluminium pot was attached by a spherical rod-end connector to a 

fixed steel crossbeam. The lower pot was attached to an aluminium rectangular fixture, 

free to move vertically in the axis of the tensile test, which was rapidly accelerated by 

a 7.45 kg impactor with a 50 mm diameter head for each test (Figure 5.13 and Figure 

5.14). The velocity of the impactor could be altered by changing its drop height, or 

with the addition of accelerator springs.  

  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.13 – Photographs of the impact testing rig. (a) Instron Dynatup 9250-HV 
spring-assisted drop-weight rig. The velocity at impact was controlled. (b) Photograph of 
the impact area at the top of the Impact Tensile Adaptor (ITA). The ITA is free to move 
in the vertical axis. The cyclindrical pot containing the ligament specimen is attached to 
the bottom of the cross beams, underneath the bench top seen here. 
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Figure 5.14 – Photograph of the impact testing rig beneath the cross beams and bench 
top. The ITA carriage is free to move vertically through a hole in the steel table where 
the cross beams are suspended.  
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A pair of diametrically opposed bi-axial strain gauges (FCA-6; Techni 

Measure, Warwickshire, UK) were bonded to the upper aluminium pot in a 

Wheatstone full-bridge configuration in order to act as a load cell (Figure 5.15a). The 

strain gauge output was calibrated in a series of preliminary tests against known loads 

(Figure 5.15b). 

	   	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.15 – (a) Photograph of the mounting pot.  A pair of diametrically-opposed bi-
axial strain gauges were bonded to the upper aluminium pot in a Wheatstone full-bridge 
configuration to act as a load cell. (b) The load cell was calibrated by relating the strain-
gauge output to the load recorded using a materials testing machine. 

A PXIe data acquisition system in conjunction with a custom-written 

LabVIEW software program (NI instruments, Austin, TX, USA) was used to record 

strain gauge output with a sampling rate of 16 kHz – 2 MHz. Strain rates in the region 

of 10 and 100/s were achieved with an impactor velocity at impact of 1 and 8–12 m/s, 

respectively. The impactor velocity for the 100/s tests was increased from 8 to 12 m/s 

after six tests because the average strain rate was less than the target rate. 
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5.3.5   Ligament Strain Measurement 

Strain was measured directly from the mid-substance of each ligament using 

high-speed photography (Phantom V12.1, frame rate 27–47000 fps). Two points were 

selected at either end of the ligament and then tracked across frames using digital 

tracking software (Phantom Camera Control Application 1.3, Vision Research, NJ, 

USA) by noting their pixel position at every frame. For each frame, strain was 

calculated as the change in pixel separation of the pair of points, divided by the pixel 

separation of the two points in a reference frame. This procedure was repeated for an 

additional two pairs of points, and ligament strain was taken as the mean value of the 

three pairs. 

5.3.6   Data Analysis  

Strain rate was calculated as the gradient of the linear part of the strain-time 

curve for each test. Stress was calculated as the recorded force over the calculated 

original cross-sectional area. Stress-strain curves were created and used to calculate 

the tensile modulus, and stress and strain at failure for each specimen. The Pearson's 

correlation coefficient was calculated to establish the linear relationship between time 

and strain before failure. Changes across the range of strain rates for strain at failure, 

stress at failure, and tensile modulus were examined using one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc Bonferonni testing; p<0.05 was taken to indicate a 

significant change. 

Tensile modulus and tensile failure stress were fitted to bilinear and 

logarithmic mathematical models using the Nelder–Mead (or polytope) algorithm for 

function minimisation (Nelder & Mead, 1965). The objective function (the one to be 

minimised) was defined as the squared difference between the mathematical model 

prediction and the experimental point for every specimen tested, whereby the 

independent variable is strain rate and the dependent variable is tensile modulus and 

stress at failure for each fit, respectively.   
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5.4    Results 

The data-sets resulting from 41 ligament tests were available for analysis; the 

remaining data-sets were not used due to either trigger failure during testing (n=4), 

inadequate image capture (n=3), early specimen failure around the bone block (n=2), 

or use in preliminary testing (n=9). One further specimen was excluded during the 

analysis because it was a gross outlier and is likely to have failed in an atypical way. 

The time to failure of the ligaments ranged from less than 1ms at the higher strain 

rates, to greater than 20s at the lower strain rates. The mean cross-sectional area of the 

specimens was 3.6 mm2 (SD ± 1.1). The relationship between strain and time was 

linear for all tests (mean R2 = 0.99, SD = 0.02, p < 0.001); hence, constant strain rate 

was achieved across all experimental setups. Figure 5.16 illustrates typical stress–

strain curves for each strain rate. A non-linear – often called ‘toe’ – region was 

pronounced at lower strain rates, requiring up to 3-4% strain before a linear behaviour 

was observed. A ‘yield’ point could be observed with some specimens at the two 

lowest strain rates, but complete structural failure occurred shortly afterwards with 

minimal further deformation. A toe region and yield point were not observed at the 

two fastest strain rates.  

 

 

Figure 5.16 – Typical stress–strain curves. The five curves are for single specimens at 
each of the target strain rates. Each strain rate was approximately ten times greater than 
the previous rate. 

The material properties of the groups of ligament specimens is shown in (Table 

5.2). There was a statistically significant difference in tensile modulus (E) and failure 
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stress (σf) as strain rate increased from 0.01 to 0.94/s (p < 0.01). There was a general 

trend towards a negative relationship between the failure strain and strain rate.  

Strain Rate (/s) Tensile modulus (MPa) Failure Stress (MPa) Failure Strain (%) 
    

0.01 288 (83.9) 39.9 (11.0) 17 (3) 
0.1 364 (86.6) 56.5 (8.2) 18 (3) 

0.94 (0.11) 656 (82.4) 72.8 (11.1) 14 (2) 
10.6 (2.2) 763 (141.3) 75.9 (9.6) 11 (3) 

129.9 (52.8) 906 (195.2) 77.4 (15.4)  9 (2) 
    

 

Table 5.2 – Material properties of the groups of ligament specimens; mean (standard 
deviation). There was a statistically significant difference in tensile modulus (E) and 
failure stress (σf) as strain rate increased from 0.01 to 0.94/s (p < 0.01). 

Figure 5.17 presents the mean curves at the five target strain rates of the study.  

Failure stress was found to increase at the three slowest strain rates, but further change 

was insignificant after approximately 1/s. This was supported by the ANOVA tests, 

which showed that there were statistically significant increases in tensile modulus and 

stress at failure between each consecutive strain rate group up to 0.94/s (p < 0.05), but 

not beyond. This suggests that a strain rate sensitivity limit occurs at approximately 

1/s. 

 

 
Figure 5.17 – Mean stress–strain curves per strain rate. The vertical error bars without 
end caps represent 1 SD. The horizontal and vertical crossed error bars with the circular 
end-caps represent the mean ±  1 SD stress and strain at failure for each strain rate. 

Tensile modulus and failure stress as a function of strain rate are shown in 

Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19, respectively. Tensile modulus and failure stress of the 
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ligament increased by an average of approximately three and two fold (p < 0.01), 

respectively over the strain rates tested, but the change occurred almost entirely over 

the three slowest strain rates. The relationship between tensile modulus and failure 

stress with strain rate was fitted with logarithmic and bilinear curves. The bilinear 

relationship was found to fit the data with a smaller error than the logarithmic.  

Bilinear relationship: 

Tensile modulus  𝐸 =
384𝜀 	  + 292,	  	  	  	  𝜀 < 𝜀- = 1.3/s
0.68 𝜀 − 𝜀- + 790,	  	  	  	  	  𝜀 > 𝜀-	  	  

 in MPa (R2 = 0.76) 

Failure stress   𝜎8 =
32𝜀 	  + 44,	  	  	  	  𝜀 < 𝜀- = 0.97/s
0.05 𝜀 − 𝜀- + 75, 𝜀 > 𝜀-	  	  

         in MPa (R2 = 0.68) 

 

Logarithmic relationship: 

 

Tensile modulus  𝐸 = 	  158.55 log=- 𝜀 + 584.76        in MPa (R2 = 0.73) 

Failure stress   𝜎8 = 	  9.97 log=- 𝜀 + 63.88        in MPa (R2 = 0.62)  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.18 – Tensile modulus of the porcine LCL across strain rates. The solid line represents a 
bilinear fit and the dashed straight line a logarithmic (base 10) fit to the experimental data. (a) 
Data plotted on a logarithmic scale across all strain rates. (b) Data plotted on a linear scale would 
show a plateau. Equations listed on previous page. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.19 – Failure stress of the porcine LCL across strain rates. The solid line represents a 
bilinear fit and the dashed straight line a logarithmic (base 10) fit to the experimental data. (a) 
Data plotted on a logarithmic scale across all strain rates. (b) Data plotted on a linear scale would 
show a plateau. Equations listed on previous page. 
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5.5    Discussion 

The material properties of the lateral collateral ligament of the porcine stifle 

joint were found to be sensitive to strain rates up to a limit of approximately 1/s, 

beyond which this effect became insignificant. This is the first study to investigate the 

strain rate dependency of the material properties of ligament tissue across five orders 

of magnitude. The results at low strain rates (< 1/s) are in broad agreement with 

previous laboratory studies on the strain rate sensitivity of animal and human 

ligaments (Table 5.1). For example, Woo et al. (1990) found that the tensile failure 

stress of the lapine MCL increased by up to 40 % from 0.0001 to 2.2/s.  Ng et al. 

(2004) reported that the failure stress of murine flexor digitorum superficialis tendon 

increased by 47%, from 47 to 70 MPa from 0.001 to 1/s, respectively. In the study 

reported in this chapter, there was an 82% increase in failure stress, from 39.9 to 72.8 

MPa, from 0.01 to 1/s, respectively. However, the strain rate sensitivity limit at high 

strain rates (> 1/s) that was observed in this investigation has not been reported 

previously.  

Earlier studies have recognised that the strain rate sensitivity of the mechanical 

properties of ligaments diminishes, but does not reach a limit, as realistic traumatic 

injury strain rates are approached (Yamamoto, Saito & Kabayama, 2003; Crisco, 

Moore & McGovern, 2002). Crisco et al. (2002) recognised that the stiffness (k), and 

failure load (Ff) of lapine stifle joint ligaments were insensitive to strain rate at two 

different high loading rates (at 36.6/s: k =145 N/mm, Ff = 434 N; at 140/s: k =136 

N/mm, Ff = 443 N). Elsewhere, a logarithmic relationship between strain rate and 

failure stress (σf), up to strain rates of an order of magnitude less than in the current 

study has been reported for the MCL of the lapine stifle joint (𝜎8 = 	  14.2 log=- 𝜀 + 85.9) 

(Yamamoto, Saito & Kabayama, 2003). Interestingly, the logarithmic fit of the current 

study results in coefficients that are not very dissimilar to the study on the lapine MCL 

(Yamamoto, Saito & Kabayama, 2003).  

Lower limb secondary blast injuries occur when huge amounts of kinetic 

energy are transferred to the body by the mass of detonation products, fragments, and 

soil ejecta, travelling at velocities in excess of 3-4 km/s (Baker, Cox, Kulesz, et al., 

1983).  The force leads to rapid acceleration and deformation of the limbs, which 
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results in structural failure of bone, ligaments, and other soft tissues. Experiments to 

investigate the failure properties of various structures within the limbs using live 

explosions are expensive and technically demanding. Scaled blast simulations and 

traumatic impact rigs have been used to investigate the effect of high impulse axial 

loading on the nature of injuries caused to vehicle occupants (Ramasamy, Masouros, 

Newell, et al., 2011; Bir, Barbir, Dosquet, et al., 2008; Horst, Simms, Maasdam, et al., 

2005). There are fewer reports, however, that investigate the stresses within bone or 

ligaments during explosions when the impulse is not co-axial with the long axis of the 

body. This makes it difficult to evaluate what loading conditions should be simulated 

in this series of experiments. Previous research to simulate car-to-pedestrian traffic 

accidents has shown that lateral impacts at 40 km/s into a standing casualty cause 

MCL rupture in less than 7 ms (Nagasaka, Mizuno, Tanaka, et al., 2003). The time to 

failure of the ligament specimens at the fastest strain rates in the current study was 

approximately 6 ms, which is very similar to the car-to-pedestrian traffic accident. 

This indicates that the target to simulate strain rates during blast loading may not have 

been achieved.  Nonetheless, the results suggest that tensile modulus and failure stress 

reach a strain rate sensitivity limit, and further changes beyond the values reported at 

the fastest strain rate are unlikely as blast loading conditions are approached. It is, 

therefore, reasonable to extrapolate the results of this study to future blast simulations 

and computational models. 

Many previous studies have investigated the failure characteristics of a whole 

bone–ligament–bone structural complex, rather than the material properties of the 

ligament itself. This approach renders some comparisons with this study difficult 

because the material properties of ligament tissue could have been underestimated if 

the structures failed at the bony attachment of the ligament or within the bone. 

Yamamoto et al. showed that the tibial attachment of the lapine MCL demonstrated 

strain rate sensitivity, but the failure load was less than that of the mid-substance of the 

ligament at all strain rates (Yamamoto, Saito, Nagasaka, et al., 2003). 

The strain rate sensitivity limit described in this study helps us to understand 

the changes in the site of failure in a ligament structural complex, which has been 

described at different strain rates (Noyes, DeLucas & Torvik, 1974). For example, a 

crossover from bone failure to ligament failure may occur as strain rate increases if the 
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tensile failure stress of a ligament reaches its strain rate sensitivity limit, but the 

strength of the surrounding bone continues to change relative to strain rate (Figure 

5.20). 

 

 

Figure 5.20 – Strain rate sensitivity in different tissues. A structure comprised of several 
materials with differing sensitivities to strain rate may fail at different locations as the 
deformation rate increases. In this example, material A is more likely to fail at strain 
rates lower than the dashed line, and material B at strain rates greater than the dashed 
line. 

This finding is supported by the clinical literature, which shows that the failure 

characteristics of ligaments vary amongst different ligaments and with different 

mechanisms. For example, mid-substance tears of the anterior cruciate ligament of the 

knee are very common in low speed sporting injuries, but both mid-substance rupture 

and avulsion fractures are common in high speed injuries associated with knee 

dislocations after motor vehicle collisions (Kennedy, Weinberg & Wilson, 1974; 

Twaddle, Bidwell & Chapman, 2003). In contrast, Noyes et al. (1974) found in a 

laboratory study that avulsion fractures occurred at very slow strain rates and mid-

substance tears of the ACL were more common at higher speeds. This apparent 

anomaly may be explained by the experimental design or, perhaps, due to variable 

strain rate sensitivity between different tissues, ligaments, species, joints, bone and 

health of the specimens, e.g. osteoporosis. This is supported by studies that have 

observed that the strain rate sensitivity varies between different ligaments from around 

the same joint (Yamamoto, Saito, Nagasaka, et al., 2003; Kennedy, Hawkins, Willis, 

et al., 1976; Schenck, Kovach, Agarwal, et al., 1998). 
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Patterns of limb injuries after blast loading are affected by the distance and 

location relative to the site of the explosion, degree of fragmentation, environment, 

protective measures and variation in human anatomy and physiology. Chapter 3 has 

shown that axial and off-axial blast loading patterns cause markedly different patterns 

of lower limb injuries. The results of the investigation in this chapter may help to 

explain why some of these differences occur.  For example, the tensile loading of 

ligaments will increase as the direction of blast impact alters from axial loading to off-

axial loading. The maximum tensile force across the ligaments may be predicted when 

the blast wave is perpendicular to the long axis of the limb (Nagasaka, Mizuno, 

Tanaka, et al., 2003). In this high loading rate scenario, knee ligaments are beyond 

their strain rate limit, but the tensile strength and stiffness of cortical bone continues to 

increase. Therefore, the likelihood of ligament failure increases (Reilly & Burstein, 

1974). 

The results from this investigation are important to understand the mechanics 

of human ligament failure, to aid traumatic injury modelling, and to develop 

mitigation strategies. If a strain rate sensitivity limit is common among all ligaments, 

then high strain rate material properties of any ligament can be measured at a one or 

two deformation rates, so long as the strain rate is known to be above this limit. This 

would decrease significantly the number of future experiments that would need to be 

performed, decrease the number of cadaveric specimens required, and increase the 

delivery of reliable biomechanical measurements for traumatic injury modelling. 

However, the application of the observed relationships and strain rate sensitivity limit 

to human injury modelling requires some caution. The geometry of the ligament due to 

joint position affects substantially the number of collagen fibres recruited and should 

be considered in injury modelling (Sidles, Clark & Garbini, 1991).  Furthermore, the 

values for tensile modulus and failure stress of the porcine ligament measured in this 

study are broadly similar to previous human studies, but there is no certain evidence to 

support a strain rate sensitivity limit of human ligaments at this time; nonetheless, the 

experiments presented here suggest that the human ligaments might exhibit a similar 

strain rate sensitivity limit.  
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5.6    Conclusion 

In this chapter, the study found that the material properties of the lateral 

collateral ligament of the porcine stifle joint were strain rate dependent up to a limit of 

approximately 1/s, beyond which there was no further significant change.  As blast 

injuries occur at high strain rates, our findings and experimental techniques can form 

the basis for capturing human ligament material properties at high loading rates. These 

data are also important for future work that may encompass these biomechanical 

measurements of the connective tissues into physical simulations or computational 

modelling.  If successful, this could be a step towards creating a useful tool for 

predicting injuries and assessing mitigation technology. 

The results show that there is a three-fold and two-fold increase in the tensile 

modulus and failure stress across the strain rates investigated. This shows that in off-

axial blast loading, there will be a large increase in stress across the knee joint.  This 

will increase the likelihood of injuries around the knee, but also increase the transfer of 

forces to the femur and tibia. It is, therefore, likely that the force transferred to the 

upper leg and the probability of long bone fractures will be be affected by the reaction 

of the knee joint in blast loading. In the next chapter, an investigation is performed to 

reduce the effect of the knee ligaments on the forces transferred through the limb by 

changing the position of the knee in an axial loading tertiary blast simulation. 
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CHAPTER   6    

THE EFFECT OF KNEE POSITION ON BLAST 

MEDIATED LOWER LIMB INJURIES 

6.1   Introduction 

The forensic analytical study in Chapter 3 found that 78% of lower limb 

injuries caused by IEDs in mounted casualties had an axial loading pattern of injury. 

These injuries are reported to occur when an explosion strikes the under belly of a 

vehicle, leading to rapid floor pan deformation (Ramasamy, Masouros, Newell, et al., 

2011). The occupants of vehicles, therefore, are vulnerable to injury, despite their 

apparent protection from the air shock wave and detonation products if the vehicle hull 

is not breached.  This mechanism is synonymous with ‘deck heave’, ‘deck slap’ and 

‘destroyer heel’, which describes an explosion on a ship causing injuries to sailors on 

the decks above (Barr, Draeger & Sager, 1946). At the end of World War II, this 

mechanism was described as ‘solid blast’ to refer to injuries caused by the transmitted 

forces of an explosion through a solid structure, such as a steel plate (Barr, Draeger & 

Sager, 1946). In this chapter, a solid blast laboratory simulation is performed to assess 

the effects of an under belly vehicle explosion on the risk of lower limb injuries. 
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The results in Chapter 4 documented that knee ligament injuries occurred in 

12/27 (44%) of mounted casualties in the clinical study. Furthermore, the laboratory 

experiments in Chapter 5 found that the failure stress of porcine stifle joint ligaments 

doubled across the range of strain rates tested. Whilst the structures around the knee 

may affect the transfer of forces through the limb, there are no reports in the literature 

to assess the effect of knee joint position on the severity of lower limb injuries caused 

by solid blast.  

6.1.1   Injuries Caused by Solid Blast 

The roadside IED has been a significant threat to vehicles in both Iraq and 

Afghanistan during recent conflicts. The magnitude of the threat is reflected in The US 

Department for Defense, Joint Improvised Explosive Device Defeat Organization’s 

(JIEDDO) budget of more than $13 billion between 2007 and 2010 (Joint Improvised 

Explosive Device Defeat Organization, 2010). Substantial progress was made to 

mitigate the effects of IED attacks during this period by improvements in IED 

detection and neutralisation, and force protection (Joint Improvised Explosive Device 

Defeat Organization, 2010). The result was that many victims survived these attacks 

because they were protected from the direct impact of the shock wave and detonation 

products.  Disabling injuries, however, continued to occur due to the pressure wave 

transmission across the floor of the vehicle, leading to floor pan deformation and 

transfer of high energy stress waves through the limbs (Figure 6.1) (Nilakantan & 

Tabiei, 2009; Ragel, Allred, Brevard, et al., 2009). 
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Figure 6.1 – IED attack against a US military vehicle. This Stryker vehicle was hit by an 
IED buried beneath the ground. The occupants survived due to protection from the 
shock wave and detonation products, but remained vulnerable to solid blast caused by 
floor plate deformation. Reproduced with permission under the US Dept. of Defense 
Open License. 

There are very few clinical reports about the effects of solid blast during the 

recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, despite the proliferation in IED attacks 

(iCasualties, 2014).  The paucity of data could be due to a low frequency of vehicle 

occupant injuries, but this is not the author’s personal experience. It is, perhaps, more 

likely that security concerns on all sides discourage some reports to be made public 

due to the potential risk of exposing a vehicle’s vulnerability. There are, however, a 

number of reports that provide some detail about the nature of the risk form solid blast. 

Ramasamy et al. (2011) reported on 30 UK military casualties with calcaneal fractures 

caused by under-vehicle explosions between 2006 and 2007. The injuries were rarely 

isolated to the calcaneus, with concurrent fractures occurring in the tibia (67%), femur 

(10%), pelvis (3%), and spine (30%).  Ragel et al. reported on 19 casualties with 

thoraco-lumbar spine fractures caused by IED attacks against vehicles. Concurrent 

injuries in this series include foot fractures (58%), long bone fractures to the lower 

limb (47%), and upper limb fractures (21%). Gondusky et al. (2005) reported on 120 

vehicle occupants injured by IEDs or mine blasts in the early part of the Iraq War. The 

distribution of injury sites was documented as upper limbs (22%), torso (11%), and 

lower extremity (11%). Injuries to the pelvis (2%) and abdomen (3%) were low.   

The high frequency of lower limb injuries caused by solid blast, particularly in 

the hindfoot, is evident.  This risk is heightened in military vehicles because they have 
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a position where a soldier can stand to provide force protection to both the vehicle and 

occupants, so called ‘top cover’ (Figure 6.2). Standing occupants in vehicles are 

reported to be particularly vulnerable to lower limb injuries during an under belly 

vehicle explosion (Commandeur, Derksen, MacDonald, et al., 2012). This finding is 

consistent with experimental work on anthropometric test devices (ATDs – crash test 

dummies), which has reported that the force transferred through the limb is greater in 

the standing position compared to a seated position (Masouros, Newell, Bonner, et al., 

2012).  

	  

	  
 

Figure 6.2 – Military vehicle in Afghanistan. Standing occupants on ‘top cover’ for force 
protection have a significant risk of lower limb injuries following an under-belly IED 
attack. Reproduced with permission under the US Dept. of Defense Open License. 

In previous conflicts, a study from Southern Croatia (1991-95) reported on 42 

casualties who had sustained injuries by anti-tank mines against civilian vehicles. 

They reported that 6 (14%) casualties sustained calcaneal fractures, 2 had fractured the 

tibia, and one fractured the femur. In addition, there were 9 spinal fractures, all of 

which were in the thoraco-lumbar spine.  

The paucity of data in the literature regarding under vehicle explosions means 

that it is worth returning to the origins of solid blast in the maritime environment. A 

terrorist bomb that exploded near the water line of a US destroyer generated 32 

casualties with significant orthopaedic injuries on the decks above (Lambert, Simpson, 

Marzouk, et al., 2003).  There were 20 (63%) lower limb fractures, 10 (31%) upper 

limb fractures, and 2 spinal fractures. A report by the US Navy of 50 casualties with 
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solid blast injuries at the end of World War II found 15 (30%) casualties with 

calcaneal fractures, 18 (36%) ankle fractures, 20 (40%) distal tibial fractures, and 14 

(28%) tibial plateau fractures (Barr, Draeger & Sager, 1946). Sixteen casualties had 

open wounds over the fractures, particularly around the heel. A further 10 casualties 

had amputations due to the onset of gangrene.  

The frequency of lower limb injuries caused by IED attacks against vehicles 

demonstrates that efforts to mitigate this threat by prevention, device neutralisation, 

and vehicle modification have a limit to what they can achieve (Ramasamy, Hill, 

Hepper, et al., 2009).  Furthermore, preventative measures may become outdated if the 

bomb makers change the IED characteristics once again , e.g. increasing the size of the 

devices, directing the shape of the explosion, or laying the devices in new places 

(Gallego, 2015; Morrison, Mahoney & Hodgetts, 2007).  Therefore, the requirement to 

understand the injuries caused by solid blast remains.  

6.1.2   Mitigation of the IED Threat 

Designing vehicles to withstand an IED blast and protect its occupants is the 

most intuitive way to mitigate this threat.  Vehicle design changed during the conflict 

to decrease the forces transferred through the floor plate and to the rest of the vehicle. 

A V-shaped hull was designed into many vehicles to divert the shock wave and 

detonation products away from the floor pan of the vehicle (Figure 6.3) (Baker, Cox, 

Kulesz, et al., 1983).  The clearance of the vehicles from the ground was increased to 

decrease the magnitude of the blast wave impacting the vehicle and improve venting 

of the products away from the vehicle (Tremblay, Bergeron & Gonzalez, 1998). 

Pneumatic wheels were found to decrease the transfer of forces through the vehicle 

compared to tracked vehicles. The wheels were also located so that they were not 

directly beneath the vehicle occupants (Bird, 2001). 
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Figure 6.3 – UK Foxhound vehicle in Afghanistan. Note the V-shaped hull and height of 
the vehicle off the ground. Photo: Cpl Si Longworth RLC/MOD. Crown Copyright 
(2013). Reproduced with permission under UK Open Government Licence.  

Mitigation may also be improved by changing the vehicle occupants’ seats. 

Manufacturers have produced seats with shock absorbing capacity, foot rests to keep 

the feet off the floor plate, and roof mounting to decrease the shock transferred to the 

occupant. It is, perhaps, surprising that there are no reports to date that assess the 

effect of the vehicle occupant position and posture. Returning to solid blast in the 

maritime environment, sailors in the Royal Navy are instructed to adopt a ‘brace’ 

position when a torpedo or missile attack against a ship is imminent. The position 

includes some shock absorbing capacity by standing with the hips and knees in a 

flexed position, and taking hold of the ship structure to improve balance.  The effect of 

knee position, however, on the risk of lower limb injuries in an under belly vehicle 

blast has not been assessed to date.  

6.1.3   Solid Blast Simulation 

Evaluation of the forces transmitted through the lower limbs during an under-

belly vehicle blast is challenging. Full vehicle blast experiments using anti-vehicle 

mines have been performed, but remain impractical for biomechanical research due to 

financial cost, risk of instrumentation failure, poor reproducibility, and ethical 

concerns when working with human cadavers (Bird, 2001). Alternatives to full vehicle 

blast experiments include scaled blast experiments or traumatic impact rigs. Scaled 

blast experiments use small explosive charges beneath a membrane base plate to 
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generate reproducible loads beneath a vehicle occupant (Horst, Simms, Maasdam, et 

al., 2005). There are, however, no published data regarding cadaveric simulations in 

this type of experiment, perhaps due to the same ethical concerns as the full vehicle 

blast. 

Traumatic impact test rigs, therefore, have been developed that can impact 

cadaveric tissues and whole organs. However, these have focused primarily on 

simulating the impulse characteristics seen in a car crash (Yoganandan, Pintar, 

Kumaresan, et al., 1997; Funk, Srinivasan, Crandall, et al., 2002). The only attempt to 

simulate vehicle floor response due to blast is by McKay and Bir (McKay & Bir, 

2009) who utilised a linear impactor to accelerate a 36.7 kg plate up to velocities of 

12.0 m/s. They cut out a portion of the tibia in order to introduce a tibial load cell and 

therefore allow for a direct comparison with load cells incorporated in ATDs that are 

commonly used in vehicle tests. They reported time to peak force within 4 ms for 

impactor speeds of 10 m/s in seated cadaveric specimens. There are no data in the 

literature for any other occupant posture. A single worldwide source of in-vitro blast 

simulations is prone to error if the results and findings cannot be validated by other 

research groups. Therefore, a team of engineers and surgeons, including the author, at 

The Royal British Legion Centre for Blast Injury Studies have recently designed and 

manufactured a new traumatic impact rig. The rig was developed and characterised in 

a previous package of work (Masouros, Newell, Ramasamy, et al., 2013), and is 

described in the methods.  

6.2   Aims 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of knee position on lower limb 

injuries caused by an IED attack on a vehicle. The study compares the response of two 

different vehicle occupant positions by testing cadaveric legs in a traumatic injury 

simulator. The hypothesis is that knee flexion in a standing vehicle occupant, 

compared to an extended position, will reduce the forces transmitted through the lower 

limb and the severity of the resultant injuries. This has not been assessed and reported 

in the literature before.   
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6.3   Methods 

6.3.1   Anti-vehicle Under-belly Blast Injury Simulator (AnUBIS) 

A cadaveric traumatic injury simulator has been designed and characterised by 

the author, a small team of engineers, and another orthopaedic surgeon at the Royal 

British Legion Centre for Blast Injury Studies (Masouros, Newell, Ramasamy, et al., 

2013). The Anti-vehicle Under-belly Blast Injury Simulator (AnUBIS) apparatus is 

capable of recreating the floor deformation of a vehicle when attacked by a mine 

within a controlled laboratory environment (Figure 6.4) (Masouros, Newell, 

Ramasamy, et al., 2013). Human cadaveric lower limbs and ATDs can be 

accommodated above the plate with the limb in different positions. Unlike other 

traumatic injury simulators that impact the lower limb (McKay & Bir, 2009; 

Yoganandan, Pintar, Kumaresan, et al., 1997), in AnUBIS the specimen rests on the 

accelerating plate; hence it can be argued that this apparatus is likely to replicate the 

loading mechanism occurring in an under-belly AV-mine blast.  

	  

 
	  

Figure 6.4 – Photograph of a side view of the AnUBIS traumatic injury simulator.	  

AuUBIS is designed to accelerate a 42 kg mass to 9 m/s within 10 ms. The 

moving plate sits within a pressure vessel, which is held in place by a tie rod, secured 

with a cross pin (shear pin) at the top and a nut, tightened beneath the pressure vessel, 

at the bottom. As compressed air is fed into the pressure vessel, the pressure at the 

underside of the plate increases and so does the force at the interface between the plate 
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and the shear pin (Figure 6.5). When a critical pressure is reached, the shear pin will 

fracture due to double shear. At pin fracture, the plate is free to accelerate upward and 

the tie rod falls to the ground. The peak velocity that the plate reaches can be adjusted 

by selecting different shear pin materials and dimensions. The plate accelerates for 

~50 mm before deceleration commences by allowing its lugs to be wedged between 

four pairs of braking arms. The braking arms are fixed with pin joints at the bottom, 

and high stiffness springs at the top. As the braking arms are pushed open, the springs 

provide a reaction force that brings the plate to rest.  

	  

	  
Figure 6.5 – Diagram of the traumatic injury simulator (AnUBIS) showing plate release 
and braking mechanisms. 	  

6.3.2   Preparation of Cadaveric Specimens 

Ethical approval for the study was granted by the local Research Ethics 

Committee (St Mary’s Hospital, London REC. Ethical approval number: 10-HO712-3).  

Cadaveric lower limbs were purchased by a licensed human tissue facility (Life Legacy, 

Arizona, USA). All cadaveric limbs were from tissue donors who had consented for their 

use in scientific research.  The experiments were conducted in accordance with the Human 

Tissue Act, 2004. 

Fresh frozen cadaveric lowers limbs from ‘normal’ (no disease) adult donors 

were delivered and stored at -20°C.  Cross-sectional imaging with CT (Siemens 

Somatom Definition AS 64; Erlangen, Germany) scanning was performed to 
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investigate if any of the limbs had undiagnosed diseases or anatomical anomalies 

before testing in this study. The limbs were thawed at room temperature for 

approximately 12 hours before the test. The proximal femur was removed with a hand 

saw at the sub-trochanteric region. A power drill with a 12 mm drill bit was used to 

ream the proximal 150 mm of the femoral intramedullary canal.  An M12 studding 

was screwed into the femoral canal to the limit of the reaming.  An aluminium 

cylindrical pot with a 12 mm hole in the base was placed over the studding until the 

inside base was in contact with the femur (Figure 6.6). This was secured with grub 

screws around the pot and PMMA bone cement inside the pot. A locking nut 

prevented migration of the studding into the femur during impact. 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 6.6 – Photograph of femoral fixation. The proximal femoral diaphysis was 
secured inside the aluminium pot using grub screws and bone cement. A locking nut 
prevented migration of the studding into the femoral canal.	  

The patella was prepared by passing 4 mm studding through a transverse drill 

hole in the widest part of the patella (Figure 6.7).  The studding was attached to 

stainless steel cables on either side of the patella using cable thimbles and locking 

nuts. The other end of the cables was attached to the femoral mounting block above to 

simulate the muscle forces of the extensor mechanism of the knee.  The knee was 

maintained in different positions by adjusting the length of a turnbuckle placed within 

the cable. 
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Figure 6.7 – Patella preparation. The muscle forces of the extensor mechanism were 
recreated using stainless steel cables attached to studding placed through the patella. 	  

The skin and subcutaneous fat was removed down to the crural fascia from the 

lower leg and dorsum of the foot. The fascia and periosteum was removed from the 

anterior surface of the distal femoral diaphysis, antero-medial surface of the tibia, and 

medial and lateral surfaces of the calcaneus. The bone was dried using ethanol and 

strain gauges (CEA-‐06-‐125UW-‐350, Vishay, Basingstoke, UK) were attached using 

cyanoacrylate bonding agent. Two 2 strain gauges were located on the lateral surface 

of the calcaneus, a single gauge on the medial surface of the calcaneus, 3 on the 

antero-medial surface of the tibia (0.15×, 0.5× and 0.85× the total length of the tibia), 

and one on the distal femur (Figure 6.8).  The strain gauges were connected to copper 

wires with coloured coverings using tin/lead electrical solder. The wires were then 

connected to a PXIe data acquisition system (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). 

A Meindl Desert Fox combat boot (Lucas Meindl GmbH and Co, Kirchanschoring, 

Germany) with the upper leather surface removed, was secured onto the foot using 3 

cable ties.  
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(a)	   (b)	  

Figure 6.8 – Strain gauge preparation. (a) Two strain gauges applied to the lateral 
surface of the calcaneus. (b) Three strain gauges attached to the antero-medial surface of 
the tibia.	  

6.3.3   Limb Mounting  

The M12 femoral studding was placed inside, but not attached to, a custom-

made femoral mounting fixture (Figure 6.9). A cross bar passed through the femoral 

mounting fixture, with a 20 kg weight attached at each end was used to simulate body 

weight. The studding was situated against the bottom face of the block via a 50 mm 

deep hole, 23 mm in diameter, thus allowing 5° of valgus/varus (V/V) angulation and 

unlimited internal/external (I/E) rotation. The cross bar was able to slide vertically in-

between guiding slots cut out of two thin steel plates that were secured to the super-

frame. Finally, the block could rotate freely about the cross bar, thus simulating hip 

flexion and extension.  
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Figure 6.9 – Diagram of femoral mounting fixture and cross bar. C-C: Cranial-Caudal 
translation, A-P: Anterior-Posterior translation, V-V: Varus-Valgus translation, M-L: 
Medial and Lateral translation, I/E: Internal/External rotation, F/E: Flexion/Extension.  

6.3.4   Standing Position 

The standing position was achieved by placing the foot and boot on top of the 

impactor, and the femoral studding into the femoral mounting fixture. Knee extension 

was maintained by adjusting the length of the steel cables attached to the patella. 

Approximately 5° of knee flexion was permitted to avoid the knee locking into the 

“screw-home” position (Frankel, Burstein & Brooks, 1971). 
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Figure 6.10 – Diagram of the configurations for testing limbs in different positions.  A 
40kg mass was added to the cross bar to simulate half body weight.	  

6.3.5   Brace Position 

The brace test was performed with the knee in ~20° of flexion. The combat 

boot was placed onto the impactor with small blocks to prevent the foot moving 

forwards or backwards on the plate. The femoral studding was placed into the femoral 

mounting fixture, which was free to rotate around the flexion/extension axis. The knee 

position was fine tuned by adjusting the turnbuckle within the cables attached to the 

patella (Figure 6.11). 
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Figure 6.11 – Lower limb in the brace position ready for testing. Photograph taken from 
above AnUBIS, looking down into the superstructure.	  

6.3.6   Data Acquisition 

The pressure in the vessel at pin failure was recorded by a pressure gauge 

(Pi602, Applied Measurements, Berkshire, UK); the acceleration of the plate was 

measured with a uniaxial accelerometer mounted on the plate’s top surface (352C04, 

PCB Piezotronics Depew, NY, USA; frequency response = 10 kHz); the flight of the 

plate was measured utilising high speed photography (Phantom v12.1, Vision 

Research, Wayne, NJ, USA) at 4000 frames/s (Figure 6.12); the velocity profile of the 

projectile was calculated by integrating the accelerometer data and confirmed by 

differentiating the displacement data.  Acceleration and pressure signals were recorded 

at 25 kHz via a PXIe data acquisition system in conjunction with a custom-written 

LabVIEW software program (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). This program 

was also used to trigger data acquisition and therefore control the synchronous 

acquisition of the PXIe system and the camera.  
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Figure 6.12 – AnUBIS apparatus set-up.  High intensity lighting was used during the test 
to optimise the high speed photography images. 	  

6.3.7   Test Protocol 

A target velocity of 10 m/s was selected based upon a previous cadaveric 

impact study, which showed that lower limb fractures were produced in seated 

specimens at velocities greater than 10.2 m/s (McKay & Bir, 2009). Previous 

numerical and experimental characterisation studies of AnUBIS found that a 12.7 mm 

brass shear pin would produce an impactor velocity of 9.7 m/s in under 10 m/s 

(Masouros, Newell, Ramasamy, et al., 2013).  

Two cadaveric limbs were tested at each posture; no specimen was used more 

than once. The pre-test characteristics of the limbs are presented in Table 6.1.  Tests 

were performed at room temperature (22 ± 1°C), and a new appropriately sized 

combat boot was used for every experiment.  Zero strain was defined as the strain 

when the leg was lying on a workbench, prior to placing it on the rig and applying the 

40 kg mass through the hip. Zero time was taken as the time at plate acceleration equal 

to 30 m/s2. This metric was used after experimenting with numerous values for all 

sensors in AnUBIS tests with and without specimens mounted.  
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Specimen No. Gender Side Age (years) Weight (kg) BMI 
      

Standing 1 Male Left 44 79 26 
      

Standing 2 Female Right 51 58 23 
      

Brace 1 Female Left 51 58 23 
      

Brace 2 Male Left 57 60 19 
      

 

Table 6.1 – Pre-test physical characteristics of the cadaver donors. 

6.3.8   Post Impact Injury Evaluation 

The limbs were removed from AnUBIS after impact and the copper wires were 

cut off.  The author performed an external inspection and examination of all the limbs 

immediately after impact.  Repeat CT scanning of all limbs was performed to compare 

the pre and post impact images.  A military consultant radiologist reviewed the images 

and provided a written report of all identified injuries. The limbs were recovered to the 

laboratory where the author performed a careful anatomical dissection to identify any 

fractures reported on the CT scans and evaluate the soft tissues for any further injury. 
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6.4   Results 

All four cadaveric limbs were tested with AnUBIS using a 12.7 mm brass 

shear pin.  At the time of shear pin fracture, the mean peak pressure in the pressure 

vessel was 9.44 bar in the standing position tests, and 9.15 bar in the brace position 

tests. Maximum plate speed calculated for each position (n = 2) was 8.6 ± 0.2 m/s and 

9.5 ± 0.0 m/s for standing and brace positions, respectively. Time at maximum plate 

speed calculated for each position (n = 2) was 9.7 ± 0.8 and 10.7 ± 0.1 m/s for 

standing and brace, respectively (Figure 6.13). 

 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 6.13 – Velocity-time plots for the impactor. Each curve is from one of the four 
limbs. 	  

The strain gauge data for each limb are presented together in Figure 6.14 –

Figure 6.17.  Comparative plots of strain gauge data for each gauge position on 

different limbs are presented in Figure 6.18 – Figure 6.22. 
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Figure 6.14 – Strain data from the Standing 1 limb.	  

 

 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 6.15 – Strain data from the Standing 2 limb.	  
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Figure 6.16 – Strain data from the Brace 1 limb.	  

 

 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 6.17 – Strain data from the Brace 2 limb.	  
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Figure 6.18 – Strain data from the lateral calcaneus.	  

 

 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 6.19 – Strain data from the medial calcaneus.	  
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Figure 6.20 – Strain data from the lower tibia.	  

 

 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 6.21 – Strain data from the mid-tibia.	  
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Figure 6.22 – Strain data from the upper tibia.	  

The strain data from the lateral calcaneus and mid-tibia demonstrated that 

maximum strain in the standing position was greater than in the brace position, and 

occurred earlier (Table 6.2 and Table 6.3).  

Specimen No. Maximum Strain Time to maximum strain (ms) 
   

Standing 1 0.00757 5.00 
   

Standing 2 0.00629 7.36 
   

Brace 1 0.00292 6.08 
   

Brace 2 0.00224 10.96 
   

 

Table 6.2 – Maximal compressive strain at lateral calcaneus.  

 

Specimen No. Maximum Strain Time to maximum strain (ms) 
   

Standing 1 0.00485 8.20 
   

Standing 2 0.00366 7.68 
   

Brace 1 0.00291 9.28 
   

Brace 2 0.00190 9.20 
   

 

Table 6.3 – Maximal tensile strain at mid-tibia. 
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6.4.1   Post-test Analysis 

The post-test CT scanning demonstrated severe hindfoot injuries in both 

standing limbs. No skeletal injury was observed in one of the brace position limbs. 

The other brace position limb sustained fractures to the talus and tibial plateau, but 

these were not significantly displaced (Table 6.4). 

Specimen No. Injuries sustained 
  

Standing 1 Comminuted fracture/dislocation of the calcaneus involving the 
calcaneo-cuboid joint. Fracture of the cuboid. Dislocation of the 
subtalar and talo-navicular joint. Fracture of the tip of the lateral 
malleolus. 

  
Standing 2 Severely comminuted fracture of the calcaneus involving the 

anterior and posterior subtalar joints, calcaneo-cuboid joints. No 
other foot fractures 

  
Brace 1 Bones are osteopaenic. Possible micro-trabecular fracture of 

calcaneus.  
  

Brace 2 Bones are osteopaenic. Impacted fracture of talar neck. Minimally 
displaced fracture of the tibial plateau. Possible micro-fractures in 
the tarsi bones. 

  
 

Table 6.4 – CT radiology reports of injuries sustained. 

 The CT findings were confirmed by anatomical dissection of the specimens in 

the laboratory. A photograph illustrating the findings is presented in Figure 6.23. 

	  

	  
	  

Figure 6.23 – Photograph of post-test dissection from Standing 2 limb.	  
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Figure 10.19. Physical findings from Standing 2 specimen. 

10.9.3 Strain data 

The overall strain-time data from the four specimens are produced below 

(Figure 10.20): 

  

  
Figure 10.20. Strain data from instrumented specimens. 

For comparative purposes, the data from the individual strain gauge locations 

is presented below (Figure 10.21). 
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6.5   Discussion 

6.5.1   Severity of Injuries 

This study investigated the effect of knee position on injuries to the lower limb 

caused by a simulated under belly vehicle explosion. Tested under the same threat 

level (pressure at release of the plate), some knee flexion in the lower limb reduced 

substantially the severity of hindfoot injuries or produced no fracture at all. The 

comminuted calcaneal fractures observed in the standing limbs are characteristic of 

solid blast injuries (Barr, Draeger & Sager, 1946). The clinical outcome of these 

injuries have been discussed in Chapter 2, which highlighted that very few of these 

casualties return to full military duty and 30% require amputation (Ramasamy, Hill, 

Phillip, et al., 2011). One of the brace position limbs sustained an impacted talar neck 

fracture and a minimally displaced tibial plateau fracture (Table 6.4).  A clinical 

comparison of comminuted calcaneal fractures and talar neck fractures is beyond the 

scope of this thesis.  However, The Foot and Ankle Severity Score (FASS) has been 

developed to rank the severity and long term impairment of foot and ankle injuries 

after vehicular collisions (Manoli, Prasad & Levine, 1997). This scale indicates that 

the injuries in both standing occupants (FASS – 5) are more severe and predicted to 

have a worse long term outcome, compared to Brace 2 limb (FASS -2) (Table 6.4). 

The talar neck fracture in the brace 2 position indicates that the mechanism of loading 

in the brace position is different to the standing positions.  Previous reports of 

cadaveric experiments investigating foot and ankle injuries in car crashes have 

identified that this fracture is associated with impact loading with the ankle in a dorsi-

flexed position (Rudd, Crandall, Millington, et al., 2004). This is relevant to this study 

because knee flexion in the standing position requires some degree of ankle 

dorsiflexion in order to maintain balance. Furthermore, there is little point in 

protecting from one injury if the result is something even worse at another site.  In the 

tests performed in this study, the resultant injury after knee flexion was less severe.  

Future research, however, will need to ensure that that are no unintended 

consequences of any changes in posture or additional restraint systems. 
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6.5.2   Strain Gauge Data 

The strain gauge data on the lateral calcaneus supports the hypothesis that knee 

flexion reduces the axial forces transmitted through the lower limb (Figure 6.18). The 

mean peak strain on the lateral calcaneus in the standing position was more than 

double the result measured in the brace position. Interestingly, the peak strain in the 

standing limbs (0.007) was less than the failure strain (0.01) that has previously been 

reported for cortical bone at high strain rates (Hansen, Zioupos, Simpson, et al., 2008). 

The lower value of peak strain reported in this study may be due to a number of 

reasons. The structure of the calcaneus is composed of trabecular bone with a thin 

cortical shell. Structural failure of the calcaneus, therefore, may occur as the trabecular 

bone fails rather than the cortical bone. Furthermore, the strain gauges remained 

attached to a segment of cortical bone even after the calcaneus had fractured. 

Measured strain on the lateral surface, therefore, could be less than strain in other parts 

of the calcaneus due to its complex shape. Surface strain measurement of bone, as 

used in this study, may have differences with other methods of assessing strain e.g. 

with a materials testing machine. Lastly, the bonding of the gauges to the specimen 

and the bone mineral density of the cadaver are variables that may lead to error.  

The strain gauge data from the tibia demonstrated positive strain at some point 

of the loading phase at each gauge position in all of the tested limbs. This suggests that 

the antero-medial surface of the tibia goes into tension during these high impulse 

impacts, most likely due to buckling of the bone. Buckling is characterised by the 

lateral displacement of a column under compressive loading, leading to increased 

strain on the surface of the convex curve (Figure 6.24). This observation will be 

amplified if the compressive load during the impact is not coincident with the long 

axis of the tibia.  Future tests with strain gauges on the other surfaces of the tibia will 

help to prove this hypothesis. 
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Figure 6.24 – Diagram of a single column under compression.  Buckling leads to tensile 
stress and positive strain on the convex surface.	  

The magnitude of the strain on the tibia in different limbs has a similar pattern 

to the lateral calcaneus, described previously. The mean peak strain in the mid-tibia of 

the standing limbs is approaching double the peak strain in the brace position (Table 

6.3). In this experiment the stress and strain within the bone was below the failure 

threshold for the tibial diaphysis. However, it can be predicted that the limb in the 

brace position is less vulnerable to tibial diaphyseal fracture than that the limb in the 

standing position due to the lower strain values with the same loading impulse. Further 

tests with a greater impulse input are needed to prove this hypothesis. 

Strain measurements in the lower tibia become positive as well, suggesting that 

this segment is under tension for part of the loading phase. Interestingly, the peak 

strain in the lower tibia is less than the mid-tibia in two of the tests.  This was not 

expected because the force is predicted to reduce as it passes from one segment to the 

next as it passes up the limb.  The result does, however, correspond with the clinical 

data presented in Chapter 2, which found that the frequency of distal tibial fractures 

was lower than mid-tibial fractures. The difference could be caused by lower tensile 

modulus and failure strength in the mid-tibia compared to the lower tibia. However, 

this hypothesis is not supported by previous biomechanical measurements of the 

strength of cortical and trabecular bone (Bayraktar, Morgan, Niebur, et al., 2004). 

Buckling under compression, however, will lead to greater strain in the mid-tibia if 

there is a smaller radius of curvature in this segment (Figure 6.24).  An alternative 

explanation is that the orientation of impact against the limb determines the degree of 

Tension surface

Compression load
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compression, bending, rotation or tension acting across the limb, which may affect the 

position of skeletal fracture. 

6.5.3   Knee Position in Axial Loading 

Whilst there are no reports in the literature that have assessed the position of 

the knee joint in an under-belly vehicle blast, a number of reports have done so for 

sporting activities. A study by Self & Paine (2001) investigated the effect of knee 

position on the vertical forces and peak tibial accelerations that occurred in healthy 

male athletes during a controlled drop of 30.48 cm (12 inches) onto a force plate. The 

mean peak vertical force was 1562 N when the knee was in a flexed posture, but 

increased to 2418 N when the knee was in an extended position. A second report by 

Zhang et al. (2000) investigated energy dissipation in the lower limbs in drops of 32, 

62 and 103 cm in healthy male athletes (Zhang, Bates & Dufek, 2000).  The subjects 

landed with either a soft landing, when the joints were allowed to bend, or a hard 

landing where the subjects were instructed to keep their joints stiff.  The ground 

reaction force increased with both height of fall and with hard landing. Pre-impact 

bracing of the muscles has also been found to affect the forces transferred through the 

limbs in road traffic collisions (Bose, Crandall, Untaroiu, et al., 2010; Chang, Rupp, 

Kikuchi, et al., 2008). This effect is unlikely to be significant in under-belly blast 

loading because the casualty is not usually aware that an IED attack is about to occur.  

Further evidence of the importance of knee position in lower limb injuries can 

be observed in sports injuries.  Single-leg and double-leg landing techniques with knee 

bending are common athletic techniques that are typically performed from various 

landing heights during intensive sports activities, such as basketball, volleyball, soccer 

and gymnastics (Dufek & Bates, 1991; Hrysomallis, 2007). These techniques are also 

used in high-risk military activities, such as assault courses and parachute landing falls 

(Figure 6.25) (Amoroso, Bell & Jones, 1997; Gwinn, Wilckens, McDevitt, et al., 

2000). Proper execution of these techniques with knee bending and knees-together is 

reported to decrease the risk of lower limb injuries (Hoffman, 1983; Bricknell & 

Craig, 1999).  
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Figure 6.25 –Military parachute landing technique. The diagram illustrates the taught 
technique for initial impact during military parachute landing. Note the flexed knee 
posture, with knees together. Reproduced from the US Army’s Static Line Parachuting 
Techniques FM 3-21.220, 2013. Reproduced with permission under the US Dept. of 
Defense Open License. 

Pre-impact bracing with knee flexion is practicable in the maritime 

environment because a warship may be able to detect a missile or torpedo before 

impact. This is rarely possible in an IED strike where the nature of the weapon 

requires some concealment to be effective. Therefore, achieving a knee-flexed brace 

position for a standing occupant requires either vehicle adaptation or training soldiers 

about the optimal posture to protect themselves.  It is feasible to adapt a vehicle to 

ensure that an occupant may only stand with the knee in a flexed position.  A knee 

rest, such as a padded bar, close to the standing position may help to achieve this 

position.  One limitation of this idea is that any change must be acceptable to soldiers 

and allow them to operate without significant inhibition. Furthermore, this would 

require careful evaluation because impact forces applied directly to the end of the 

femur or proximal tibia have also been associated with significant injuries in previous 

research (Nagel, Burton & Manning, 1977; Ritchey, Schonholtz & Thompson, 1958). 

Alternatively, therefore, training soldiers to keep the knee in a flexed position when 

standing in a vehicle may be the most practicable solution. This may only be necessary 

in periods where there is a high risk of IED strikes, rather than when moving along 

cleared routes. Furthermore, vehicle commanders may need to arrange regular rotation 
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of standing occupants, such as top cover, to offset the potential fatigue encountered 

with a knee flexed posture (Gribble & Hertel, 2004; Britta Lindström, Lexell, Gerdle, 

et al., 1997). 

6.5.4   Limitations 

The main limitation of this study is the small sample size; however, the 

consistency of the results within the groups gives confidence that the trends observed 

here are accurate and reproducible. In addition, the clinical data presented in Chapter 2 

and 3 suggests that the types of injuries that occur in solid blast have been reproduced 

in this experiment. Whilst the early experiments with the AnUBIS traumatic impact rig 

have produced some interesting results, further work is needed to validate the 

correlation between the laboratory simulations and the clinical data. In particular, the 

heterogeneity of battlefield injuries, even in mounted casualties, are still to be 

reproduced with this apparatus. 

 

6.6   Conclusions 

Lower limb injuries caused by solid blast are a significant problem that may 

cause long term disability to many soldiers. The results in this study demonstrate that a 

vehicle occupant whose posture incorporates knee flexion at the time of an under-‐

vehicle explosion is likely to reduce the severity of lower limb injuries, when 

compared to a knee extended position.  Further work is necessary to establish how this 

posture can be introduced into daily military practice.  
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CHAPTER   7    

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

The aim of this thesis has been to analyse clinical data from the War in 

Afghanistan during the height of the conflict, such that lower limb injuries could be 

investigated further in a laboratory and mitigation strategies assessed. The conflict 

committed UK soldiers to fight against an enemy, armed with a weapon that had never 

been deployed on such a scale before (Barker, 2011). Unlike in previous conventional 

conflicts of the 20th century involving the UK military, Taliban fighters did not have 

the resources to procure or manufacture high explosive fragmentation munitions 

(Johnson, 2013; Bowlby, 1915). Instead, their weapon of choice was the home made 

bomb, described as the IED in this thesis. (Barker, 2011). Unlike in conventional 

explosive fragmentation devices, these weapons do not depend upon ripping apart 

their metal casing, or firing metal projectiles contained within. Rather, they are 

dependent upon the explosive itself, and any debris, soil or other matter positioned 

between the device and the victim.  

7.1   Patterns of Injuries caused by IEDs 

Many recent reports have documented that IEDs caused a rapid rise in 

calcaneal fractures (Ramasamy, Hill, Phillip, et al., 2011), traumatic amputations 
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(Edwards, Phillip, Bosanquet, et al., 2015), peripheral nerve injuries (Birch, Misra, 

Stewart, et al., 2012), pelvic fractures (Bonner, Eardley, Newell, et al., 2011), spinal 

fractures (Eardley, Bonner, Gibb, et al., 2012), hand injuries (Eardley & Stewart, 

2010), blast lung (Singleton, Gibb, Bull, et al., 2013), craniofacial injuries (Breeze, 

Gibbons, Shieff, et al., 2011), and major haemorrhage (Stannard, Brown, Benson, et 

al., 2011), amongst others. There was, until now, a paucity of data regarding 

musculoskeletal injuries to the femur, tibia, and knee. 

In order to assess the patterns of injuries in the lower limbs, an epidemiological 

study was performed in Chapter 2 to investigate the distribution of fractures and 

associated injuries caused by IEDs during a two years’ period.  The study identified 

155 casualties with injuries to the femur, tibia or knee who had sufficient radiological 

images for analysis.  The results demonstrated that injuries in anatomical regions away 

from the lower limbs were common. The face and upper limbs were injured in over 

30% of casualties, which is markedly higher than other body regions. The lack of 

personal protective equipment in these regions is the likely explanation for their 

apparent vulnerability to injury (Breeze, Allanson-Bailey, Hepper, et al., 2015; 

Breeze, Allanson-Bailey, Hunt, et al., 2012). Conversely, the relative protection of the 

torso to secondary blast injuries (<10% of casualties) suggests that fragments and 

projectiles are likely to be key factors that determine the severity of injury in the lower 

limbs. 

This study also demonstrated that the tibial and femoral diaphysis were more 

vulnerable to injury from IEDs than other segments.  There were, however, 

significantly more complex fractures in the tibial diaphysis compared to the femoral 

diaphysis. Interestingly, approximately a quarter of complex tibial fractures were also 

associated with hindfoot fractures. This combination of injuries has previously been 

associated with high impulse axial loading after explosions (Coupland & Korver, 

1991; Ramasamy, Hill, Phillip, et al., 2011). Whilst this combination of injuries could 

be explained by this particular mechanism, it still left the majority of fractures where 

the mechanism of injury remained unproven.  A forensic injury analysis, therefore, 

was performed to investigate if the mechanisms of skeletal fractures could be assessed 

according to their morphology and injuries elsewhere. 
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Skeletal injuries caused by explosions can be classified as primary, secondary 

or tertiary injuries according to the mechanism of injury (Chapter 3). The first 

hypothesis of the forensic injury analysis was that skeletal fractures caused by a shock 

wave after the explosion could be identified by primary blast injuries in other 

anatomical regions. It was, therefore, surprising to find that only 3% of casualties had 

a tympanic membrane rupture and only 1% had sustained primary blast lung injury. 

This suggests that skeletal fractures in this series of survivors were not caused by a 

shock wave after the explosion.  However, this conclusion is based upon a number of 

fundamental assumptions about shock waves, particularly their variable magnitude in 

different anatomical regions and capacity to cause injury. Future experiments are 

needed to assess the injury thresholds for skeletal fractures caused by shock waves. 

This is important because if the magnitude of a shock wave that is sufficient to cause 

skeletal fractures is so large that survival due to damage elsewhere is improbable, then 

development of mitigation against this threat may be futile. 

The forensic analysis only identified 8/155 casualties who had clear evidence 

of fractures caused by metallic fragmentation or projectiles. This contrasts with limb 

injuries caused by explosive fragmentation munitions during the 20th century, which 

were almost exclusively caused by so-called shrapnel. Furthermore, the radiographs 

presented throughout Chapter 2, 3 and 4 are representative of the remaining 147 

casualties in this series. These illustrate that there is very little evidence of damage by 

shrapnel and metal fragments, and even when present, it is very small relative to the 

extent of soft tissue injuries and skeletal fractures. There is, therefore, a fundamental 

difference between skeletal fractures caused by IEDs during the War in Afghanistan 

and previous conflicts.  

The findings of the first part of the forensic analysis lead to the question: what 

causes the majority of these fractures if it is not primary blast injury or metallic 

fragments? The second section of Chapter 3 investigated this, in part, by assessing the 

morphology of fractures in the tibia and femur, and their associated injuries. It 

identified a group of casualties with predominantly axial compression injuries within 

the long bones and an association with other injuries that are typically caused by a fall 

from height.  A second group was identified with predominantly bending or torsional 

injuries, but without evidence of other injuries normally associated with high impulse 
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axial loading.  This group of injuries is more comparable to a side impact, such as 

when a car bumper hits a pedestrian. The clinical cases studied in Chapter 3 illustrate 

these findings, and also demonstrate the open wounds and contamination with grit and 

soil associated with these injuries. Furthermore, the complexity of the fractures and 

their associated wounds could not be explained by tertiary blast mechanisms alone. 

In summary, the studies in this thesis suggest that lower limb fractures caused 

by IEDs during the War in Afghanistan were not caused by primary blast or secondary 

metallic fragmentation mechanisms.  Whilst the injuries in this series appear 

heterogeneous on initial assessment, this thesis has identified that the morphology of 

the fractures may be related to axial loading from beneath or an ‘off-axial’ impact 

from the side or front. The study does not give a definitive explanation about the 

mechanism of injury, but prompts a number of potential hypotheses.  The author’s 

hypothesis is that the severity of injuries after an IED explosion is not only dependent 

upon the amount of gas produced, its temperature and velocity of detonation, but also 

upon the rock and soil mass and the strain rate dependent material properties of human 

tissues. Furthermore, the position of the victim relative to the IED has an important 

effect of the resultant injury patterns. This may, in part, explain the evident difference 

between the flail injuries seen after fighter pilots eject from an aircraft and the patterns 

of wounding reported in this thesis (Lowry, Mellen et al., 1994). The constraint of the 

limb (or boundary conditions) is a further important consideration that has been 

highlighted in the terrorist bombings described in Chapter 3. A relatively fixed limb, 

such as in weight bearing, will react and fail in a different manner to a limb without 

such constraint. The combination of kinetic energy from the detonation gases and rock 

mass, and the constraint of the limb at impact are likely to be key factors that 

determine injury patterns in the open field environment. This hypothesis is supported 

by the many hundreds of images of skeletal fractures that were reviewed during the 

clinical studies, and the author’s personal surgical experience of debriding several 

hundred wounds caused by IEDs. The wounds and injuries appeared comparable to the 

mechanism of sand blasting buildings, which in lay terms was described as ‘grit 

blasting’ injury during the work conducted in this thesis. The lay term describes the 

characteristic injection of soil and grit along fascial planes, soft tissue stripping off 

bone, and skeletal fractures beneath. Although not a focus of discussion in this thesis, 

the term is never more relevant than when reviewing images of severe injuries, such as 
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traumatic amputations and the blast pelvis (Ramasamy, Evans, Kendrew, et al., 2012). 

This hypothesis is illustrated in Figure 7.1. However, further research to characterise 

and simulate this potential mechanism of injury is needed to evaluate the hypothesis. 

Computational finite element models of this mechanism could allow an assessment of 

whether mitigation against this threat is feasible. 

	  

	   	  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7.1 – ‘Grit blasting’ in skeletal trauma. One hypothesis is that the severity of the 
injuries is proportional to the mass and velocity of the detonation gases and displaced 
rock. (a) Radiograph of a left trans-femoral traumatic amputation. (b) Radiograph of a 
pelvic fracture and left proximal femoral fracture. Note the infiltration of soil and grit in 
the soft tissues and around the bones (white triangles). 

7.2   Blast Mediated Knee Injuries 

Chapter 4 identified that knee ligament injuries occurred in 10% of casualties 

with lower limb injuries caused by IEDs.  The only previous reports of this are related 

to solid blast injuries in the maritime environment. The series included 17 casualties 

with tibio-femoral knee joint dislocations. In-vehicle mounted casualties were more 

vulnerable to this type of injury than those in the open field environment.  The injuries 

were commonly associated with tibial fractures in the same limb, but rarely with 

femoral diaphyseal fractures. Many of the injuries occurred by avulsion from their 

bony attachment, such as the ACL from the tibial spine. These injuries were further 

characterised in Chapter 5 using a porcine stifle joint uniaxial tension model through 

strain rates in the range 0.01 to 100/s. Across the range of strain rates, tensile modulus 

increased from 288 to 905 MPa and failure stress increased from 39.9 to 77.3 MPa. 
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The strain rate sensitivity of the material properties decreased as deformation rates 

increased, and reached a limit at approximately 1/s, beyond which there was no further 

significant change. 

The knee, therefore, forms a critical link in the axial chain between the foot 

and the trunk above. During a side impact against the tibia, the limb may fail at the site 

of impact, but also at another site due to tensile forces on the opposite side of the limb 

(Nagasaka, Mizuno, Tanaka, et al., 2003).  Failure within the knee ligaments or femur 

is not only dependent upon the magnitude of the force, geometry of impact and 

boundary conditions of the limb, but also upon the strain rate dependent properties of 

the materials within the limb. Observing that constraint within a limb may affect the 

resultant injuries led to the next series of experiments described in this thesis. 

7.3   Effect of Limb Posture on Injury 

The cadaveric experiments reported in this thesis have documented that solid 

blast injuries in mounted casualties can be simulated in a laboratory using a traumatic 

impact rig. The experiments tested a hypothesis that knee flexion in a standing vehicle 

occupant can reduce the severity of injuries and forces transmitted through the limb in 

high impulse axial loading. The investigation produced comminuted calcaneal 

fractures in standing casualties, which are characteristic of this method of loading, but 

less severe injuries or no injury at all, when the knee was flexed. However, the study 

did not produce fractures further up the limb in the femur and tibia. It is likely that the 

risk of fracture will increase relative to the velocity of the impact plate. Future 

experiments, therefore, using AnUBIS should attempt to increase the impulse at 

impact. This can be achieved by changing the material of the shear pin and increasing 

its diameter, which controls the release pressure.  During future tests, it will be 

interesting to apply strain gauges on different surfaces of the bone and at different 

levels to evaluate the type of buckling in the tibia and how this affects the resultant 

skeletal fractures. 

Vehicle technology has progressed in response to the number of IED attacks 

since the conception and execution of these cadaveric experiments. New vehicles have 
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been adapted to include foot rests on seats or ballistic buckling platforms when 

standing.  These mitigation technologies ensure that vehicle occupants are not in direct 

contact with the floor plate (Figure 7.2). These new measures require careful 

evaluation to assess their performance. This can be achieved in future research before 

vehicle occupants are at risk in future conflicts. 

	  

	  
  

Figure 7.2 – Interior of a new military vehicle adapted to respond to the IED threat. Note 
the foot rest on the flip down seat to reduce the risk of injury by keeping the feet off the 
floor plate (white arrow). Crown Copyright (2013). Reproduced with permission under 
UK Open Government Licence. 

7.4   Conclusion 

The proliferation of IEDs during the War in Afghanistan caused many 

casualties and deaths on all sides of the conflict. These weapons presented a new 

pattern of limb injuries which are different to those seen in conflicts over the 

preceding century. The IED in Afghanistan produced complex injury patterns across 

many anatomical regions, many of which continue to cause disability to casualties 

(Penn-Barwell, Myatt, Bennett, et al., 2015). This thesis addressed the mechanisms 

that caused these injuries by careful evaluation of clinical data and a series of 

laboratory experiments. The results suggest that previous theories about skeletal 

fractures caused by shock waves may have been overstated. The kinetic energy 

imparted by the detonation gases and displaced rock/grit appears the most likely cause 

of the majority of these injuries in the open environment. The direction of impact of 

these materials against a casualty’s limb has a significant effect on the injuries that 
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result. Mounted casualties may be protected from the direct effects of the detonation 

products, but the transmitted pressure wave can still cause solid blast injuries.  The 

experimental data has established that posture and the response of the body to these 

forces can have a significant effect on the resultant injuries.  

Further engineering research is needed to evaluate if the injuries from the open 

field environment can be reproduced in the laboratory, just as has been achieved for 

the mounted casualty. Mitigation solutions should focus on preventing secondary blast 

injuries in casualties who are likely to survive. Physical simulations and computational 

models may enable many different injury scenarios to be tested before future major 

conflicts. 
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